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(together in the dry season,
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With grateful and abundant thanks to the many friends

I have had the privilege of training in the Hawaiian

shaman tradition,

and who taught me that when the teacher is ready, the

student will appear.
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THE PREPARATION

Ho'omoe wai kahi ke kao'o

(Let's all travel together like water
flowing in one direction)

* t ~
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T his is a book about shamanism, especially the Ha-
waiian tradition of shamanism, and about being an

"urban shaman." In order for you to get the most out of this
book, I'd like to define what it is that we're talking about
right at the beginning.

According to the French historian Mircea Eliade, sha-
manism is a practice found all over the world, including Asia,
the Americas, and the Pacific. The word shaman is derived

from the Tungusic language of Siberia and is now used as a
convenient term by scientists and laymen alike to describe
the practitioner and his or her practice. Most cultures have
their Own term in their own language for such a person,
such as kupua in Hawaiian. A lot of people have different
ideas about what a shaman is and does, but like Eliade, I
tend toward a strict definition. Not every medicine man is a
shaman, but a shaman might be a medicine man. Not every
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tribal priest is a shaman, but c1shaman might be a tribal
priest. Not every psychic healer is a shaman, but a shaman
might be a psychic healer. For the purposes of this book and
my teachings, I define a shaman as a healer of relationships:
between mind and body, between people, between people
and circumstances, between humans and Nature, and be-
tween matter and spirit.

In practicing his or her healing, the shaman has a view of
reality very different from the one most of the world uses,
and it is this unique viewpoint (which will be covered ex-
tensively in the rest of the book) which really sets the shaman
apart from other healers. It also leads to some rather unusual
healing techniques commonly associated with shamanism,
such as shapechanging, communicating with plants and an-
imals, and journeying to the "underworld." If some of these
things sound strange, don't let it bother you. You will find
as you continue that many, if not most, of these practices
will have a curious familiarity. This is because shamans base
their art on natural human experience. You will discover

that you already know more about shamanism than you
thought you did.

Hawaiian Shamanism
Shamanism is a distinct form of healing, and Hawaiian sha-
manism is a distinct form of shamanism. The outstanding
quality of the shaman, regardless of culture, is the inclination
toward engagement, or creative activity.Knowledgeand un-
derstanding are not enough, nor does passive acceptance
hold any appeal. The shaman plunges into life with mind
and senses, playing the role of cocreator. There is a type of
soul content to admire the shape and place of a fallen tree.
The shaman is more like a sculptor who views the tree and
is seized by the desire to transform it into some semblance
of an internal image. . . or a useful tool. There is respect and
admiration for the tree as it is, as wellas the impulse to join
with the tree and produce something new. This activism is
expressed in the primary function of a shaman: that of a
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healer. Regardless of culture, location, or social environment
a shaman is, by purpose, a healer of mind, body, and cir-
cumstance. It is this bent toward social and environmental
benefit, in fact, which distinguishes the shaman from the
sorcerer of Castaneda's model who follows a path of strictly
personal power and enlightenment. And yet, while all sha-
mans are healers, the majority follow the "way of the war-
rior"; some, a minority which includes the Hawaiian shaman
tradition, follow what we might call "the way of the ad-
venturer. "

A "warrior" shaman tends to personify fear, illness, or
disharmony and to focus on the development of power, con-
trol, and combat skills in order to deal with them. An "ad-
venturer" shaman, by contrast, tends to depersonify these
conditions (Le., treat them as effects, not things) and deal
with them by developing skills of love, cooperation, and
harmony. As a simple example of the different approaches,
if you had to deal with a person who was emotionally upset,
a warrior shaman might help you build a strong psychic
shield to protect yourself from the other person's negative
energy. The adventurer shaman, on the other hand, would
be more likely to teach you how to harmonize your energy
so that you remain calm and even become a source of healing
for the other person. In addition, the warrior shaman's path
is often quite lonely, while the adventurer~s path is, by its
very nature, quite social. Nevertheless, it is difficult, if not
impossible, to tell the difference between masters of either
path because the more powerful you are, the more loving
you are (since there is less and less to fear); and the more
loving you are, the more powerful you are (since there is
greater and greater confidence). I have walked both paths,
and I choose and teach the Hawaiian adventurer way be-
cause I believe it is the most practical and beneficial, but I
have great respect for the warrior shamans and their healing.
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The Urban Shaman

The title of this book is Urban Shaman because that is the
focus and purpose of my teaching. Although shamanism is
usually associated with primitive or wilderness settings, its
application in urban environments is both natural and
needed. First of all, a shaman is a healer, regardless of culture
or environment. Secondly, there are more people living in
urban areas today than in nonurban areas (suburbs and
towns are considered urban), and it is these people who
need the most healing. And thirdly, shamanism, especially
the Hawaiian variety, is well adapted to modern times and
needs for several reasons:

1. It is completely nonsectarian and pragmatic. Shamanism
is a craft, not a religion, and you can practice it alone or
with a group.

2. It is very easy to learn and apply, although, as with any
craft, the full development of certain skills may take awhile.

3. The Hawaiian version in particular may be practiced any-
where at any time, including at home, at work, at school,
at play, or while traveling. This is mainly because the
Hawaiian shamans primarily worked with the mind and
body alone. They did not use drums to induce altered
states and they did not use masks to assume other forms
or qualities.

4. The nature of shamanism is such that while you are heal-
ing others you are healing yourself, and while you are
transforming the planet you are transforming yourself.

Apprenticeship

In days long past, when people lived in fairly isolated villages
and one's world view was limited to one's valley or moun-
tain or island, then it was appropriate for someone who had

mastered the shaman path to have one, two, or maybe three
apprentices over a lifetime because that small number could
fill all the village's needs. Today, however, we live in a Global
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v'llage with billions of people, and at the very least, we need
t~ousands of urban shama?-s to ?elp maintain a harmonious,
healthy existence. People Just lIke you.

I was raised as an urban shaman. My father was excep-
tionally well traveled and well versed in the cultures and
traditions of most of the world, and he underwent deep
training in the Hawaiian shaman tradition. He was highly
skilled in the ways and crafts of bush and jungle, forest and
farm, desert and tundra, and I learned a great deal about
Nature from him. But he was first and foremost an urban
man, a holder of medical and engineering degrees, and quite
at home in business and government circles. I came into his
life at the beginning of a war and he left mine at the end of
one. A large portion of the years between were spent in
travel between urban centers. In the seventeen years that we
knew each other, the shamanism I learned through example
and training was mostly applied in the environments of cit-
ies, towns, and schools.

I speak of training, but it wasn't in classes or sit-down
sessions with my father acting as instructor and I as student.
The kind of training I had would be considered very tradi-
tional because it took place in the course of ordinary activ-
ities. In the middle of a conversation about vegetables, say,
my father might give me a technique for plant communi-
cation to practice on my own and then discuss with him
later. Or he might set up a situation during the day which
would give me an opportunity to apply recently learned
skills, and then comment on my application (or nonappli-
~ation). And he would frequently drop intriguing hints,
Ideas, and suggestions for me to follow up on by myself. It
w~s training because it was consciously intended and I cer-
tamly learned from it, but it was not organized like a school
at all.

After my father's death my shaman training continued in
the same way with members of our Hawaiian family, but
the application was still primarily in cities, towns, and
schools, plus an interlude in the Marine Corps. I used the
knowledge I gained in very practical ways, as it was meant
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to be used. It helped to increase my health and my strength,
. and helped me to recover quickly when I forgot my knowl-

edge and became unhealthy or injured. It helped me at the
University of Colorado to carry an overfull academic load
and hold three jobs at the same time, and to graduate with
a degree in Asian Studies and a Phi Beta Kappa pin. I used
the knowledge again as I worked my way through the Amer-
ican Graduate School of International Management in Ari-
zona for a bachelor's and a master's degree with honors, and
much later when I got my Ph.D. in psychology at California
Western University.

When my marriage was three years old and my first son
was two, we moved to West Africa to live for seven years.
About half of that time I spent in the bush-jungle, forest,
and desert-and I learned much more about differentaspects
of shamanism there, but the primary application was still
urban. I have used it to keep my relationship with my wife
happy and full; to keep my sons (eventually three) in good
physical and academic health, and to have them be close
friends with me and among themselves; to heal and teach
pets; to help family, friends, and neighbors to be healthier
and more successful; and to further my career and to reach
out to share my knowledge with people around the world.
I use it to keep vehicles and computers in good working
order. to ensure the cooperation of airlines and weather
during my travels, and to increase the speed of learning of
the shamans and others I train. I use it in innumerable ways
to benefit myself and my social and physical environment,
wherever I am. I have learned many things in my life and
have studied many systems of religion (e.g., Christianity,
Judaism, Buddhism, Hinduism, Confucianism, Islam, voo-
doo), philosophy (mainly Taoism, Yoga, Zen, Western prag-
matism), and healing (massage, herbs, energy work, faith
healing, hypnosis, to name a few), and shamancraft has
enhanced my knowledge of every one. Today, as I live in
Hawaii and direct Aloha International. a worldwide network
of shaman healers which promotes the Hawaiian healing
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tradition through courses and seminars, museums, and local
chapters, urban shamancraft is evident in all our activities.

In this book I intend to show that the ideas and practices
of Hawaiian shamanism are well suited to use in modem
urban society, as well as in settings considered closer to
Nature. As previously noted, some of the concepts, examples,
and exercises will seem familiar, and some of them might
seem quite strange. The material is taken from two shaman
training courses that I give, and is presented in approximately
the same order that I give it. In this book format. however,
we can explore many of the ideas in much more depth than
is possible in a workshop.

An Open-Door Policy
I am presentingfreely and openly many things that are con-
sidereddeep secrets in some traditions. Some fear a misuse
of the knowledge, some fear the knowledge will be less
potent if everyone knows it, and some fear retribution from
a hierarchywhich gave an order not to let things be known.

However, a trUe shaman keeps no secrets about knowl-
edge that can help and heal. The difficultyis not in keeping
knowledge secret, but in getting people to understand and
use it. As for misuse, that only comes from ignorance. The
more knowledge everyone has about how to change things,
the lessinclination and opportunity there will be for misuse.
Widely spread knowledge actually has more potency than
secrets locked up and unused. Knowledge held secret is
about as useful as money under a miser's mattress. And the
sacrednessof knowledge lies not in its reservation for a few,
but in its availabilityto many. More likely such a fear of free
expressionhas to do with a baser fear that the guardian of
knowledge really hasn't much to guard or doesn't under-
stand what he has. And finally, shamans recognize no hi-
erarchy or authority in matters of the mind; if ever a group
of people could be said to follow a system of spiritual de-
mocracy, it would be the shamans of the world.
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The Hawaiian Heritage .

The Hawaiians have a very rich spiritual, psychological, cul-
tural, and practical heritage, and I can only present the small
part of it that I was privileged to receive. Their heritage is
so rich, in fact, that a number of traditions have grown up !
within it and not all Hawaiians or students of Hawaiiana
agree on what the heritage consists of. So what you receive
from me comes through my adoptive Hawaiian father and
his ancestors, through my natural father and his Hawaiian
brother and sister by adoption, and then through me and
my particular personality and outlook. So even though this'
is traditional wisdom presented in modern terms for today's
conditions, I take full responsibility for everything I say.

A great part of the heritage maintained by the Hawaiians
is in their language. It is deceptively simple, having only
twelve letters and no form of the verb to be. Yet it contains
the most profound concepts you can imagine about spiritual
awareness, psychological constructs, the nature of reality,
love, power, achievement, and on and on. Because it will
be so unfamiliar to most of you, I have limited its use to
those areas where an English translation just isn't quite good
enough. If you want to try your hand at pronunciation, I
will risk the wrath of Hawaiian language purists and tell you
that it's easiest to pronounce the consonants as in English
(k, p, h, etc.) and the vowels as in Spanish (a as in father,
e as in prey, i as in pita, 0 as in mote, u as in duty).

And so this is the beginning of my story and here is the
knowledge I have to share. May it help you to find as well
as enjoy greater peace, love, and power.

TME IFUIUT ADYEMfUIH::

THE EYOL\UlTnON OIF

HAWAIIAN SHAMANISM

Waiho wale kahiko

(Old secrets are now revealed)

* it ::;r;~

Thundercrashed,thewind roared,torrentsof rain filled the
air, and mountainouswavesroseand fell, yet still the

mightyMaui pulled and heavedon his magicfishhook. Finally,
with thesoundof a thousandwaterfallsthe islandsof Hawaii
roseslowlyfrom the sea.Maui had triumphedonceagain and
mankindhad new land to exploreand cultivate.

The evolution of Hawaiianshamanismbegins with the
myths of MauL Magician, trickster, demigod, miracle
worker, luck bringer-Maui was known as all these things
from one end of Polynesia to the other, the only male figure
of Polynesian myth to be so renowned. The only female
mythological being in polynesia with as widespread a rep-
utation was Hina, goddess of the moon and mother of MauL

The stories told of Maui as abundantly recorded in Beck-
with's Hawaiian Mythology, Andersen's Myths and Legendsof
thePolynesians,and Fomander'sAnAccountof the polynesian
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Racemake it clear that he was an archetypal shaman in the
same ancient tradition found elsewhere in the world, with
a Polynesian touch. Besides pulling up the islands of Hawaii
(a discovery myth), he slowed down the sun so his mother
could dry her clothes (another discovery myth of finding
lands in high northern latitudes), visited the Upper World
and tricked the gods into giving up the secret of fire (a myth
of creative intuition through shamanic trance), visited the
Underworld to overcome various monsters (another myth
of shamanic trance for healing), was able to use magic and
magical items, and spoke freely with birds, animals, and the
natural elements. Maui was the most popular figure in Poly-
nesian myth because of his helpfulness, his adventurousness,
his irreverence for authority, and his accessibility. As a de-
migod (more properly, a human with magical abilities), he
was never worshiped, but he could be called on for luck. In
New Zealand, where the Maori carved his likeness in wood
or jade in the form of a human embryo and often wore it
as a charm, he was called "Maui Tikitiki"; in Hawaii, where
no likeness of him was ever made, he was called "Maui
Kupua." Both names can be translated as "Maui the Sha-man."

The Kahuna Orders
Very early in Polynesia (some traditions, such as those of
the Kahili family-which adopted me-and those recorded
by Leinani Melville in Children of the Rainbow, are said to go
back as far as the lost continent of Mu, although in fairness
there are many who disagree with that) there came into
being a philosophy of life called Huna-the "secret" or the

"hidden knowledge." The name did not refer to any desire
to keep the knowledge away from others, but rather it re-
ferred to a knowledge of the hidden or unseen side of things.
The expert or master practitioners of this philosophy were
called kahuna in Hawaiian, tahuna in Tahitian, and tohunga
in Maori. At some point these experts formed themselves
into three loosely formed separate groups. The existence of

-
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three groupS is noted by many sources (e.g., Malo's

~es~iian Antiquities and The Kamehameha Schools' Ancient
HaWaiianCivilization), but most of the specifics that follow

a~ given to me by Ohialaka Kahili and Wana Kahili, my
went and uncle by Hawaiian-style adoption. When I was
a~venteen I was hanai' d (adopted) by the Kahili family, after
~y natural father had died. This is not a legal form of adop-
tion, but for the Hawaiians it means being taken into their
family as one of their own.

One of the groups mentioned above focused on the arts
of physical therapy, ceremonial religion, politics, and war.
In Hawaii it was known as the Order of Ku. A second group
focused on the spiritual and material aspects of crafts and
sciences such as fishing and farming, shipbuilding and nav-
igation, wood carving and herbalism. This was the Order of
Lanain Hawaii.The third group, the Hawaiian Order of Kane,
focused on magic, mysticism, and psychology, and these
were the shamans. Each order had many subcategories, and
while there were healers in each one, the art of healing
through spirit became the primary activity of the sHamans.
Ku, Lana, and Kane (pronounced "kah-nay") were arche-
types or personifications of Body, Mind, and Spirit. The full
name of Kane was originally Kanewahine, which may be
translated as "manwoman," and refers to an understanding
of polarities similar to the yinlyang concept of Taoist sha-
mans. Kane was an archetypal god of forests, high places,
water sources, and peace. This is significant because the Ha-
waiians as a rule only inhabited the shorelines of their is-
lands. Apart from special forays for sandalwood, tall trees
for .?ceangoing canoes, and feathers for capes, the only Ha-
wallans who spent much time in the forests and uplands
were the shamans.

As a guild, the Order of Kane was roughly divided into
apprentices, journeymen, and masters, though different

~e~chersmight change the number of categories. When I was
elIlg trained I started out as an apprentice and then mas-

t~red different areas as I progressed. Hawaiian shamans, like
s amans everywhere, have no hierarchy among themselves.
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The apprentices are students and colleagues, not followers, ~
and the master is a master of knowledge, not of people. The i
Hawaiian word for master in the sense of someone with ~

spiritual and material expertise in a given area is kahuna, as
mentioned above. That word is used very loosely nowadays,
but in proper usage, and to have any real meaning, it should
always have a qualifier added. For instance, a master healer
who uses herbs, massage, and energy work is a kahuna
lapa'au; a master of prayer and ceremony is a kahuna pule;
and a master shaman is a kahuna kupua. As an aside, the III

","big kahuna" of the surfing beaches would be a kahuna he'e M

nalu. And the black magician or sorcerer was called a kahuna "I
,

l

l

'ana'ana. ,1

A great deal of nonsense has been written and presented ~I
about the kahunas of Hawaii, ranging from the red flash in
the eye one is supposed to see on meeting a real kahuna, to
their healing broken bones instantly without fail, to raising
the dead, and to the infamous "death prayer." Since much
of the credit or blame for these things is laid on the shamans,
I would like to clarify these issues here and now.

To begin with, the belief in the red flash (which has even
appeared on television) came about because of a play on
words, so greatly enjoyed by Polynesians. The word used for
flash is makole, which means "red eyed" and refers even to
conjunctivitis. But the same word also means "rainbow"
and that is a symbol for the presence of chiefs, gods, or spirits.

As applied to a kahuna, it is a word of respect. i
The instant healing of a broken bone is possible for any I

healer under the right conditions. Specifically, it can occur
when there is abundant energy and faith, and no doubt. The
kahunas' reputation for this skill is mostly due to a single
story in a book by Max FreedomLong entitled TheSecret
ScienceBehind Miracles.In the book he tells of a female kahuna
who instantly healed the leg of a man who broke it while
he was drunk. Obviously, the kahuna had the energy and
the faith, and the man was probably too drunk to have any
doubt. Not even kahunas can do it every time without fail,
however.

~
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Raising the dead has taken place in every culture, some-
. s SPontaneously without a shaman or healer present. IntIme d

. II
'

d
.

h cases the "dea " person IS actua y m a eep coma or
sue ce or on the way to the other side. It might be wise to
~a~ev~Jesus was right when he said the girl he was bringing
b~ckto life was only asleep. A typical kahuna shaman tech-
nique for reviving someone apparently dead was to push the
person's wandering spirit back into th~ body through ~he big
tOe.Amazingly astute when you consIder that squeezmg the
big tOe is a well-known method for reviving someone who
has fainted.

Now for the big one, the so-called "death prayer." This
was only engaged in by the' ana' ana, the black magicians
or sorcerers who were despised by the kahunas of all the
orders. These renegades were usually apprentices of one of
the orders who had received some knowledge and who had
been dropped or kicked out of their guild because of their
negative personality or behavior. It was the Europeans who
first gave them the title kahuna and the missionaries who
put out the idea that all kahunas were evil sorcerers. The
"death prayer" itself was no more than a cursing chant de~
signed to work openly and telepathically on the victim's fear.
No fear, no effect. There were certain kahunas who special-

~zedin undoing the attempts of the' ana' ana, either by work-
mg directly on the sorcerer or by empowering the victim,
and sometimes these "countersorcerers" were called kahuna
'ana'ana as well.

Shaman Training
Shaman training in Polynesia may be formal or informal,
depending on the area. In old New Zealand, Maori candi-
dates attended the Whare Wananga, or "Psychic School,"
and underwent rigorously controlled training and exami-
nations.The Hawaiian tradition was much more family ori-
ent~d, with candidates picked out of or adopted into the
farrulyof a master shaman and trained informally by the
shamanor his or her advanced students. In the Maori system
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you were given specific things to accomplish and were tested
on those things. In the Hawaiian system you were given
experiences, demonstrations, hints, and suggestions and
were then left to develop your own initiative and self-
discipline to master those things or not. When you felt you
were ready, you came to the master and asked to demon-
strate your skill. Then he or she would either give you SaIne
suggestions to improve your skill or acknowledge your ex-
pertise and give you a new challenge-if you asked for it.

The Hawaiian system, in my opinion, is much the tougher
of the two because the guidelines are so unclear. For in-
stance, my Hawaiian kahuna uncle, Wana Kahili, once said
to me without any preamble, "It is a good thing to under-
stand the energies of stone and stonelike things." So I asked
him, "Does that mean you think I should study them?".
"No," he replied. "Do you want me to?" I persisted. "No,";
he said again. At first I couldn't figure out why he had
mentioned it, but thanks to previous experiences with my
father and M'Bala, my Mrican shaman mentor, I finally got[
a flash of inspiration and asked him, "How does one get to,
understand the energies of stone?" "Well, you might begin!
by. . ." And then he offered several suggestions for starting.

If! hadn't asked the right question, he would not have heIPedJ
..

'

.

!

me to extend my knowledge into that area. In Hawaiian j
shamanism initiative is highly prized and rewarded.

A novel aspect of Polynesian shamanism, compared to thej
more well known Amerindian shamanism, is its lack of]
masks and its use of drumming and dance. Masks as rep-
resentations of gods, spirits, or animals were not used
anywhere in Polynesia, though some people think the Mel-
anesian masks of New Guinea are Polynesian. If the dancers,
shamans, or priests of Polynesia wanted to convey the pres-
ence or activities of gods, spirits, or animals they would do
so by sound and gesture only. Even the elaborate facial tat-
tooing of the Polynesians was intended as an enhancement
of beauty, not as a mask. And drumming was not used as a
means of going into trance. It was u~ed for communication,
for maintaining rhythm, and for energizing. As for the sacred

,
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erformer would go into a kind of trance by medi-hula, a PO' t b t d b l'
On on the god, spirit, or mtentlOn 0 e represen e eioretaU

dg ce The dance itself was a carefully choreographedthe an . f h d ' kill
'

ff
' ho se Power came rom t e ancer s S

.

m con-
aalrw .'

t
'

g W ith the Spirit or mtent bemg expressed.
.
A deeper~m . ,

trance or focus might occur as a sIde effect, but the prImal}'
rpose of the sacred hula was to teach or move the audI-

~~ce. Ecstatic or trance-inducing dance was not part of the
polynesian culture.

polynesian shamans were trained as healers in seven areas,
and though to become a kahuna shaman you had to develop
a certain degree of mastery in all seven, not everyone was
equally adept in each area because of differences in natural
talent and interest. Basically, the shaman was trained as a
psychic, as a releaser of mental and physical blocks, as a
manifester of events, as a shapechanger, as a peacemaker,
as a teacher, and as an adventurer. The form of the training
would differ with each teacher, but invariably the process
would emphasize self-esteem, inner authority, and the
power of words to direct energy, evoke imagery, and create
beliefs. Generally, apprentices were given chant formulas
that we would recognize today as affirmations, images to
meditate on and explore, and elemental, animal, or plant
forms to emulate or model. Any formal training would usu-
ally take place from dawn to noon, but the apprentice was
expected to apply his or her learning at every opportunity
throughout the day or night. Breathing exercises were also im-
portant for increasing spiritual energy and directing thought.

~s a psychic the shaman was trained in telepathy and
claIrvoyance, but also in journeying to other worlds, inner
and outer; in communication with spirits; in channeling; in
dreamwork; and in communication with plants, animals,
and the natural elements of the earth. All of these were

actual!y conceived of as forms of telepathy, probably the
111ostImportant of all shaman skills. Tools such as castingstones s .
t ' crymg stones. and divinin g wands were often used0 t ' .

ram and enhance the mental skills.
As a releaser of blocks the shaman was trained in the use
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of energy to relieve physical, emotional, and mental stress
and in methods of changing limiting beliefs.Energy releas'
was most often based on lomi-lomi.a Hawaiian form ofmas~
sage combining elements resembling Swedish and Esalen
massage, rolfing, polarity therapy, acupressure, laYingonof
hands, and other variations. However, personal and envi.
ronmental geomancy was also used for such release, The
dissolving of limiting beliefs could be done in a number of
ways, but a common method used was a kind of talk therapy
often including affirmations that could be done by oneself,
one-oil-one, or in a group.

As a manifester the shaman was trained to do things like
change the weather, increase prosperity (perhaps by induc-
ing a more abundant crop or attracting a bigger catch of
fish), and bring about various events (like finding an island
or causinga meeting of chiefs).Among severalmethods used
was a form of contemplation or passive focused attention
similar to certain yogic practices in which an idea is calmly
held in awareness until it attracts enough energy to manifest
in form. Also included in this training was astral travel and
psychokinesis.

As a shapechanger he or she was trained to take on various
roles through singing, acting, or dancing, to take on the
characteristics of animals or objects, to merge with the ele-
ments of Nature and influence them by resonance, and at
the highest levels of the skill, to disappear or appear to others
in a different form.

As a peacemaker the shaman was trained to create har-

I

'

mony within him- or herself, within others, between people, "
between people and Nature, and within Nature, A shamanlC1
society in Tahiti, the Ario!, specialized in this peacemaking:
process.With song, dance, and poetry as their medium, they
would travel from island to island and give their perfor-
mances. Respect for them was so great that any current wars
had to cease as long as they were present. Through the
recounting of myth and legend they would remind corn-
batants of their common origin and purpose, and throug!1
ribald and irreverent humor they would attempt to make

.-
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tagonists see the error of their ways. This emphasis
~: :ce is one of the distinguishing characteristics of Poly-

p n shamans, Whereas most shamans of the world follownesta " h
'

f d
h way of the warnor, Wit Its ocus on power an thet e

quering of self, polynesian shamans follow what I callcon ' h ' f I
the way of the adventurer, Wit Its ocus on ove (aloha) and
the expansion of self.

As teachers, shamans were trained to demonstrate and
share their knowledge, helping people to discover their own
power to change their lives. A shaman would very seldom
become a kahuna a'o, a master teacher who speaks in front
of groups. More often the teaching would be done by ex-
ample, suggestion, and counseling.

As an adventurer the shaman was trained to be flexible,
to be comfortable with change and to direct it in a positive
way, to be free to explore new ways and means of doing
things, and to constantly update and expand his or her
knowledge by travel and study with other teachers.

The Fall and Rise ofHawaiian
Shamanism

Given such powers and abilities, people often ask, how did
Polynesia ever get taken over by outsiders? Why didn't the
shamans prevent it? Since this has a direct bearing on the
evolution of shamanism in Polynesia, I will answer that im-
pOllant question here. Each area of Polynesia had its local
variations on this theme, but the experience of Hawaii was
typical enough to serve as an example for all.

As recorded by Fomander in An Account of the Polynesian
Race,about the year 1200 A.D.,during the Age of Chivalry
IIi Europe and the rule of Genghis Khan in Asia, a man
named Paao, a powerfully motivated and detennined kahuna
of the Order of Ku, led an expedition with a Samoan chief
~nd Samoan and Tahitian warriors to Hawaii. At this time
di~waiiw,asa fairly peaceful place, with various parts of the
'nerent Islands ruled by local chiefs who were more like

Vi age headmen. The boat yards of Hawaii were busy and
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oceangoing canoes traveled regularly for trade and migratio .

1..

between the Hawaiian Islands, Samoa, and Tahiti. The Orden;
of Ku, mentioned by Malo in Hawaiian Antiquities, alreadri
existed in Hawaii as a ceremonial priesthood in charge o~
most of the temples and celebrations dedicated to agriculture
fishing, and healing. Until the arrival of Paao, the priests of
Ku lived in relative harmony with shamans of Kane andi
the professionals (herbalists, astrologers, navigators, boat.!
wrights, etc.) of the Order of Lana. Life was more than peace.
ful, it was complacent. If any did suspect what was COming
they would not have been listened to. This was paradise-
what could go wrong? .

Paao had a special talent which, when combined with his.
ambition, was to change Hawaiian society profoundly, He'
was a genius at organization. As soon as he landed (some'
say he started on the Big Island), he established a base of~

operations with his imported chief and warriors. Then he~
set about using his powerful personality and organizing abil-\
ity to turn the local Order of Ku into a strongly hierarchical j
and exclusive structure of acolytes and priests. At some point!

he introduced human sacrifice into the ceremonies for the!
first time in Hawaii with the usual justification that, since!
human life is so sacred, it makes the most powerful sacrifice,j

As the Order of Ku became stronger organizationally, paao!
began expanding politicaJly with the help of his warriors. As
each new area was taken over, with the help of the local
priesthood, Paao replaced the headman system of the local
chiefs with the new aristocratic system. Whereas before all
the land was held in common, now it belonged solely to the
new form of chief who could allocate it and take it away at

will. The aristocracy had its own hierarchy, of course, much
like the feudal system in Europe, and Paao made sure that
its power over the people was linked inextricably with the
power of the priesthood so that each should be depende?t
on and serve as a check for the other, again much as 111
Europe. However, even though he was able to change the

rough class system of Hawaii into a more strict caste Syste~'
he was never able to establish serfdom. The common peap e

-
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ts but not serfs. The chiefs did not own them,
wer~ftena~oner was not satisfiedwith one chiefhe couldandI a co d

'
f't:' h

.
fanother area under a I lerent c . Ie .move to 1 . 1

1 twOsources gave Paao any rea or potentIa oppo-
, ?n ,Ythe shamans and the professionals. So Paao and hisSInon. . . b h f th fi

£ II ers set out to ehmmate them ot. One 0 erst
t~i~; to go was the commerce ,:ith the other islands of the
South Pacific. No more oceangomg canoes were allowed to
depart (it was against the will of the gods), and any that
arrived were confiscated, so very soon all interchange ceased.
Without the commerce there was no need for boat building,
so the boatyards were closed down. And of course, there
was no need for boatwrights and navigators, so those two
professions dwindled and their mastery was lost. Since most
of the astrologers were also navigators, much of that knowl-
edge was lost as well. Seven hundred years before the Iron
Curtain descended in Europe, Paao had brought down his
even more effective 1/ Ocean Curtain" in Hawaii.

The Order of Lana suffered greatly under Paao and virtually
the only ones to survive over the next five hundred years
until the corning of Cook were the master farmers, fisher-
men, and herbalists who were undeniably useful and posed
no threat to the new order. The shamans of Kane were ac-

tually the greatest threat to Paao because of their teaching
of freedom and individual power, but in a way they were
also the least able to resist him. The shamans could, and did,
protect themselves by withdrawing into the forests and high-
lands where few others desired or dared to go; however,
they could only influence the people in ways in which the
pe~ple wanted to be influenced. Paao offered absolute se-

~~r:~Yin return for giving up personal freedom and respon-
~ lhty, us~ngfear as the motivation for going along with his
th~Ys~t?Olngthings. Security was maintained not only by
hired bdlersof the new rulers, but by a class of executioners
and y.the rulers and the priesthood to go out by night
gen:~ll1Shenemies and gather victims for the sacrifices.The
sha ra populace went along with the new order and the

mans we .
re neIther numerous enough nor organized
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enough to oppose the policies of Paao directly. So theyr ,
treated into the wilderness, letting th

.

eir whereabouts b

~

.

."."

known to only a few, healing those who could find the e

and maintaining a very low profile within their own society.
By the time of Cook's discovery of Hawaii at the end of

the eighteenth century, the priesthood of Ku had a rigid hold!
on the area even though all the islands were at war with'
each other. The Order of Lono had lost most of its knowledge!
and had become practically a minor branch of the priest.'
hood, and the shamans of Kane were shadowy figures in the
hinterlands to be consulted in times of emergency but oth.
erwise avoided. Only on Kauai did the shamans maintain.
any significant influence. When the brilliant King Kame-'
hameha conquered Hawaii, Maui, Oahu, and Molokai withi
the help of Western advice and technology, it was the sha.'
mans of Kauai who twice helped prevent him from can-',
quering Kauai by force with their magic. Kamakau reports'
in Ka Po'e Kahiko (The Peopleof Old) that in 1796 Kameha-,
meha set sail with ten thousand warriors across the channel
separating Oahu and Kauai, but a strong wind arose and
threatened to wipe out his entire fleet so he retreated. Again
in 1804 Kamehameha gathered over seven thousand troops
for an invasion of Kauai, armed with muskets, cannon,
swivel guns, mortars, and armed schooners as well as canoes,
This time it was a disease similar to typhoid that destroyed
his army completely and prevented the invasion. In Kauai:
The Separate Kingdom, his account of this period, Edward'
Joesting says, "Throughout the islands Kauai was noted for
the religious nature of its people (and was) often referred to
as 'Kauai pule 0'0'- Kauai of strong prayers."

Neither the entry of Kauai into Kamehameha's union
through negotiation, the disruption and virtual destruction
of the priesthood shortly after the great king's death, the,

arrival of the missionaries, nor the acquisition of Hawaii b~
the United States had very much effect on the shamans ?dHawaii and their way of life. Once a number of them dl
come out of the wilderness to participate in King Kalakaua's
attempt to revive the ancient healing arts, but when the

-
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f political activists known as "The Missionary
influe~~~e~ame strong enough to force the king to disband
G!OUPh -led Board of Health, they silently disengaged andhISka una.
d' peared agam.
Isap hoot the years of suppression of Hawaiian cultureThroug h A

. '
d

h missionaries and t e new mencan econormc anbY
l~ .e 1elite, the island shamans continued much as theypo Iuca f

' ...
d b

had during the cent~ries, 0 su~preSSI?n lllltlate y ~aao.
M ters at blending m wIth theIr envlfonment, they eIther

:ained in the uplands out of sight, or mixed right in with
~~eirpeers as apparently perfectly ordinary folk. In both cases
their skills were inaccessible except to family, friends, and
the very needy. The law in Hawaii which made it a crime
to be or to call oneself a kahuna had very little effect on their
activities.

The seeds of change among Hawaiian kahunas were sown
by the social revolution of the sixties and the sprouts of
change continued to grow into the seventies and eighties.
Like other peoples elsewhere, the Hawaiians slowly began
to feel again their pride in being Hawaiian, and the bravest
among them began to revive .and improve upon the best
aspects of their ancient culture. Arts and crafts and dance

and song in traditional old and uniquely new styles became
more popular, and somewhere along the way the law against
kahu~aswas taken off the books. As Hawaiian pride grew,
so dId the activities of Hawaiian kahunas. However, the
suppression by church and state had taken a serious toll in
that there were very few genuine kahunas of any kind left,

a~d~~ere were even fewer apprentices in training. As proud
~ J e~rheritage as the Hawaiians might be, the churches
10: st~llmade a deep impression by associating all kahuna
ou~ ~Ith bla~k magic. Even those Hawaiians who dare seek
Illo ~ healIng aspects of this great tradition do so with
to re t an a little fear. Nevertheless their numbers continue

grow. '

Today h
Illanict ' d?~ever, the great healing, metaphysical, and sha-
thesa ra ltIonsof Hawaii are being kept alive primarily by

me race that almost destroyed them completely. With-
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out the audiences of white mainlanders, even the few
waiian teaching kahunaswould have virtuallyno on .

teach. A Hawaiian kahuna friend of mine told me thate
Hawaiians won't return to the ancient Huna lore 1.1t,
enough whites say that it is good. And another Rawai~1
kahuna attending one of my lectures to hear what this h~a?
kahuna was saying ended up confirming what I had learn~
and giving me his blessing for sharing it, while at the sam
time expressing the strange feelings it gave him to hear t .

knowledge so openly taught after so many years of suppre-.

sion. On the other hand, there are some Hawaiians, thO1.1g~
not kahunasto my knowledge, who feel that Hawaiiansacre!
traditions should only be shared with Hawaiians.

JIn a way it is both fortunate and unfortunate that kahun
wisdom-Huna-is being taught mostly to mainland Cal!~

casians today. Fortunate because their numbers and interes!
and relative fearlessness ensure that the knowledge willb~

..maintained and enhanced; unfortunate only because th1knowledge could be so useful to the Hawaiians themselves

in their modem quest for self-esteem and self-determinatia~
At the present time there are less than a half dozen teachin~
kahunas, all teaching primarily on the mainland. Only anI
of those is of the Order of Kane, and he also happens ~a.b

.I.

@

a haole-white. That teacher is me. None of the remamm

kahuna shamans I know have any desire to teach, but ~
least some kahunas of the other orders are starting to con-
forward and share their healing skills and knowledge. I (
have great hopes for the few Polynesian apprentices I hav,
yet we seem to be moving into a period of history w~~~

differences are becoming less and less important. Hawal1~
shamanism and the spirit of aloha on which it is based re,
resent a way of lifewith great value for all of humanity.~
is a coming together time for all, and the best use of aj
shamanism, urban and otherwise, would be for the cause~

peace, inner and outer. As an old Hawaiian proverb saYj

Heali'i ka la'i, he haku na ke aloha (Peaceis a chief, the loTI
of love). May peace and love be our guide and our purpOSJ

.as we work on healing the world today. '1

-

fl!Jle IECOHD ADYICNfUIIUH

I\tIGART, MUND, AN Ii) SPIRIT

'A'ohe pau ka 'ike i ka halau ho'okahi
(All knowledge is not taught in the

same school)

* t :;r;("

The Hawaiian shaman system is similar to other systems
of thought which deal with the mind and its effect on

the Universe, but some of the differences are considerable.
Many centuries ago Hawaiian spiritual masters came to the
same conclusions reached by others in various times and
places: that there is an aspect of consciousness which op-
~rates covertly and indirectly (the subconscious); that there
IS.an aspect of consciousness which operates openly and
dlfect~y(the conscious mind); and that there is an aspect of
conscIOusnesswhich transcends yet includes them both (the
superconscious). The differences in Hawaiian thought have

~~do with the.ir nature, their functions, and their relation-
.ps. In the title of this chapter I have called them heart,

~d, and spirit, and understanding what they are and how
they work from the Hawaiian point of view can be one of

e most practical things you will ever learn.
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The Three Aspects of Consciousne
The concept of three aspects is a way of dividing the COlIlp~i
nature of a human being into three convenient parts e e:j
with its own function and motivation. There is nothlnga)
Polynesian thought to imply that these three aspectsa~

actually separate. It is more like dividing a papaya into thn
parts called skin, pulp, and seeds, Those three parts are ac~
tually a whole papaya which came from one source, bu
sometimes it is more convenient to speak of the skin,put.

and seeds separately. Nor is there anything inherent in the
nature of a human being which would prevent us from mak
ing a division into, say, fourteen aspects. Three is simpI'
useful, convenient, and therefore accepted as a workinj
truth. In Hawaiian they are called ku (the heart, body, 0:
subconscious), lono (the mind, or conscious mind), and ka~
(the spirit, orsuperconsciouS).1

The Heart Aspect-Ku
The primary function of this aspect of consciousness i!

memory. It is thanks to the ku that we can learn and rei

member, develop skills and habits, maintain the integrity o~
the body, and keep a sense of identity from day to day, It i~
a close equivalent to the Western concept of the subcon'~

scious, but it is not identicaL!

The most important thing to know about memory is thaj
it is stored in the body as a vibration or movement patterI1~Genetic memory is, of course, stored at the cellular leVel

!

:

...

'

while experiential or learned memory is stored at one 0
more of the many muscular levels. Under the right stimu'
lation-internal or external, mental or physical-the mo~e
ment occurs and the memory is released. This then givesnSI
to mental, emotional, or physical behavior. If the movemeIl
is inhibited, say by tension or stress, then the related memO!)
is inhibited, too, This holds true for both genetic and leafIleq

memory. hi
In the case of genetic memory, the body only knoWSWh:i

its ancestors knew. That is such a rich store, however, t 1I~physical and emotional behavior and reactions are usua j

-
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d t a greater or lesser degree by learned memory.
influence fuf situation the ku first goes to ancestral memory
In a streSSto cope and then, if there are several potential
for ~w~i oes to learned memory for specifics. Let's supposechOIces,I g ,., 1 . If rth'

n a stressful sItuatIon mvo vmg your se -wo ,
YOU are I ' h d 1 ' h

' h ually manifests m the c est. An et s suppose t atwhlC us , .

t ' memory offers you the chOIces of a chest cold, angene lC f
.

h
'

h k
. ty attack, or asthma. I, WIt m t e past wee or so,anXle h f 1

, .
11ku learned from anot er person or rom te eVlSlon a

~~~~tchest cold symptoms, the likelihood is high that your
ku will make that choice.

Geneticmemory is stored in every cell, but learned mem-

ory seems to be stOred in specific areas of the body muscle
tissue, The area of storage seems to be related to which part
of the body was active or energized during the learning.
When the part of the body in which memory was stored is
under sufficient tension, then that memory is inhibited or
even inaccessible, During a hiking trip with a friend into a
wildemess area of Kauai, we found ourselves unable to lo-
cate ouneturn trail. We agreed that it was on the other side
of a stream, but we couldn't agree on what the site looked
like, so we spent a whole day tramping up and down a
stream looking for a place that both of us would recognize.
The,next day, after sleeping in a wet and muddy swamp, I
decIdedto use our knowledge of the ku. With careful mutual
~uestioning we discovered that in her memory of the trail
SItethere was a peculiar mud bank nearby which I didn't
re~ember at all, and in my memory there was a tributary

~:th a large boulder nearby which she didn't remember at
~l ' So we walked the stream until we found both attributes

o;~o eachother, and there was the trail, right in between.
th t en muscle tension is released, any memory stored in

a area and 'nh '

b
'

is corom I I 11edby the tension is also released, This
lot of m on knowledge to anyone who gives or receives a
andrei ass~ges,but there are many ways to create tension

ease 11eith' ,
experien er consciOusly or unconsciOusly. A frequent
Yournig~~~eoPle have is that of forgetting someone's name.

e able to have a clear image of their face in your
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mind, but the name just won't come. It's because that .~

of your body in which the name is stored is under too I1JPi
stress at the moment. Usually if you let it be and go ab1j;
your business th~ name will S?rt of slip i~1toyour mind whi
you least expect It. And that ISbecause m the meantime(~

muscles that held the name had relaxed enough to let ~
memory out. One time in Africa I was under high str0!
when I brought my wife to a party to meet the new D~
ambassador, and when it came time to introduce he;',
couldn't remember her name! I assured the ambassador
had lived with her for several years and knew her well, bJ
he was understandably skeptical. When Gloria finally sail
her own name that triggered the right muscle release and~
could say, "Right, that's it, Gloria." J

;

Severe shock which produces generalized stressmayalsi
result in arrmesia, a condition in which large areas of mem'
ory are blocked. As various muscle groups are relaxed mem

l

-

ory begins to return. Very interestingly, language is almos
never forgotten by arrmesiacs even though one's persona
name might be blocked. This is probably because the com-
ponents of language (letter sounds) are used so frequent!'
that they are stored in many areas of the body. Neverthelessr'
there are still cases in which a person may be shockeq!
speechless in actual fact.j

I still blush when I recount the story about forgettingrnJ
wife

.

,s name. What is noteworthy is that I blush whil~ I a

l'..

'

recounting it, while the memory is vividly present III n1
mind. This tells us something else important about memo.
and the ku. The ku, your subconscious body-mind, does,n
distinguish between past, present, and future. As far as J1.\
concerned the present is all there is. When you call a memo

to mind you get physiological reactions in the present ~oli;
ment whose intensity depends on the vividness o~that whICet!
you are recalling. For instance, you are more lIkely to gQf
stronger physiological reactions from recalling a memory &'
being severely criticized at age seven than you are from~~.

calling a memory of lunch a week ago Tuesday, unless~ar'luncheon was even more traumatic. This means that w

-
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r memories you dwell on will be affecting your body in~e d
. I

the present moment, pro ucmg more or ess the same chem-
ical and muscular reactions that occurred when the event
firsthappened. A good memory can produce endorphins and
abad memory can produce toxins, all in the present moment.
Obviously,the longer you dwell on the memory, the greater
the present effect.

Exploring Memory

I:. ive yourself about fifteen seconds to recall an
'WIunpleasant memory and pay close attention to
your body while you do so. Then immediately recall
a very pleasant memory for about the same time, also
paying close attention to your body. You will find
that the unpleasant memory tends to make you feel
tired, tense, contracted, depressed andlor unhappy,
while the pleasant memory tends to make you feel
lighter, expanded, relaxed andlor happy. Besides the
fact that the two types of memories made you feel
differently right here and now, note how fast the
change took place. One moment you were feeling
bad, and the next moment you were feeling good.
And all it took was a shift offocus. One way to control
your emotions and your health, then, is to choose
what memories you allow yourself to dwell on.

As I said, I blush when I recall the incident about my
~ife's name. Blushing is an emotional reaction, and emo-
tIons are triggered by memories. That is the one and only
~ourceof emotions, or what are usually called feelings. They
a not Occur all by themselves. They are energy reactions

Set off by memory patterns. No one walks around full of
anger, for instance. But people do walk around dwelling on
~ernories that keep restimulatin g anger or with muscle ten-SiOnth t ' .fa sUppresses memories which would release anger 1
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they were brought to conscious awareness. As an eXal11I~
brand -new knowledge or experience totally unrelated to Pi
knowledge or experience, in and of itself, does not prada!
emotion. The only way in which brand-new knowiedgeUC1
experience could produce an emotion would be if you a~j
ready had a memory pattern (in the form of habit or ex,'
pectation) of how to react when presented with brand-new.
knowledge or experience. If you had a pattern to reruin'

you that brand -new knowledge or experience was a) exciting
or b) scary, then your reaction would be appropriate to thai
pattern. Otherwise your reaction would be more on the ordd
of "Huh?" or "That's nice." The point of all this is that i
emotions are generated by memories of how to react in given
situations, then one way to indirectly control emotions isb~
changing the memories. Ways and means to do this will be
discussed farther on in the book. .

Emotions can also be controlled indirectly by teaching
your ku a new trick. This is based on the fact that emotions;
particularly negative emotions like fear and anger, are always
accompanied by muscle tension.

Exploring Emotions

It it or stand comfortably with all your muscles re-
J} laxed (keep tense enough only to. remain sitting
or standing). Now, using your memory or imagina-
tion, go ahead and get as angry as you can, but don't
tensea singlemuscle.What you will find, if you can
keep your muscles relaxed, is that it is physiologically
impossible to get angry. Anger cannot exist without
muscle tension, and neither can fear. Therefore,
training yourself to relax your muscles at will can
help you recall knowledge and skills more easily, as
well as enable you to prevent or free yourself in the
middle of fear or anger. Not only that, it can help
you break many unpleasant and unhealthy habit pat-

-
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ternSby giving your ku a new memory of how to act
or react in different situations.
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with a friend, the same one who hikes with me, inI was 'I' 'I" k Th
called Kapaa waitmg lor my Wl1eto piC us up. ea tOwn fh

. . h
'

h I k. d f~ered me a taste 0 er iCecream cone, w IC too,fnen 0 l' .'

and it was very good. In a lIttle whIle she.offered me another
te which I refused because I was cuttmg down on the fattas ,

in my diet. Later she asked me how I was able to refuse a
secondtaste of such good ice cream. It was easy, I told her.
All I had to do was keep my shoulder muscles so relaxed
that I couldn't lift my arms to take the cone.

Another very important thing to know about the ku and
memory is that every experience, regardless of its source, is
stored as a body memory. The ku does not make fine dis-
tinctions about whether the experience came from an in-
ternal or external source, whether it came from an actual
physical situation or from a book, movie, TV program,
dream, psychic intuition, or your imagination. It's all stored
as body memory. All the ku cares about is the intensity of
the experience; that is, how much physiological (emotional,
chemical, muscular) reaction occurred during the experi-
ence,That is the ku's only basis for how "real'~ the experience
was. ~he practical side of this is that an intensely imagined
expenence is just as good as the real thing, at least as far as

~emory-based behavior is concerned. Hawaiian and other
s amans have used this bit of wisdom for untold ages as a
tool for he l' .

sh . a mg and self-development. Recently this ancient
otma~Ic understanding has been put to modern use by

res:PI~ athl.etes, among others, with extremely effective
form s. y USIngfull sensory imagination in which they per-

Whic~~n:~tly every t~me, the athletes create body memories
same p e the physIcal performance easier and better. The
or con~~~esscan be used to train yourself in any skill, state,1Ion whatsoever.
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Exp loring Imagina lion

Recall a scene from a book you've read or from

favorite daydream. Then recall a vacation or to;
you have taken. For about thirty seconds recall first
one and then the other. Now, excluding differences
in content (degree of vividness or type of activity, Or
conscious decision about which is real), attempt to
determine any difference between the two as mem-
ories. You will find that, as memories, there is no
difference. You can recall one as easily as the other
and, in fact, the scene from the book or the daydream
might have a stronger present effect on you than the
"real" memory. The point: ku does not make dis-
tinctions between memories, regardless of the source,
For the ku the ones that are most real are the ones
with the greatest sensory impact.

The primary function of the ku is memory, and its primal

motivation is pleasure. To put it more accurately, the ku~
motivation is toward pleasure and away from pain, All~
your habitual-Le., memory-based mental, emotional, ~~
physical-behavior has this motivation. This is why you l~

~

'~'

.to do certain things and why you don't like others, wh
some things are easier to do than others, and why you prq.
crastinate even when there is something important to d{
The ku quite automatically moves toward what is Pleasurab

!

U

.

o'

.

'
and does its best to avoid what is painful. '

If you create a "future" memory-in other words, if YQ~

imagine what will happen if you do a certain thing-yo;
ku's behavior will be strongly influenced by whether to
memory carries the expectation of pain or pleasure, If y~

have created th~ exp~ctatio~m~mory that, huma~ enc~:!
ters may result m paInful rejectIOn, you wIll find It ha 11

meet or be with people, to make phone calls (especiallys~~calls), and possibly even to write letters. On the other h~a~. ectat!~If the thought of such encounters evokes an exp J

-
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rable contact then such things will be easy
fpleasu '

memory0 ble for you, And if, as is very common, your ku
and enJoyaex ectation/memories, then. the ease or difficulty
holdsboth, Pt '

es Will vary according to your present level
h e acHVI1of t es

fidence and self-esteem (also called your
of self-con
"mood"),

occasions when the only choice available to theThereare ,
. h Choice between two pams. The ku cannot makekulste , 1

. 1. choices' it cannot mvent new so utIOns. It can on ycreative' "
d hat it has learned from past experIence or what It can0 W

y from others in the present. When faced with a painfulcop, I
' ,

fh k
. d

situation,the normal mc matIOn 0 t e u ISto move towar
a pleasurableresolution, but it can only do this by remem-
bering, copying, or taking directions from the conscious
mind, If the conscious mind is not participating in the so-
lution,and if no pleasurable solution is available in the pres-
ent or past, then the ku must use the present or past to come
up with the solution that produces the least pain. If you are
workingin a place which causes you to react with increasing
stressthat threatens the integrity of the body and you are
not consciouslydoing anything about it (because you need
t~e money, say), the ku may look around or remember and
gIVe,you the flu to get you out of there. From the ku's point
of view the flu is not pleasant, but it is better than the pain
of staying on the job. You get well when YOU quit when
you fi '
h get red, or when the pain of the flu becomes greater

t an the rememb d .
f h ' "

b ' ere pam 0 t e job (the role of VIruseswIll
e consIdered' h
S . m t e chapter on healing the body),

OmetImes 'II
or phy' I you WI go through great mental, emotional,
taincli~~a pam to accomplish something. Athletes, moun-
ers may eers, ~alespeople, scientists, students, and many oth-
of a facto;~,:~enc~,thiS. What happens here is the addition
through P .- ed Importance." People will knowingly go

am, even .
ofthem has d' severe pam, only when some other part
are doing ' eClded that the end result or goal of what theyISmore'
POtential pI Important-and therefore contains more
Q d easure-th h '

11 when the . an t e pam they have to go through,
potentIally pleasurable goal is kept in mind.
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The gain has to be greater than the pain. The athlet j
the pleasure of winning, the mountain climber vva:~

!

-

pleasure of reaching the top, the salespersonwants th "

sure of more money, the scientist wants the pleasure o~Pm!
ing a problem, the student may just want the PleasuJI,
finishing. The point is tha.t al~ behavior, habits, and ac~
are influenced by the motIVatIOn toward pleasure. 1

In order to operate its memory function and engag~~
motivation, the ku uses its primary tool of sensation. /'
cording to this concept, all memory is kinesthetic, or bo(
related; all pleasure and pain is as well; and all experied~
even of emotions and ideas, produces physical sensatio
As an urban shaman, you will want to develop and fi!
tune this important tool of sensation, or sensory awarene~
The part of you that can do this is the subject of the n~section.

The Mind Aspect-Lono :1

The lono is that part of yourself which is consciously awa~
of internal and external input; of memories, thoughts, idea~
imaginings, intuitions, hunches, and inspirations, as wella!

~

sensory impressions of sight, sound, touch, taste, Sill6W
depth, movement, pressure, time, and others. It hangs o~
on the border, so to speak, between the inner and out6j
worlds. The primary function of the lono is decision makin~

Since the process of decision making includes such thin~
as attention, intent, choosing, and interpretation, I'll disCUj
each in turn with a lot of overlapping.i

One of the decisions that the lono has to make frequen~
is where to focus attention. There are so many things to J
aware of in any given moment that an attempt to be a7~Jof all of them at once would soon reduce one to rota 1J
fi" T 1 . . . becausea,l

electIVeness. ota awareness reqUIres mactlon, I

tion requires exclusion. To do anyone thing means n~~~
do a lot of other things. To increase awareness of one t l
means to decrease awareness of a lot of other thi~gs. ~o~~
of the lana's role is to make decisions that result In se er I .
awareness in order to increase the individual's skill 0

-
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. ss In other words, lana decides what is important
fectlvene . . J' 1

d hat is not and attentIOn 101ows the decision. Mostan W d k '

h decisionsare base on u s memory pattern of pleasure
~~~ pain,but .lonomay have a multitude .of other reasons
forattributingImportance based on other kmds of decisions.
Whenattention is focused on something important by lana's
standards, the focus might ?e narrow or broad depending
on how much of the potentIal awareness is considered im-
portant.

Exploring Awareness

lF
ind a small object to look at about ten or more
feetaway from you. While keeping your attention

centered on the object allow your awareness to ex-
pand around it to include other objects above, below,
and to the sides of it. Now look at the first object
more closely and discover some detail about its ap-
pearance. In this case the importance was implied by
the directions of the experiment itself. When you first
directed your attention to the object of focus, most
everythingelse in your awareness was dimmed. Then
y?u expanded your focus to increase your awareness.
Fmallyyou will note that when your attention was
drawn to a detail about the first object, your aware-
nes~of most everything else dimmed again. This ex-
penment simply illustrates how importance operates
and how flexible attention is.

as~:~r~~s a ~i~d of decision making that direc~s awareness
Witht actIVIty.It is a powerful way to manage your ku,
whenre~ndous effects on health, happiness, and success
l1Iain~s~ properly. Management theory recognizes three
laissez-f~'es of operation: authoritarian, democratic, and
Waystha~re. These also happen to describe the three main

people deal with their own ku. To make our dis-
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cussion more clear we'll call them controlling, cooPer '.
and uncontrolled styles. atk1

When you intend to walk across the room, the int '

I
is followed by awareness, which is followed by actientI

controlling style of ku management will involve th~~':
constantly monitoring and correcting the ku to makesu~~

doesn't do anything wrong. The usual effect of such con~11
is stiff and awkward movement or, at worst, clumsy ar.~.

(
'
f h . ill

spastIc movement 1 t ere IS any movement at all), Thi~
cooperative style involves the lono holding the intent aJ
trusting the ku to do what it already knows how to do, rm
usual effect of this is smooth movement or, at best, mo\!'~

ment that is fluid and graceful. The uncontrolled styleusual
results in never getting to the other side of the room at ~
because too many pleasurable or additional important thin~
distract the attention. When you are speaking to someo~

11

with the intention of expressing something definite, the.
searches its memory and in a miraculous fashion that f1~

one can yet explain, it vibrates the vocal cords and movt
the jaw, tongue, and lips in such a way that more or le~.
meaningful sounds are produced. A controlling lonaintell
feres with the process by trying to make sure that the rig,
words are said in the right way and usually creates hav~

in the form of halting speech with a lot of "uh"s or "~~
know"s or even stuttering. The cooperative lono holds tliJ

intent and lets the ku do its thing, which often prOdUCj
.
..

.

spontaneous humor and unexpectedly good insights 11
phrases. The uncontrolling lono lets the ku wander off tli~
subject a lot or even speak gibberish. What the ku knoWS~
knows well, and that includes everything from how to be~

itself to how to perform skills it has learned. I heard not ~O~i
ago that hang gliders are designed to fly perfectly every u~(

The only accidents in hang gliding are caused by overcoI1rtl~
on the part of fearful human beings. As we shall see sbl~d
it is the lonG that generates fear. The ku is very ~uch'll n~
perfectly designed hang glider. Overcontrolle~, It. WI an!
function properly; under cooperative guidance It wIll go,:!

ND AND SPIRIT
f{Ei\RT. HI .

Want' without direction it will go wherever
h tever yOU '

dow a ts of life take it.
the curr~n , what most people think of as decision making,

Cho?SI~~~aking a decision to turn your attention in one
C~OO~JI:;rather than another, or to do one thing rather than
dlrecUo the actual doing is done by the ku), Many people
anotb,er( great difficulty in making such decisions, andexpenenc

a
e
llYsay that they are afraid of making the wrong

they usu .
d "n and having things turn out wrong because of It.eClSIO .

d f
' '

h b
.

d
. .

d
What they are really afra! 0 IS eIt er emg Isappomte

receivingdisapproval. Well, first of all, no one can makeor
f b d

,.

awrongdecision about the uture ecause a present eClSlon
doesnot create a future event. Present decisions can only
create present events. Future events are created by future
decisions,or rather, decisions made when the future is a
presentmoment experience. If two people living in St. Louis,
Missouri,one a positive thinker and one a negative thinker,
areboth making a decision about whether to move to Hono-
lulu or New York and they both choose Honolulu, the high
likelihoodis that the positive thinker will have a positive
experienceand the negative thinker will have a negative
experience.There is also a high likelihood (unless they have
read this book) that each will praise or blame the decision
about the move depending on their experience. In fact, if

beachhad chosen New York instead the situation would have
een the same.

w: de~ision does not make the future turn out a certain

tha~'It I~how you continue to think after making a decision
appo~a es the future turn out the way it does. As for dis-

Intment th" ,
bad ab ' IS IS nothmg more than a decision to feel

you ar~~~a~ outco~e, ~nd not making a decision because
areafraid al o~bemg dIsappointed is like saying that you

regardlessY~uhnughtmake a decision to feel bad in the future
might not ~ t e~utcome, or that you are afraid the outcome
You,but tha~ W at you want it to be. I don't know about
OUtof bed b sounds pretty silly to me. It's like not gettingecause Yo ' h '

u mig t decIde to feel unhappy about

47
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something, or because everything might not go acc d' .

~

i

plan. As we'll see, the decision about unhapPiness ~r l~
ing to do with events, and (I almost hate to tell yas'\
things rarely go according to plan. If your thinking°i~~.
they often go better. In terms of choosing what to fo ~
or what to do, then, it really doesn't matter What you c~U1~

Some things you, choo~e. might be easier than others~)~
that has to do wIth exIstIng ku memory and habits rat~
than what is chosen. Much more important than s~
ch~ices are the decisions you make about interpreting ~

penence. .~
Interpretation is a decision about the meaning or valicl!

of experience. This kind of decision sets up patterns of~

pectation and filtering that have great bearing on future~
perience. Interpretation is done either by evaluation~
analysis. Evaluation is basically a decision that somethingl
good or bad, right or wrong, while analysis is a decisiont~
something is or isn't. When you evaluate an employe~
performance you look for things to fault or to praise; y~

make decisions about which aspects of his or her perf@1
mance are bad and which are good. When you analyze~~

employee's performance you make decisions about eff6~

tiveness and efficiency, A set goal is either achieved with!
a given time period or it isn't. Once you make a value judr

ment with your Zonoabout effectiveness or efficiency,~~

are out of analysis and into evaluation. The difference isqUJ
important for clear thinking because evaluation usuallygeii
erates emotional responses of happiness, fear, or anger, Whlj
pure analysis does not. This is because "goodness" stimula~~

e) ani
expectation patterns of pleasure (approval, acceptanc , ~"badness" stimulates expectation patterns of pain (dlSa~

proval, rejection). Mere existence only stimulates inter~st1
indifference (based on decision patterns of importance ~rj

I spoke of the primary motivation of the ku being ple:s01
which explains a lot of human behavior. Even more be ~or
can be explained by the primary motivation of thetne~
which is order. Order doesn't nec/ssarily mean neaJ110~
although some Zonosmay interpre(it that way. It has

-
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, 1 s categories,and understanding. Human Zonos
todowlthlfll,~ ' even when the logic is based on silly as-
just lo~e ~glnd they love explanations, as long as the ex-
SUIT1pt~ons, a

a
re based on ku memory and motivation, or if

lanaUons, 'p
b ' order out of dIsorder. Some people spend theIr

they nng 1 J." 1 d h ' fi
.
f

, 1, es classifying P ants, lor examp e, an t at s ne Ieoure IV " ZZ d
. '

d d
' f

'oy it. But Nature lsn t rea y IVI e mto genus, am-
theyenJ . o' d b h
'1 od Species. Those are Just categorIes mvente y umanly,a f d

o th h 1
. .

I ostobringa sense0 or er mto e overw e mmg varIety
;;Nature. And some people insist on knowing why things
are the way they are before they will give themselves per-
mission to change. Understanding isn't necessary in order
to bringabout positive change, but a lot of people feel better
if they have explanations first. When fear is present, the
motivationfor order becomes a motivation for security.

Theprimarytool of the Zonois imagination. Since the Zono
is the only part of you under your direct control, the de-
velopmentof this tool is of supreme importance for the urban
shaman. It is through your imagination that you influence
and direct your aspects and the world around you.

The Spirit Aspect-Kane
Thekaneis conceived of as a "source" aspect, a purely

spiritualessence which manifests or projects into reality our
physicallyoriented being. It might also be called the soul or
oversoulas long as you don't get the idea that it is something
that can be lost or separated from you. For that reason it is
often called the god-self or High Self [but it comes from an
even greater source, which might be called the godhead or
any other tenn you prefer]. In Hawaiian tradition it is often
calledthe aumakua, and may be symbolically related to one's
ancestorsor grandparents.

fThePrimaryfunction of the kane is creativity in the form
~ra~entaland physicalexperience. Simplified,the Zonogen-
Oo

'
z
es a

hPattem by deciding that something is true, ku mem-es t e P tt OJ."
exp ' a em, and kane uses the pattern to manl1est

eneoce At th . .. 1
.' .

spiral' . 0 e same tIme, kane ISconstant y glVmg m-100 to Imp h ..'
rove t e pattern because Its prImary motl-
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vation is hannony. That inspiration might come III .
as in meditation, or it might come physicall y by n-.el1tq

«lean..
an omen contained in the movement of birds, aniIll I

8
Id h .

d . .
h as,

c au s or per aps, m mo ern tImes, m t e COntentd"
conversation, a book, or even a TV program. Rowe
comes, the motivation is to help the whole selfintegr~~~I
patterns more hannoniously with others in the cornrnue~d . rn
an enVIronment. ~

11

Kane never interferes with experience unless there is soJ;
possibility of moving off your life path. This is not the sam}
as predestination. The idea is that you-as-kane decidedIii
accomplish certain things during this lifetime and accomPI~

.them you will: kicking and screaming or laughing and da~1
ing, you will accomplish your mission. It's something lik~
having decided to set sail from one shore of an ocean to th~
other. The destiny you've assigned yourself is to get to thl
other side, but the specific direction you take, the curren~
you follow, the kinds of sails you use, the sort of crew yo~
take on, the islands you stop at, and the attitudes you develo~
along the way are all up to you. The only time kane inte~
venes directly is when an event is about to occur that would

lead, directly or indirectly, to not reaching the other sid~
These occasions usually take the fonn of little "accidents{~
that break a train of thought which you then can't regai~
It might be something as simple as being bumped by ~

passerby or stubbing your toe. Once I was having dinne,~
with some fellow shamans in a Chinese restaurant on Kaul

and a woman to my right was just starting to tell ~s ~ stO~~
about something or other when I reached for a dISh,Illt~
middle of the table. Halfway there my hand suddenly jerk:

to the right and knocked a glass of wine all over the wo~a~
telling the story. Immediately we helped her clean it u~k'~
afterward she couldn't remember what she'd been ta Ial
about and neither could anyone else. Weeks late: the WO~et
still couldn't remember what she'd been saymg or I wai
about to say. I apologized at the time, of course, but on!
completely unembarrassed about it b~ause I had a strtbaJ
intuition about what had happened. It was clear to me i
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d
' tervened because the story would have had det-

k eha III . .an
1 Onsequences (m tenus of the hfe path) on one or

rirnenta c
people present.rnor

he rirnary tool of the kane is energy. The universe isTeP d
" tht t

'
d

. ,

d of energy an It ISenergy a sus ams an mamtamsrna e f I'" Th
' . .

d changes the dreams a lie. e ImagmatlOn of the lana
~~ectsthe energy and the sensation of the ku lets us expe-
rience its effects.

Manytraditions and teachings express the idea that getting
in tOuchwith your spirit aspect is an arduous, long-tenn pro-
cessinvolvinggreat self-discipline and special techniques. I'm
tellingyou here and now that it's simple and easy. It must
be,Fornothingis so intimately a part of you as your own spirit.

Exploring Spiri tual Connection

II it comfortably and close your eyes; take a few deep
1}breaths and be aware of your body. Now imagine
somethingbeautiful, as beautiful as you can. It may
be something from your memory, something you've
seenor read about, or something you make up right
now. Just think about it strongly. In a moment or so
you may feel sensations of relaxation, pleasure, or
energy, That is the ku telling you that you are now
in direct, conscious contact with your kane. This is
also a good time for conscious communication. One

of the best ways for communicating directly with
yourkaneis to say "thank you." Thank you for the
~oOdthings that are and for the good that is coming.
a~e a .few moments, being as specific as you like,

an fhush with some phrase that signifies to you acoIllpletion and . , . b ."
" POSitIve expectatIOn. "So e It,aIllen "

, or the Hawaiian" amama" are examples.

To the de
That'swhat gre~ you believe and trust, you will get results.

we II deal with next.



THE T H I RDAD Y EINT IUJR'

THE FUNDAMENTAL
PRINCIPLES

Hili hewa ka mana'a ke 'oleke
kukakuka

(Ideas run wild without discussion)

* t ~-.r.~

I was told by my teachers that a very long time ago SOT
wise healers got together to share their observations(,

life and healing and to put them in a form that could eas~
be taught and remembered as a craft. Although they c01
have picked a hundred ideas, they chose to expressthat

wisdom as seven basic principles because of the esoteriC~'
bolism of the number seven. These are essentially prinClP~
ofmanifestation, ofthe hidden or inner cause of outereven"

and in many ancient traditions the number seven repres~~
this inner knowledge because it is made up of the nurnr'
three and four, which in turn represent the primal masCll~
and feminine forces or polarities of the universe. Not..;.

traditions agree on which is which, however. In HawallA
the number seven is hiku, composed of two syllableS-~
the feminine principle (meaning "to floflv") and ku, the IIl.
culine principle (meaning "to stand fiI4n"). j
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en Shaman Pr.inciJ?,le s
The S eV' Principles in theIr Hawanan form as seven

d the seven d d
' b

'

Ilearne d wI'th many exten e meamngs, ut III
' d I war s

indiVlua each this knowledge in Western culture I had to
orderto t hard intO a basic phrase. It soon became clear
translateea~ ~rases couldn't capture enough of the essence
that the ba~IC ~

ple so I added several "corollaries" for each
of each pnnCl ,
phrase. ' cI

'
p les and corollaries that follow represent aThe pnn .'

workablephilosophy of life and gUIdeto the practIce of urban
sharnancraft.

The First Principle: IKE- The Warld Is
What You Think It Is

Dependingon your point of view a water gourd can be
half-emptyor half-full. Depending on your plans the rain
canbe good for the crops or bad for the picnic. Depending
onyour attitude a problem can be an obstacle or a challenge.
Theseare clear, obvious, and understandable ways in which
our thinking affects our experience. In a more subtle way-
but a way very well documented in the fields of psychoso-
matics,psychoimmunology, and motivational psychology-
weknow that thoughts of fear, worry, anger, and resentment
can make us sick and diminish our effectiveness, while
thoughtsof confidence, determination, love, and forgiveness
~anmake us well and increase our performance. Extending
Illtothe ill t h .

I
.

th h ~ ap YSIca realm, we come across the Idea that
oug ts wIll telepathically attract their equivalent. In other

Words to '
posit' ' put It very simply, positive thoughts will attract
nega~~:people and events, and negative thoughts will attract
previouepeople and events. This is less obvious than the
conceptSe~aillPles, but millions of people acknowledge the
and YOU:~ea c~reful and honest appraisal of your thoughts
is the dee wIll clearly demonstrate the effect. Then there

per esot . .d
around the enc 1 ea shared by many spiritual teachers
faith, by vv~orld that y?ur experience is determined by your
temporary h~tyou belIeve in. And both ancient and con-

IStory are full of examples of the power of
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thought in the fonn of prayer, faith, and conviction to h1

physical conditions: events, and circumstances. AU o~,1
ideas are Included In the first prIncIple of this philo So,Plus a bit more. ~.

Corollary:Everything is a dream

In addition to recognizing the effects on experie ..~

attitude, expectation, telepathy, and belief, shaman~ce~
hold the exceptionally subtle idea that life is a dream' t~~
in fact, we dream our lives into being. This does not 'me~

that life is an illusion. It means that dreams are real a~
reality is a dream. It means that the reality that you
experiencing right now is only one of many dreams, N~
at first this sounds so weird that it's confusing and seef
illogical because you can knock your hand against a J
and feel its solidity, you can hear the sound around Y~'
and you can see lots of objects in great detail. What's!,
dreamlike about that? But think a moment. The wall }Ie

knocked your hand against isn't really solid, and neithetyour hand. Both are composed of molecules which are com.

posed of atoms which are mostly energy fields vibratingl
different frequencies. The only reason your hand didn't.~
through the wall was because both it and the wall are j
brating at frequencies so close in range that they interf~

with each other. At the same time, radio and televisionfj
quencies, for instance, pass right through the wall and yo~

.hand as if they weren't even there. When you struck t1
wall you weren't hitting a solid object. Instead, two ene~§

fields met and the infonnation was transmitted to your bra~
where it was interpreted by you, based on memory, as t~

experience of hitting a wall. And the sound that you he.1,
Let's assume it's music. But it really isn't music YOU~

hearing directly. You are experiencing a vibrational wa~
.

;

pattern moving through the air which hits your ~ardruw~t

is t~anslated int~ an elect?cal nerve i~pulse receIVe? b~ Yr~
braIn. Your braIn then gIves out a sIgnal that you ~~~t~'

based on memory again, as music. Finally, the ObJt~~t
you see are only seen because light energy bounces 0
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d Our eyes where the frequencies are
Id tOwar Y , . b'

h
Oerl1Vfie s S that YOUmterpret as a ~ects. W ate 01

d ' to pattem . d h
translate lD 1reality is really all m your hea .W y,

rs to be extema
appea d like a dream.
that soun s 'IIreeling from that, think about this. Have'

I ou're sU ,
Whle y d dream at night that seemed Just as real or

yOUever ha : than your daily experience? If so, then you
evenwore re

I
a

Way YOUcould tell the difference was that
kn w the on Y ,

.° ( r reality ) had more memOrIes you could hook
thIS dream 0 . f

. .
. ' H ever from the shaman pomt a VIew, memorIesIOta It. OW , h 1

"

1 other dreams. If you've not had suc a rea IStlCare on y .
d YOUma y have heard or read about people-mystIcs,ream, . d h 1
drunks,schizophrenics, people takmg rugs, w a are seep
deprived,sick, the elderly, children, or shamans-who have
had what psychologists and psychiatrists like to call "hal-
lucinations"that for them were every bit as real, or more
real, than the dream we call ordinary experience (halluci-
nation means "your dream doesn't match my dream").

Thinkabout the fact that the only test we use for the reality
of such experiences is whether or not someone else expe-
riencedthem. And even that isn't always enough. If you are
angryabout being left out or you don't like what others say
they'veexperienced, you can always call it "mass halluci-
nation," For the shamans, the experience we call ordinary
eve~day reality is a mass hallucination, or, to put it more
po

dl~t~ly,a shared dream. It is like we are all having our own
III IVlduald b . . .
f reams a out life and the sharIng occurs at pomts

0 agreement A . . '

r consensus. If you were m my office fight
nowWecould b h
which h o~ agree that I am working at my computer
a Maori~'~~fcafV1ngof the word loveand a jade carving of
not be a~11 rom New Zealand in front of it. But you might
andI rnigh~to feel or see the energy field around the jade
lotion no hnot be able to smell your perfume or after-shave

, r ear the . .
YourPOrtabl mUSICcomIng from the earphones of
shared and e cassette player. Parts of our dreams would be

bend closer ~~~s would not. Of course, you could always
me SoI could h coUld smell you and put the earphones on

ear the .muSIC, and I could teach you how
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to sense the jade's energy, but that doesn't proy )

about dreams and reality because we can learn ho~an\1
those other experiences usually called dreams as ta~

Being practical, urban shamans know there is Welt,
this point of view. If this life is a dream, and if we~poI
up fully within it, then we can change the dream by c~n.~
our dreaming. We will explore many ways to chana~J
dream of life in this book, most of which will workf; ,

whether you deci~e that li~eis a drea~ or not. But for~
who dare to expenment WIthsuch an Idea, a richadveFlf
filled with challenge and opportunity will open up for]

Corollary:All systems are arbitrary ,~

There is a story of a young man who embarked oj
dangerous and time-consuming journey to find a wise!
man and ask him the meaning of life. When at last he~
fronted the wise one and had asked his question, the~
man replied, "Life is just a bowl of cherries." At firststun~
speechless and then furiously angry, the young man s~

"That's it? I've come all the way here, past oceans and mo~
tains and deserts and jungles to find you and ask you~

. meaning of life, and all you have to say is that life is a b~
of cherries??!!" The old man smiled, shifted his robe,<II
replied, "All right, so life is not just a bowl of cherries,"r

For untold ages humans have sought to find the Ulti~

Meaning and the Absolute Truth, something solid an~ ~J.
nal for their lonos to cling to. They have tried M~StICIm

Religion, Science, Metaphysics, Art, and Philosophy III~~r
to make sense of life so they can feel more secure WI&~
themselves, and often, to control life in order to feel II1~
secure outside themselves.

. 'toShamans have come up with their own solutIOn

problem of meaning by a logical extension of the i~: ~!
everything is a dream and the world is what you th~ 'o.~If those are accepted as basic assumptions, then 0

h
Vl j

h ' w aall meanings are made up and the Absolute Trut IS ,

you decide it is. The meaning of experience depends on(
interpretation of it or your decision to accept someone.1

-
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, d the decision to accept a basic assumption
iI1terpreta~lOn,a;herefore, all systems that describe life and
isalsoa~bItrary,arbitrarilymade up based on certain deci-
itSworklllgs~r~ertaininterpretations of experience, So what
siGns to accep ' s not whether a particular system is true (an

II matters I ,

rea, Y cept),but rather how well It works for you. Thearbltrary
knCo:n as Huna, with its seven principles, is ac-

System a b
' d d

owledged as being just as ar Itrary an ma e up as anykn
h ystem $0 it isn't presented as Truth, but as a set ofot er s ' ,

h thesesthat allow you to practIce shamancraft more ef-ypo 1
,

h I
' .

h
fectively,It's similar to earnmg t e sca es m musIC or t e
rulesof perspective in painting so you can practice those
craftsmore effectively. The principles of any craft are useful
forthe practiceof that craft, but they don't necessarily apply
to a differentcraft or a different aspect of life. This is why
the sevenprinciples are not presented as dogma, and why
theydo not have to be defended. If they work for you, use
them;ifthey don't, then use something else. A wise shaman
feelsfreeto change systems at will, according to the situation
at hand,Thiscorollaryalso allows a great deal of tolerance
forothe~systemsbecause they aren't seen as antagonistic or
threatenIng,but simply as different points of view.

Exploring the Power of
Thought

0 f the world is what you think it is, then you ought
to be able to change your world by changing your

thought. Situp comfortably with your eyes open and
tu~ Yourhead as far as you can to the left and look
straightahead. Find something in your line of sightthat YOU .
h can remember as a marker and bnng youreadforw d '

h ar agaIn. Now close your eyes, keep your
ead still, and imagine that you are slowly turningYour head t h . han . 0 t e left very easily and loosely, WIt outy stralll w . 1 k '

directl b' . ay past the marker untIl you are 00 mg
Y ehlndyou without any problem at all. Imag-
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ine the sensation and the feeling as well as the
Then imagine bringing your head slowly back t°'1
front. Now open your eyes and turn YOurhead p~
ically to the left. To the degree you Wereabl~

imagine the feeling in your mind you will now ~~
that your head moves easily farther than it didbef~
and your line of sight is well past the marker. .

What you just did was change your bodybychaJj
ing your mind. You imagined being able to do SOl111
thing different, and your body responded to Yd~
thought by changing what was possible only 111~
ments before. It's a simple demonstration full ofpo~,
erful implications.

T],e Second Prindple, KALA- T],ere A'~
,

.

No Limits ~
At first glance this seems absurd because we can e~~

ence limitations all around us. Our bodies can only gr~
much, we can only see so far, we can only hear willi

certain range, we can only live so long without breat;the earth is only so big, and we have only so much m
,

I;
"

.

,

,

in the bank. No limits? I
Yes, no limits. The universe is infinite, as it WOUld

'
~

to be if the world is what we think it is and it's all a d.

How, then, to explain the limitations We experien~e?!

way is to recognize two kinds of limitations: creatJv~filtered. '!

An infinite universe implies infinite experience,,~
the same as no experience because. there wouldn t.

differentiation, contrast, or sensation of change. The.c~
of creative limitation assumes the purposeful estabhStJ
of limits within an infinite universe in order to c~e~

~

J

ticular experiences. Our realm of physical expene ,

instance, is arbitrarily limited by our natural per~ept~~s'
of the frequencies of sight, sound, touch, gravIty, t ~
and time, to name the most prominent, plus the eX

-
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THE

make with mechanical instruments and
that we can I

' .. h
ofthose .,' Without these apparent ImItatIOns, ow-. abthues. ' h

'
d

' ,
If

PsychiC d 't even expenence t IS ImensIOn. youe caul n ' 1
. I hever, W ' fi

'

t universe there ISno ogIca reason w ynmme ' ,

assumea n't be other beings just as physIcally real to them-
therecould to ourselves who see in the frequency rangeas we are .
selves. I hear in the range of ultrahIgh frequency, and
ofultr~VlOhet,range of radio waves, For all we know, each
tOuchill t e I

'
h

. ., " h
, ces the others's Ig t mtrusIOns mto our omeofusexpenen ' f

'

" static, So this physical UnIverse 0 our perceptIonranges as , f I
. ,. f

maybe the effect of creative chOIces 0 ImItmg actors on
the part of God or our own Higher Selves that enable us to
experiencelife on Earth.

Let'sbring this topic down to a more manageable scale.
Lifeis like a game of checkers (if it can be a bowl of cher-
ries, it can be a game of checkers); On a checkerboard,
representingthe physical dimension, there are sixty-four
squares-half black and half red-and twenty-four check-
ers,twelveof each color. At the start of the game you have
your pieces ranged on one side and your partner has his
rangedon the other. The rules say that you can move forward
and take your partner's pieces when you jump them, and
do~bleup or king your piecewhen you reach the other side,
whIchgives you freedom to move in any direction, Now

a~uallYthereis nothing really preventing you from kinging
a. your pieces before you start grabbing your partner'spIeceswhe '
the never you want to, or throwing his pieces across

rOomso he ' ,

youwouldn' can ~ move them. You could do that, but
gal11eare lirn:tb~playmg checkers anymore. The rules of the
howth h atIons created so you can play the game. That'se s aman' l 't'

like Usingth vIews he. Only the shaman's game is more
piecesso yo e same board but changing the rules and the
biJitiesof e u c~n play chess, thereby expanding the possi-
I', xpenence' h

.

IITlitationallow ""':It m the same dimension. Creative
forcing a focu s us to Improve our creative abilities by en-
pe . s on a cen .

nence, Ev ' , am range and interpretation of ex-ha en In the r . dVestill not fi ImIte game of chess, human minds
gured out all the possibilities,
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In contrast, filtered limitation is used here to III
tations imposed by ideas and beliefs that inhibit eal

rather than enhance it, like beliefs that engender hel~~:i
and hopelessness, or revenge and cruelty, RecentlyI~
with a person who expressed helpless rage at a W t!
of pain and suffering. And we were discussing this i;~~
full of love and peace and harmony. This person's obs1
with suffering was filtering out contrary experience1
making it nearly impossible to do anything about thl.
fering. Filtered limitations generate focus without th
tential for positive action.

Corollary: Everything is connected

In many traditional shamanic cultures the idea thate\l~
thing is connected is usually represented by the symboJft
spider web. The shaman is the spider who weaves theW

(of life) in a lucid dream out of fine threads that comef~
within. The web not only represents the dreaming ofjli
but also its interconnectedness. Every part oflife is conne~~
to every other part, and what affects one affects all to val
degrees. A single thought of love or hate affects the wl!

Universe, but your body will probably be more affectedt~
the star Betelguese, just as a fly or a leaf will affectthe~
of the web it touches more than the rest, though the wfj~
web may quiver. Although the web is a common traditio~
metaphor used to explain an actual metaphysical connec!~
between everything, some people might find it easiertoth~
of the connection in terms of an electromagnetic metapj

of fields within fields in infinite array. [J
By assuming such an interconnectedness, we can assl!li

the possibility of influence at a distance, whic~ the s~d
do and which they use for many types of healIng an
ifesting. ~

,
Corollary:Anything is possible , s~

If there are no limits, then of course anything ISPt~6~
All you have to do is believe fit (which comes froWI

-
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111E r

er because you are not alone in the Uni-, I ) lIowev ,
Pril1ClPe ' to Which something can be shared depends

h degreeverse,t e , f of others around you. You may be able to
he behe s . b

'

011,t 'n the privacy of your bedroom, ut you mIght not
leVItate1 d so in the presence of others because of their

b~ ab~efWonothe other hand, someone else's belief in levi-
dls~ehe ' Ybe so strong that you can do it in their presence,
tanon IDa ' h b If I

t when you are wIth at ers or Y yourse . Travebut 110 'bl b h I
. , '

bl
betweenthestarsispOSSle, ut t e on ~way It ISexpressl e
, ourcurrentculture is through mOVIesor books (except
~~rthe claims of certain individuals who mayor may not
havehad a physical experience).

Accordingto Christian scripture, even Jesus had difficulty
in his hometown doing miracles because the people didn't
believethe carpenter's son could or should have such powers
(ashas been pointed out to me, however, other interpre-
tationsof this event are possible). At any rate, the more
peoplewho believe that the change you want to make is
possible,the easier it will be to make it.

Corollary:Separation is a useful illusion
I haveknown people to get so caught up in the idea and

experienceof connections and relatedness that they are im-
mobilizedby the fear of unforeseen consequences springing
fromtheir slightest thought or action, or they drown in em-
~a,thywith the pain and suffering of others. At such times
It IShealthy to inject a little creative separation in order tofun' b

ctlon eUeL Fear makes you lose sight of your role as
~~ dreamweaver, and the assumption for a while of the
b
ln

lependence of all things will help bring you back intoa ance L"k .
the' 1 e~Ise, pure empathy makes you as helpless as

bys:e ~ffenng. A solution is to add a dose of separation
sUffe~c ng,to compassion, in which you are aware of the
Canhelg ~hile realizing it isn't happening to you. Then you
therer~ ~ e sufferermove out of it. The main point is that
feelfree

a
t Yare no limits, so as an urban shaman you can0 create l" .lII1Itswhen it's useful to do so.
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Exploring Energy Connectiol1:

With another person or several,put YOUrha

out, palm to palm, a couple of inches a a')j
You may soon feel a sense of warmth, a coolnesP,
a tingling. If you move your hands toward your;' ~~

ner's very slightly, you may even feel a sense OfP:'
sure, as if you were pushing against a magneto;Sa;j
very light balloon. Now move your hands evenfard
ther away and check for sensations again, Howmuc~
you can feel as you move farther away will depen<t.!
on your sensitivity. The most important thing is tQ,"~
realize that you have been touching that person di"
reedy. You were touching his or her energy, which
is as intimately a part of a person as the body, We!

do not end at our skin. Our energy, or spirit, extends'~
to the ends of the Universe. We are all connectedto~
everything because there are no limits,

II

,r

The Third Principle: MAKIA-Energy .~

Flows Where Attention Goes ,~

Two of the most successful and long-practiced techni~
used by shamans are meditation and hypnosis, becauseI
make use of the third principle. Meditation means a lo~
different things to people using different systems, Fors~
it conjures up thoughts of a lonely monk in the cel,lF

monastery dwelling on the presence of God; others thlI

yuppies sitting cross-legged in a circle chanting mantra~
a language they don't understand; and others think 0;

ping tea while watching the sun go down, All,of ~es~
?th~rs ~iketh~m are techniques or styles of medltan,O~ot
Itatlon Itself snnply means to think deeply and connndc~
in other words, sustained focused,attention. The ,;:o~hi~
from a Latin root med, meaning "to measure, e~
shared with a word meaning "to heal" that leads to thgJ
medical. You are meditating whenever you are eugal

-
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1ft!:

d attention on anything, and according to

511stain~dfoc~sesuch attention channels the energy of the
thisphJlO~OPy anifesting the physical equivalent of the

, Se IntO m ,.' h
' I

uOlver the manifestatIOn ISnot Just t e eqUlva entHowever, . I,' d
.

I
foCUs, re looking at, saymg, Istemng to, or mng. t
ofwhaty~u~entof the sum total of your entire attention,, the equlVa d

' h d
"

T
15 , h bitUal expectation, unng t e me ItatIOn, a
incl~d:~th:r way, whenever lono is meditating, ku is med-
put,lt t Part of one's development as a shaman involves
Itatmg, 00, d

'
h, h ow to get lono and ku to me Itate on t e same

leaffimg ,

thingat the same time. Then, the magIC ,ha~pens. ,
Hypnosisis just another kind of medItatIOn, There ISno

generallyagreed on definition of hypnosis, because some
peopletreat it as a process and others as a state. The process
isofno interest here, but the state is. As a state, hypnosis is
simplya condition of sustained focused attention, just like
meditation,The major difference is that meditation is con-
sideredto be more spiritual and hypnosis to be more prac-
tical;meditation is used for clearing karma and reaching
enlightenment,while hypnosis is used for stopping smoking
andlosingweight. The fact is, you could use either one for
the same thing, Hypnosis used to be distinguished by the
useof an assistant called a hypnotist who helped you into

d~e ,focusedstate, but guided meditation has eliminated that
IstmctionAnd d

"

I d
. .

b ,me natIOn a ways use to be a pnvate thmg
Utself-hy

' h
'

both ,P~OSIS as removed that difference. As processes,
for d~edltatlOnand hypnosis are simply different techniques

omgthe th '

11l0re P
" same lUg-refocusing your attention toward

OSlhvebel' f d .
identical d" Ie s an expectatIOns. As states, both are
ferencec~~~:tlon~ of sustained focused attention. Any dif-

Sinceener attrIbuted to the object of focus.
Yourpresentgyflo,:"swhere attention goes, those aspects of
ofhabitual experIence which seem enduring are the effect
k SUstained£ .,

u, If you l'

k ocused attentIOn earned on by your
th 1 e what'

en Youneed t fi you ve got, that's great. If you don't,
;ntoa new patt 0 nd some way to shift your ku's attention
lOr th ern Med' t '

at, and I'll' ' 1atIOn and hypnosis are good tools
gIve you some others later on.

--
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Corollary: Attention goes where energy flows ~
Attention is q

,

u
,

ite naturally attracted to bright li h
.

~
,.'

,
b

.
d I 'd

'
b g ts.,

a Jects, an au., nOIses,. ut ,:e may not realizeth
common factor of all three IStheIr energy intensity A ..'~.

d f . tt!~]

ISattracte to any strong source a energy that sri.1
any of our senses, even those subtle senses of whi~1
people are unaware. Certain people, because of the~.
tional intensity or sensory focus, have such a strong:-1
energy field that they automatically attract the attenti~
others whenever they come into view. On a largerI
some geographical areas-usually areas of high eanhqJ
activity or potential-have a higher energy intensity.~
others, thereby attracting greater populations, whicliJi
crease the energy even more. Much is written nowa~

about sacred power spots, but I think their power isapa~
one that allows you to relax and destress from the r~
active power spots of urban centers. The tingling sensai~
and psychic phenomena experienced at such placesocc~

you begin to relax and your bottled-up energy fromthe~
highly active place you came from begins to flow. Huf!

beings are such energy generators themselves, however,;~
if a lot of them move to a nice, quiet, passive power~

they can soon turn it into an active, dynamic, and pos~
stressfulpower spot. '

Corollary:Everything is energy I
It is not new to either physics or metaphysics to sa~lfi

everything is energy, but the logical implications ~reI]\J
esting because they include the idea that thought ISe]1l~
and that one kind of energy can be converted intOan~

kind of energy. Thi~ happens when the pressure ~n:;'
steam pushes a turbIne to convert magnetIc energy lD "

trical energy, and it happens when electrical e~ergy~j
through a resistant wire to Produce heat for an Iron. 1

. a
also generated when a group of human beings lD [I
get excited or do certain breathing or meditative ex:,
This idea also provides a neat explanation of hoW t ,)

-
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canproduceits physical equivalent, especiall
fie<!byemotion amI/or confidence- Ywhen ampli-

E~ploring Energy Flow

f a demonstrate how energy flows where attention
goes, andp.p.~ .t!?-ou~htaffects physic~l energr,

pickup a ch(~,irby ItSseat and feel the weIght of It.
Thenput it back down. Now focus your attention on
theverytop of the chair's back and pick it up by the
seat again. If your focus is good the chair will feel
lighter.Regardlessof how you want to explain it, the
practicalfact is that if you have to lift anything you
will find it easier to do if your attention is focused
on the very top of the object or even in the air a foot
aboveit.

Oneof my students, a rather short woman, very proudly
toldmethatshewent to a garden shop and bought a concrete
statuefora pedestal she had in her yard. Two husky clerks
carrieditout to her station wagon and she went home. There
she realizedshe had no one to help her move the heavy
statue out of the car, up a slope to her gate, twenty feet
fartherinto her yard, and up onto the pedestal. After crying
s~meWhatin frustration, she remembered what she knew
~oO~tfocusand energy flow and used it, in short spurts, to

e whole job all by herself.

The FOurth p. . 1Th H nnClp e: MANA WA-Now Is
I;sarn

O ltl

Ee n t 0 f P OWe r
eastern t d

"

Physicala ra nIDns (as well as some Western meta-
decisionsa

n
n
e
ds) yo.ur present circumstances are the effect of

. actIo .
Osionsand a . ns III past lives. If those were good de-th chons Y h . .

ey Werebad' au ave good expenences now, but If
nowto the samo~s you have pain, suffering, and sorrow

e egreeyou gave it out in one or more of
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I !/

those other lives. This is called karma, a Sanskrit

ally tra~slated as "cause ~~d ~ffect" or "reward ~~,
but WhICh really means actIOn and reaction" '

actions you perform now create "good" ka1lI1a' ],J.,
actions you perform now create "bad" ka1lI1afoand,~
lives. In these traditions karma isn't usually sorn.rYhO,~

h 11 d
.

h etlT
can c ange; a you can 0 ISreap t e rewards Orw1the debts of the past. 1

~

One common Western tradition holds that you '>~

warded in this life for obeying specific social or ren
rules and punished in this life for breaking those ru~j!
matter how long ago you obeyed them or broke thew.-
whether or not anyone was there to see you do itr
people trained in this tradition may carry twel1ty~j
of guilt for having driven past a stop sign in the ~
desert at 2 A.M. a hundred miles from any other ~

>

'1I

souL.
Another, more modem Western tradition lays the!

or blame for your present attitude, actions, and cir~

stances on heredity and your early social environmen!
implication is that you were shaped by forces beyonl1
control and cannot be held responsible for what yourg,

your parents, or society did to you,:
The shamanic tradition, both warrior and adventurei

sions, is in stark contrast to the above views. It saysth~
past did not give you what you have today, nor mak~
what you are today. It is your beliefs, decisions, and a~
today about yourself and the world around you tha

K
~
~

you what you have and make you what you are,]

exists and operates only in the present moment. ~o~
vironment and circumstances in this moment ar: t ~;~
reflections of your mental and physical behavior l~st1iment. Thanks to memo ry we ma y carry over habl q

, wq
and mind from day to day, but each day ISa ne o~
and any habit can be changed in any present IIlge

~

'

although that doesn't mean it will be easy, yourou>
.

'

...
not determine what you are or what occurs III Y01
Instead, as an effect of your beliefs, you select 0 \

,
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. of your gene pool those characteristics
jJnJ11enseresource~urpresent beliefs and intentions, In the
thatbest refl~~~~arents or social background have nothing
saJ11ew~y, Yourpresent circumstances, but what you believe
to doWIthY wand how you react to those beliefs now

about t~e::nl~odoes. To the degree that you change yourself
J11ostce t moment-your thoughts and your behavior-
in thepresen

au change your world. ,y nd over again my students and I have wItnessed
~Ba "

d ticchanges in personalIty and ClIcumstances the mo-rama k d
'

h
. h h

mentapersondecided to ma e a ramanc c ange m t oug t
and behavior.I will mention only one such change right
now,IttOokplace in Tahiti after I had done a training there.
Oneof my students, a Tahitian woman, had had a long-
standingfeudwith her sister over some property to the extent
thather sisterwas taking her to court in a very nasty way.
Aftermullingover the teaching the night I left, this woman
decidedto saya prayer of forgiveness for her sister, no matter

~hat shehad done or would do. The very next morning her
sistercalled, said she had thought the whole matter over
anddecidedto drop the lawsuit and not dispute the property
anymore,

Corollary:Everythingis relative
Nowisthe moment of power, but how do we define what

nowis?Theeasiest and most practical definition is: the area
or,rangeofpresentattention, So now might be this second,
thiSminute, this hour, day, month, or year depending on
YOurfocus,But using this definition involves accepting as
funow elern.entsof what we would ordinaril y call past andlure .
d ' asIIIthe caseoffocusingour attention on the presentay,month

11the f ' or year. And that's exactly right. What we cauture is 1 ththepre on y e future relative to what we define assent In
attention' b OInent,and the same is true for the past. If our
PaStand~~ ro~denough, we can even bring awareness of
, luturebve' h . b I'
IIIthern.), Wh s Into t e present moment (Ifyou e Ieve
of the Past en our attention and awareness bring aspectsand tutu '

re Into this present moment, they are
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within the range of our power to change them. Wh'
that from the present we can change the past and t~~4

Corollary: Power increases with sensory attenti
There are a lot of people living in the world~1l!' h M fh " Od:

~aren t even ere. ost a t elr attentIOn is focused ",ories of the past, projections into the future l'ano /

, I, ta'

alternate worlds, or on themselves. Tothe degreethe (

ish their awareness of the present moment during ~!
minations, their power and effectiveness in the pres~
decreases. When done occasionally or cyclicallyfor~
ation, recreation, inspiration, planning, or self-develo~
there can be great benefit in withdrawing from the ~
world, but there is a point of diminishing returns'~
varies with individuals if such focus is carried on forext~
periods. Unfortunately, some people are obsessivelyII
into the past, future, or elsewhere because of great fea.,
anger. Guilt, resentment, and worry keep them out ~

present and away from the joys of life. Much of the fe~
anger can be dissipated by shifting focus to the sensory;,
ent, although people who have decided that the p~
momentisa dangerousplacewillhavemoredifficultyQ
that.

What does it mean to focus on the sensory presen~

what are the effects of doing that? It means being mori
more consciously aware of the input from your sens«j
few people practice real sensory awareness that it is s~

times taught as a meditation technique, and some peof\
it so well quite unconsciously that they have a ~ro 9
impact on others around them without even tryJDgd

effects occur as a result of the third principle-energy,~
d e att'

where attention goes. As you place more an mor s tbf)
on the input from your senses, you may progr:s a;~
experiences of heightened sensory acuity, relaxatIon~f
ness of .energy flow in and around you, awar~ne~~.,~

happemng around you than you usually notI.ce u31
way to an increasing realization of the dreaI?likl:~dlphysical reality and an awareness of becoIDlng ,

-
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of it may frighten you with its strangeness,
dftaJIl'SO~~tmay cause you to feel like bursting with joy.
andsoiTleho : hand, a halfhearted effort will probably just
0 the at e . d

. . f h h
.

11 feelbored. An III !CatIon ate s amamc under-
lIlake,yo~f this practice is contained in the meanings of thestandlDg ( d

. . ,
.. n Word for it, ano an Its varIant, ano): the present

Hawaila
nt Seed likeness, peacefulness, awe, holy, sacred in-

lTIoiTle, ' '
tensive fire (a plus no).

Exploring the Present Moment

Wherever you are, become aware of the colors
in your environment, the whites, reds, or-

anges,yellows, greens, blues, violets, and blacks;
thenlook at all the straight and curved lines you can
see, the shapes of objects and the spaces between
them.Nextlisten to all the sounds you can hear from
all directions. And then feel the position of your
handsand feet, your body as a whole, the sensation
ofyourclothing and whatever you are touching, the
movementof your breathing, and, as best you can,
the energy in and around you. Finally, add other
senseslike taste and smell, if YOu wish and let Your
au . '

entlon roam among all your senses seeking more
and ~ore awareness of each. Do this for as long as
you lIke during any kind of activity and decide for
YOurself wh th . . .'

e er It IS worth followmg up on. Just
rememberth t h . .
bed la, t ISkind of focus is a skill that can
foree;;oped.Thepresentmoment is a very rich fieldenenceand adventure.

The Fifth P .
To Be II rlnciple:ALOHA-To Love Is

Love ' apPY Wi th
ISa Wo d h dbecauseits r. t at many people find hard to understan

UseIn English has become quite sloppy. It is used
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to denote pleasure ("I love ice cream"), sex ',.k 1 "
) " Ual d(

'

want to ma e ove to you, mtentlOn ("I'd I "

hands on that"), as a measure of caring ("Ifove tQ~
you'll do what I want"), and to expressaddictiJoul~

die without your love"), The effects ofIove in coe l1e~d d l
'
k ' l1tet

song an story even soun I e vItamin deficienc' ''

h " lesI

ma, upset stomac , loss of appetIte, weak knees h l4

pitations, dizziness, sweaty hands, fever, chills, ~tc~
,In Hawaiian the meaning of love is very clear al1'd~

vides a useful guideline for loving and being IOVed.l

,!

'
the word for love, The root ala means "to be with, t~
an experience, here and now," The root aha means
tion, joy," Thus the full translation of alohabecomes'\1
is to be happy with," This means that love existsto the~
that you are happy with the object of your love, lifi

relationship with a person, place, or thing, the hap~!
comes from love and the unhappy part comes fro~
anger, and doubt. You don't get sweaty hands from~
in love; you get them from fear. You don't get hunt
being in love; you get hurt from anger. What you ge~
being in love is happiness, the intensity of it dependlj
how deeply you are in love, To be deeply in loveme~
be deeply connected, and the depth and clarity of th~
I)ection increases as fear, anger, and doubt are removJj

Corollary:Love increases as judgment decreases;
I once attended a workshop called /I Actualiza~

(known to some as "est with heart"), which basicallr~
. sisted of a few meditative exercises and a lot of p~~

sharing, By the middle of the second day the love(t
fection among us was already getting thick, and by th~

h wor~
day there were a hundred people in love, T e '~
facilitator was honest enough to admit that theydlif
to make that happen; they didn't even know ho~1
pened, it just did, When you know how love war S'j

ever, it's easy enough to understand. A hundred ~
got together without any expectations or histOry~ariJ:
what they chose to share, and all they got from S ~

-
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TlfE , , , ' d
d Upport without cntICIsmor JU gment,

dgrnent an s d 1
lrnOwle d bt were not present, an so ove was.aC!' and ou " h l'

fear, ang:r, 11 always there. It s Just t at lear, anger,
'}11elove IS actua, Y

d bt cover It up, . ' , , d
and oU d doubt give rise to negatIve cntiCIsm ananger, an h

'
h d

' , ' h I
Fear. h' h cause separation, w IC Imlms es ove.

judgment. 'WII
lC

lat ionshi ps. On the other hand, praise builds
, ' 'sm kl s re " f 1 b

.
CflUCI '

ld them because praIse IS an act 0 ove- emg
nd rebUI s, h 1

,
h

'
B

a , h-that clarifies and strengt ens re atlOns IpS, e-
happyW

fl:h third principle, when you give praise you rein-causea e ' d
' , d

h good that you praIse an It mcreases an grows,forcet e ' h b d h d ' l
'
k

Whenyou criticizeyou remforce tea t, at yo~ . on tIe
anditalsoincreasesand grows. A new relatIonshIp ISusually
fulloffun,happiness, and excitement because the tendency
at firstis to notice and dwell only on what is good in each
other.Asdoubt about yourself, each other, or the relation-
shipin general is allowed to come out, then the tendency is
towardcriticizingperceived or imagined faults and failings,
If this happens quickly and openly it's a short-lived rela-
tionship,and if it happens slowly and subtly it's a long,
unhappyrelationship that breaks when one partner can't
sta,nditanymore,Tobe blunt, the relationship contains more
pamthan pleasure, A relationship in the process of falling
apa~ because of criticism can be revived and made happy
agamby remo ' , , ,

d vmg cnticism and adding strong doses of praise
an compliment Th" ,

I
'

t ' , S. IS IS easIer if both partners Participate'
ISPossibleb t d'ff! ' '

here " u I cult If only one does it. The ke y to success
ISsimply t '

likeabo a mcrease your appreciation of what you do
ut your Part d

'

you don't l'k ner, an mcrease your tolerance of what
I e, Telepathic ' "

praise and ' praIse ISJust as im portant as verbal
, IS sam'

etlmes a better way to begin,
Corollar",E',T' very thin ' "

Forthe sha ,9 ~sa lve, aware, and responsive
humans bec man, hfe ISnot limited to Plants animals and
m ' ause life' d "

~ve very slowl ,IS efined as movement, Some things

~Ckly, like lighrF hke rocks, and some things move very
dsof life,Al ' or the shaman these are simply differentso, operal' fmg rom the second principle, since
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the Source of Life is infinite and the SOurce'th
o

b If IS Se~
every mg must e se -aware and therefore 'i
some degree to what happens around it. Ther;:sPo~
man, especially the adventurer shaman, tries tooret~
fully toward everything. This might be consideaCd

t
,

h .
h re

quamt, ex~ept, t at It as a very practical purpose, 1

Your ku ISalIve, aware, and responsive. When YOlle~

yourself your ku feels under attack and tries to de£f
by clenching muscles, which causes stress ande~~i
awareness, memory, and energy flow, making YOllJ
and more subject to illness and accident. One littlecnl

isn't g~in.g to do that, but a habit of self-c~ticism wiI~
appreCIatIOn, by contrast, relaxes muscles; mcreases11;~
ness, energy flow, and strength; opens up skill memo~
makes you feel better. ~

When you criticize or praise any part of the world(j~
you, three things happen. First, because of the seconcl'

l

~

ciple your ku does not distinguish between you amI'
dream, so whether you criticize another person, a rain~
your car, or the government, your ku takes it personalt~
your body gets tense. And when you praise any of,m

things your ku says thank you and your body relaxes:~
ond, because of the third principle, whatever characte~
or conditions you focus on will tend to increase acca!

to the responsiveness of the object. If you criticizea P1
who values your opinion, your criticism, even if wellm,~
will tend to reinforce the behavior you criticized. I~

improve it will be in spite of your criticism,no~~ecaj
it. If the person couldn't care less about your opmlOn,.~
ever, your criticism will have virtually no effect on.~~
but it will still affect you, Praising a person will help rem]
the good that you like regardless of whether they ca~e~

your opinion or not, because the ku always :espon,f: ~~{
way to love, Likewise, if you criticize the ram It ~I nO:

you don't want and if you praise it, it will rain Just eor~
if you criticize your car it will tend to break d,o~n rnst
if you praise it, it will tend to run better (and If~trn~O1
down it will be conveniently); and, pay attentIon

-
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TIlE
e ment actions you don't like the

, ' 'ze gOV UU"

ore yoll CflUCl t will tend to do more of them, and the
:ore the gov~rnI11e~t yoU do like the more those activities
(Ilorey~llpral~~v;.~rd, because of this fifth principle, each
will be mcr~as, ' ase YOur separation from and decrease

. wIllmcre . d
critiCism f What YOUcriticize, untIl you en up re-

wareness°
yollr~ econdary creation of your own that may no
spendIng to a s resemblance to the original. Each praise will
I erbearany .ong

I ser and closer to and mcrease your awareness
b 'ngYOllco. .11

pra ise thereb y expandmg your growth m many
ofwhatyou '
ways, d

"

h
. "

d
A important issue is what to 0 w en you are cntlCIze

by s~meoneelse, There are a lot of good teachin~s ou~ on
thissubject,so I will only present one here that ISdenved
directlyfrom the current principle. The example I'll use is
an extremeone, but the application will be clear.

In oldHawaii there was a lot of fear of curses, which are
just criticismsphrased like a threat, because of a prevailing
beliefin the power of words, Whenever the people had con-
tactwithshamans, however, there was no such fear, for the
verysamereason, The shamanic teaching was that the power
ofa cursecould be neutralized and offset by the power of a
blessing h

'

h
' ,

. ' W lC ISJust a compliment phrased like a promise.
So If an ang

'
d

d . ry man sal to a farmer "Ma y Your crops rot
an Wlltl" h f

'

say "M' t e arrner would look lovingly at his field and
eff~ct fat my crops grow and produce abundantly." The
goodbo t e curse would be nil and the crops would get a

Oostof en A '

wouldsimpi ergy. pplymg the same idea personally
YOurselfalou~mea,nthat whenever you are criticized, praise
on Youas 10 or sIlently and the criticism will have no effectng as you don't fear it.

Exploring the Power of Love

I'm goingto ask you to do something you max
~everhave done before For one full minute, SItqUietly I ' . If' Cose Your eyes, and complIment yourse
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unceasingly for any good quality, characte' ,b h
.

th o
k f I '

k nstJ,
e aVlOryou can III o. t s 0 ay to repeat ','

if you can't think of a lot to say. With pract/~U}.
f ' e It

eaSIer. I negatIve responses or self-criticisl1J.~,1 d 't
'

th ' s aID

spontaneous y, on gIVe em any ImpOrtanc ,~
keep on complimenting (it's also okay to do t~is~~
more than a minute). When you've finished';
aware of your feelings and sensations. You wili~
most always feel a lot better. Next, for one full- ,:
ute, sit with your eyes open and complil1J.ent
good quality, characteristic, or behavior you canl
aware of in your immediate environment. AgaL
don't pay attention to criticisms and go longer ifym
like. Isn't that a great way to feel? ~~

~

The S;xt1 Pdndple, MANA-All Pow""
.

.

I
.

.

;
.Comes From Within;;

Most philosophies teach that we are relatively po~ithat real power exists outs
,
ide ourselves in the form o~~

separate from his creation, gods and goddesses whoI
their own whim, fate, past events, genes from our anc~1

society (which means other people), government (~
also means other people), parents, a sPiritual,hierar)

.,ascended masters, forces of evil, Nature, . , virtuallYlIj
where but inside ourselves. In complete and, for'~

shocking contrast, Huna philosophy teaches that ~power that creates your experience comes from youjJ

body, mind, and spirit. Logically speaking, if the~ea

i

'

limits, then the Universe or Source of Life is infiDl~e't

it is infinite, then all of its power is at every POI~~
including the point which you define as you. Keepl~
discussion at a practical level, nothing ever happensJ
without your participation. For every event tha,t t~~
rience you creatively attract it through your,beheb~~'fears, and expectations, and then react to It ha

.;
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riff
, usly At this point I am usually asked,

I't consClO . .' 1
. f

-'"pOnd to , en t babies?" From a spmtua pOIllt 0
I~- b ut lnnoc '

..whata 0 'nnocent babies. In fact, many babIes are
view, there ar~ no r

l
ents A baby bom into an abusive family

h theIrpa ' ,

wisert an d' biIity may have chosen that as a hfe chal-
or with soml

,e ,t
lSa

presumes life before life as well as after
e (nO Iml s ' II

' ,

leng d baby who develops an 1 ness or IllJUry may
death),a? afamilYconflicts that aren't being expressed.
be reflecting nh

, ' I Iy no one else makes you u appy. You may makeSlmlar , d ' h
ourselfunhappybecause ot.11ers on tact t e way you want

~em to or the way you thmk th~y, shou~d., If,you are the
victimof some kind of abuse or mJury, It IS Important to
realizethatsomethingin you helped bring that about. This
doesnotmeanthat you are to blame, because you were
probablynotconsciouslyaware of the beliefs, attitudes, and
expectationson your part that were involved, Also, it does
notmeanthat the other person was innocent, because what-
everthey did came from their own beliefs, attitudes, and
expectations,and to whatever degree they made conscious
choicesto do harm they are subject to the laws of society.
Nevertheless,it is important to realize your part in the event
so,tha,tyou can change the factors in yourself that helped
bongIt,a~out. If the power was in you to create it, then the
POwerISIIIyou to change it.

Corollary:Everythinghaspower
WhenSOIhepeople begin to play with the idea that they

~rethecreatorsoftheir experience, they often get the strange
Ideathat no one else has anything to do with it. From theextreme f h '

fh ' 0 aVlllg no power they leap to the other extreme
~o avlngallPower, On the contrary everyone has the powercreateth ' ,

IIthe elr own experience. In any situation or event, apeople i I .Every nvo ved are creating their own expenence.
. One has th .

A -d e same Power.
"-II everyth'

eIS,Stars, l1J.oulllg?as the same power. The wind, trees, flow-the elel1J. 11tallls,seas, rain clouds and all the rest ofeOtsa d b
' ' ,

11 0 ~ects of the natural Universe have the
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same power to create their own experience A.
urban shaman wouldn't be surprised at the' id Wek

'
fh ea lIt,

puters are ma mg use a umans to put themselv ]

The wonderfully curious thing is, apart from the a~:~~
we choose to make about that, we really don't h~

way of proving it isn't so, I know my computer J ~

thinks it's true. In any case, by taking the point ~f~1
everything in Nature has its own power, you learnb"~
respectfully with those powers, rather than tryingtoj
your will on dead matter. And, in true shamanic st~
become able to learn their powers for your OWn~
traditional societies the shaman learns the invisible~
of the wind, the movement power of the jaguar, the~~

power of the tree, and so on. While we can still~
today, as urban shamans we can also learn the inl
power of electromagnetism, the movement power @fl
chines, and the healing power of music. There is j
everywhere, and all power can be useful. Ii

Corollary: Power comes from authority
In psychology there is a concept of outer authori~

inner authority. Outer authority is when you givedeG~
making power to someone else, and inner authoritYfj.J

sidered much the healthier variety, is when you giv,
yourself. This becomes more interesting when we leaf
one of the basic meanings of mana, or power, is "authc,
And even more interesting when we discover that t~~:J
authority is based on a word which means "to create

which we also get the word author, by the way). nfi
Speaking with authority means speakingwithcothI

that your words will produce results, as in "Let bl6
light!" Herein lies the secret of the power of prayer,

spells, and affirmations. They have power to the d~g~
they are spoken with authority. Read the ~~nty-th~v
or the Lord's Prayer if you haven't, or agam IfyoUhIv
you'll find that they aren't just wimpy pleas for e
are strong statements to be spoken with confidence

,
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Tile'

( oth and trust, if you prefer). Put aside any prej-
. (or1al I

(bootY d I k through a book on occu t spells and you will
ill e an 00 h

. .

u C h Y tOO,are strong, aut ontatIve statements. Nei-
findthatt r~~or spells nor affinnations will do much good
theepray: Spoken with wistful hope or as if the words them-
iftheyar fid h

., h
heldthe :magic.Con ent aut onty ISt e key to con-selves h d

. h d
. I

' ,

sODUScreation, whet er use WIt wor s, vIsua IzatlOns, or
feelings,

Exploring the Power of
Authority

To develop a feeling of confident authority, look
around you and begin to tell things and circum-

stancestobe exactly as they are. Tell chairs and tables
to placethemselves where they are at, tell pictures
to hang where they are hung, tell flowers and trees
togrowwhere they are growing and clouds to move
asthey are moving. Tell your body to be the way it
is,yourbank account to be what it is, your relation-
shipsto be what they are, and world conditions to

~~W?~t,they ar~ (doing.your best to avoid any doubt
Cntlclsm).This exerCIsewill help you on the road

to sucha state of confident authority that when you
decreechanges they will occur.

The Sev th P . . IEff . en nnClp e: PONO-
Mechveness Is The Measure Of Truth

they~~rJe~Ple have trouble with this one at first because
itsaysJ

'

u
I

ht says that the end justifies the means. Actually,
V. st t e Opp , .

h dlolent OsIte,that the means determInes teen.
means Will fulmeans Will produce violent results, and peace

throughruthlProduce peaceful results. Reaching success
essnesswill produce a state of success in which
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others will act ruthlessly toward you, and reach'
through helping others will produce a state ofIl}gj~
which others are helping you. SU(1~

This principle also says that what is really hI}
what works. Shamans are neither theologians nor thO~~
scientists. They are more like counselors and tec;o,1

Absolute Truth and Ultimate Reality are dismissedas~1

no practical value. Shamans ~re such pr~gmatists tha~
.

W

.

;

.

.
.

,

...

.

though the powers of the mmd are theIr special pro~
they will not hesitate to use whatever physical tools~
processes help bring about a healing, and will evencij!
systems if that will help. When I used to do a lot ofp~
counseling I might, in the course of a single day, jum~

tween Christianity, Buddhism, Spiritualism, VoodoO~J
choanalysis, and Science, working within the beliefsy~
of each individual to help them find ways to help thems(
Healing is the goal and effectiveness is the criteria,
proving of a particular system or method.

Corollary: There is always another way to do anythin"
Every problem has more than one solution. In an irill]

universe, how could you doubt it? Yetpeople sooften!
stuck in one method, process, technique, or plan forrea('~
their goals, and if that doesn't work they give up. If the~1

is important, you should never give up, you just change
approach. If a chronic illness isn't clearing up then doSl
thing you haven't been doing, such as working mo:e "

the mind and emotions if your approach has been pnmj
physical or using more physical means if your approac~

been primarily mental and emotional. If a confrontat~approach hasn't worked in a relationship, use a mar,.

operative one, and vice versa. If your present plan form~J
money hasn't been working, change your plan O;h~nj
your career. If peace on earth hasn't happened ye\le 1'
do more of what works and create more worka v'
Life, and the ways to improve life, exist in endless
and potential. There is always another way.

;
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taring the power of

?i:~ibili ty
. that You are walking on a road toward a

I
magllle .
, hat has a central square wIth a treasure chestCItyt b I

.' I
. h iddle which sym 0 Izes an Important goa111t e "" d

.
d

, our life (you don't have to ecI e what that goal
:~Jght now). At the edge of the city is a high, guarded
walLand where the road enters there is a huge, solid
gate.Usingwhatever comes to mind in your imag-
ination,get into the city and reach your treasure.
Whenyou've done that, replay the scene and get into
the cityby a different means. Then do it again, and
again, at least half a dozen times, changing your
methodfor enteringeach time. With your imagina-
tionyou will be training your ku for great flexibility
in reachingyour goals.
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The Seven Shaman Talen ts
Thesevenshaman talents are simply derived from the prin-
ciples.Theyrepresent essential skills to develop, rather than
specific techniques.

Seeing (from The World Is What Yon Think
I tIs)

Th~sis the ability to operate in the world from the per-
spectIveofthe principles, to "see" things from that viewpoint
ratherthan in the ordinary way. We often call this operating
;~~~~ndlevel(ikepapalua)instead of at first level (ikepa-
folk lh)' In first-levelthinking, the "ordinary" reality of most

,t e world' . h .
issepar ISIndependent of your thinking, everyt mg
hasrno~e,energy flows by physical mediums only, the past
PinessP power than the present to love is to risk unhap-

, ower is' '
ofgenius OutsIdeof you, and effectiveness is a matter. ,reWard t I1fta Prirnaril ' s rength, or luck. Operating at second leve
to a sharna ,Yfirst-level world is not easy, but it is the key

I} s SUee .
ess. What makes it especially challengmg
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is that you also have to hold first level in awareness, '
h h

'

h
So

can commUnIcate WIt ot ers operatmg at t at level.

Clearing (from There Are No Limits) ,)
For the greatest effect this means using the best mea;~

hand to keep the connections clear between allpartsofyj

self and the universe around you, mostly by COntinueM

releasing mental and physical stress and tension as wel(]
remembering to bring other aspects of yourself and the wo~i
into conscious awareness. j

Focusing (from Energy Flows Where 'I

Attention Goes)
The skill involved here is that of keeping your intention

objectives, goals, and purpose in mind, which means fr~
quent review of your motivations for doing whatever yO!
do. This helps you maintain a high degree of efficiencyanj
a low degree of frustration.

Presence (from Now Is the Moment of
Power) ~I

It is important to remain in the present moment as muc~
as you can, especially when dealing with present-momenf'
affairs. From hard experience I have learned that people\J;
am talking to can sense a drop in my energy level if I let my
mind wander, but not knowing what it is, they take it a9;,
aloofness or rejection on my part. I attended a special schoof"
once where the competition for grades was fierce. During at;
lecture I allowed myself a brief glance out the window tha~,
cost me the answer to a question on the next quiz. As it wai'
I only got first place by three-hundredths of a percentag~
point. You may never need such extreme presence, but then,:
again you may. The greater your presence, the greater your
influence and effectiveness.

Blessing (from To Love Is to Be Happy
With),

To bless is to reinforce actual or potential good by word,~
image, or deed. When you acknowledge beauty, admire skill,1

80
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. te kindness yOUare giving a blessing. What the
or appre~a s that's extra is to bless potential. "May you have
sbaIT1a~t1~ey,,' "I wish yOUsuccess in your venture," "Let
a safe}Od be always at your back" are examples of this type
we WIn'

fig And remember that telepathic blessings can be
ofblesSI .
effective,tOO.

E",po.,.riog (fro", All power Co",e, fro",
Within)

we empowersomething whenever we attribute any kind
ofpowerto it. people who attribute special powers to certain
crystals are empowering them, and they will get more benefit

fromtheCrystalsaslongastheymaintainthe empowerment.
Anotherwayto empower is to personify, to attribute human
qualitiesto nonhuman entities or objects. For instance, by
empoweringhim, I enable my computer, Jonathan, and I
tohavea better relationship. The skill of empowering also
impliesthe skill of disempowering. As an example, warrior
shamanstend to empower evilby personifyingit so they can
learnto conquer it, while adventurer shamans tend to dis-
empowerevilby depersonifying it so they can leam to har-
monizeit.Youcan empower or disempower anything at all,
includingpeople, places, things, the past, the future, and
endlesslyon and on.

Dreamweaving (from EHectiveness Is the
Measure of Truth)
Asaweaverof dreams, the shaman weavesdreamsfor

~imselfand helps others to do the same. This is also called
.shamanichealing." A first-level masseur doing a massage
1Susinghis hands as tools to heal a physicalbody. A shaman
masseurdoing a massage is using the physicalbody as a tOol
toweavea new dream and heal the spirit. It might look the

s~me,but it isn't. Dreamweaving doesn't depend on tech-

~que, It has to do with having a healer's attitUde and takingealmg action, mentally or physically, in every situation you
encounter. At least, that's the goal.

-
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fHE FOUIn-1ft ADVICNfU~

(REATBNG HARMONy
BN THE BODY

Mai ka piko 0 ke po aa ka poli 0 ka
wawae, a la'a ma na kihi 'eha 0 ke kino

(From the crown of the head to the
soles of the feet, and the four comers

of the body-an expression used in
healing)

* t ~
""'.~

jH eallh is a state ofpeace anq harmony, while Sicknes~
..is a state of war and conflict. An urban shaman!

healer of the adventurer tradition doesn't try to stop war,l
in the body or the world, but seeks instead to create har-mony.

The Hawaiian concept of health and healing is a very
useful one for our modem world. It is based on the word
ola,which also means "life" and "the attainment of peace,"
with strong root connotations of abundant energy. The
opposite condition, sickness, is called ma'i, with the root
meaning of "a state of tension." Here we have a clear un-
derstanding of sickness as a condition related to stress.

The several words we use for unhealthiness-illness, sick-
ness, and disease-each reflect a philosophical approach to
healing, though we usually aren't consciously aware of it.
Illnessreally means "evilness" and implies an effectof sinful
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. and a malevolent force to be feared. Subcon-

b~hav~ormany people react to illness in just this way. Sick-
sCious~es from a root meaning "to be troubled or grieved,"nes

ds ~~plies an emotional basis for the condition. Disease
an I d. -~ " b

. .

11 just means" ISCOllllort, ut It now carnes a strong
rea rotatiOnof physicality, a thing that invades the body and

~o~o be destroyed, cut out, neutralized, or endured. So if
asersonis mentally ill, we tend to fear him; if mentally sick,

~:be sorry for him; and if mentally diseased, to recommend
surgery.

In contrast to the Western approach which tends to treat
eachmanifestation of sickness as a separate entity-accord-
ing to its symptoms, location, and reaction to treatment-
and which places great importance on naming each one
individually(often after the person who discovered that par-
ticularset of symptoms), the shaman approach derived from
theprinciples and expressed in the Hawaiian language seems
absurdly simple. The shaman approach is that all sickness
(notethat, all) is considered to be self-generated as an effect
of stress. The location is simply where the stress is focused.
AllHawaiian words related to healing carry connotations of

causingenergy to flow, implying the release of stress-related
tension. Viruses certainly exist, but in the Huna view they
are effectsof stress not causes of sickness. And bacteria cer-
tainly exist, but they don't cause sickness, they just take
advantage of it. I can already hear a lot of objections, so I
will deal with the major ones as we continue. Please re-
member, though, that I am not trying to refute the traditional
Western medical system. As stated before, I am just pre-
senting a different system.

The Stress Effect
Vinually everything we do causes stress and that's quite
natural. Thoughts, emotions, physical activity, food, envi-
ronmental conditions-all of these naturally cause stress.

~hat isn't natural, as opposed to normal, is sustained stress.
he natural flow of life is a repeating cycle of stress-tension-
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release-relaxation-stress and so on. The unnatural flow 1011something like this:

.."

~
stress-tension-release-relaxation- f
stress-tension-release-rela- 4stress-tension-relea-

]

'
stress-tension-stress r .','

As the release and relaxation parts of the cycle are iobi i
ited, the stress and tension continue to build. When thl
tension from stress reaches a certain point, which varies witM
individuals, the body functions begin to break down. Whil~
we are primarily focused on the body here, keep in IIlinJr
that the same concepts apply to relationships, societies, ana,Nature.

When the body experiences stress, five things happen al~
most simultaneously: I

I
1. Sugar is released into the bloodstream. The natural pur,~

pose is to provide energy for action and in the naturalt~
cycle just the right amount of energy is released to deal;~

with the situation experienced; If the release and relax-!

ation parts of the cycle are interrupted, more sugar is1
released than is needed, and disharmony occurs. A little,s;
bit of vigorous physical movement will help use up the'
extra sugar. I

2. The thymus gland contracts. Related to growth in chil-~
dren, this large gland in the center of the chest behind!
the breastboneis relatedto the immunesystemin adults.'
A natural contraction and release is intended to stimulate
the production of white blood cells, but sustained con-
traction inhibits them and adds to feelings of anxiety.
Lightlytapping your chest with your fingerswill help thethymus relax.

3. Muscles tense. Thepurpose is to strengthen and stimulate
the cellsin preparation for appropriate action. The relax'
ation part of the cycle allows them to recharge. Body-
builders know that muscles are strengthened and
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. ased by repetitions of tension and relaxation. Sus-iDcre . .11 11 b d
. edmuscle tensIOn WI cause ce s to reak own,taiD 1 d d

. 1.
ins to accumu ate, an oxygen an nutnent supp Ies

~~Xdiminish.Pain apparently is due not only to muscular
t nsion impinging on nerves, but also a lack of oxygen
a~the cell level. Muscles, by the way, are not just those
big masses of flesh that move your body. Your nerves
and your internal organs are also sheathed in muscle
tissue. Stretching and brisk, self-applied massage will help
relieve muscular tension.

4. Capillariesdilate. Capillaries are the very small veins and
arteries that carry blood directly to and from your cells.
They are sort of like a tubular net that allows the oxygen
and nutrients of the bloodstream to seep through and
nourish the cells. Under stress the holes in the net expand
and plasma, the clear watery substance that carries the
blood and nutrients, pours through faster. The purpose,
when the relaxation part of the cycle is operating, is to
feedthe cells faster and cleanse them quickly, washing
toxins into the lymph system where they can be carried
away and discharged. Under sustained tension, lymph
movement is slowed down and plasma and proteins ac-
cumulate between the cells, causing a buildup of toxins,
pressure, and swelling, as well as inhibiting the cells'
supplies of nutrients and oxygen. Under extreme stress,
such as injury or shock, the net opens so wide that blood
corpuscles spill out, causing black-and-blue marks and!
or pallor (unnatural paleness). Due to this effect, very
severe shock may even require blood transfusions as the
corpuscles continue to spill out of the stressed capillaries.
Gentle massage, except where there is injury, is also help-
ful for this condition.

5. ~ells release toxins. Our cells are releasing toxins all the
tune as a natural part of their regular activity. Under stress
~heiractivity increases (as long as tension doesn't inhibit
It) and so does the amount of toxins they release. The

natural process is for these toxins to be washed clear by
the plasma and carted off by the lymph system to be
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discharged through perspiration, respiration, and elillJj.
nation. When sustained tension inhibits the cleansing of
toxins they build up locally, poisoning the local cells and
finding their way into the bloodstream through the di.
lated capillaries, where they can affect the brain and the
glands. This is one reason why some people get dizzyOr
irritated when they are be,ginning to relax, through mas.
sage or some other means, after a long state of tension.
Deep breathing, which stimulates the lymph system and
discharges toxins itself, is very helpful.

Theeffectsof stress describedabove occur all over the body
to some degree, but most especially in those areas directly
affected by the stress. Since all conditions of sickness in the
body are stress related, according to Hawaiian shaman teach-
ing, knowing the source of stress will be highly useful in
helping to bring about a healing.

The Source of Stress .
I won't waste any time. The source of stress is resistance,
ku'e in Hawaiian, meaning "to stand apart." Natural resis~
tance is like the friction that enables us to walk across the'"
ground, the momentum that keeps a baseball on its course
and not wandering all over the place, the tendency of habits,
to maintain themselves and of memories to hold their pah~
tern. Natural resistance produces the healthy cycle of life ini
which things tend to hold their pattern, but are flexiblt~,.
enough to adapt and change. J

Generally speaking, there are four kinds of resistance.~
which will be discussed below. I'll describe the positive and i
negative aspects of each, along with what I call "quick-nJ
easys," brief techniques that can help greatly to relieve each"kind of tension.

Physical Resistance

When your body experiences a punch, poke, slam, stab"
cut, or bum, it reacts with the stress effects mentioned above,
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d we think that bruises, wounds, and blisters are also a
aIltUraleffect. That's not necessarily so. There are people
Ilahocan punch steel needles through their arms without
~ edingor wounding, who can poke their hands right into

eotherperson's body without hurting them or leaving a
~le, and who can walk on fire without getting burned. That
mightsound unnatural to you, but I'm convinced it's the
mostnatural thing in the world, albeit pretty abnormal. Your
bodyreacts stressfully as well to poisons, toxic substances,
radiation,and positive ions, but there are people who can
drinkarsenic and wood alcohol without harm, not everyone
whoworks around asbestos gets sick, some people can stand
muchhigher levels of radiation than others, and many peo-
plefind mental and physical stimulation from positive ions.

What distinguishes those who don't react stressfully to
poisonsand injury from those who do is that the former
havea higher tolerance for those substances or conditions.
Whatdoes a higher tolerance mean? It means that they can
ingestor be exposed to a greater amount of the substance
or condition than most people before resistance produces
enoughtension to cause a breakdown in the body. Now that
meansthat they were either more relaxed to begin with, so
itwouldtake more stress to cause enough tension to produce

t~e symptoms, or they had trained their bodies to respond
dIfferentlyin the first place, to reduce the resistance by
changing the reaction pattern. We do know, for instance,

~~t ~ome people have trained their bodies by gradually
Innkmg stronger and stronger doses of arsenic. Personally,

would rather practice deep relaxation.

re~n,any case, maybe it is possible to change our physical
phct~ons.s? that acute physical contact does not result in
Wl~ICallllJury.In 1983 while on the island of Tahiti I slowly
a;ah~~barefoot across a wide bed ofred-hot lava rocks with
Ne'thltlan kahuna, stepping firmly on each stone all the way.
see~ :r ~y feet nor the hair on my legs was burned. I've
Way faIr amount of fire-walking and I know of several
beli:f~odo it. The most common in the world is devotion,

In the protection of a divinity, and it works well if the
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belief is strong enough. The second most common that~
know of is distraction, a trancelike state of focused attentie/\
on something completely different than the fire. The third~
motivation, an intensely energetic desire fully focUsedod
getting to the other side. Each of these has in common tJ{~
effect of moving the conscious mind's attention away frOrB
the fire, thereby reducing or removing the resistance to t~t
heat and allowing the body to follow a natural instanl

healing cycle. That, at least, was my theory before walkiri'
the lava rocks. I decided to test my theory by trying a different
method in Tahiti. Instead of using devotion, distraction, 01
motivation, I focused all my attention on exactly what I w~
doing, without the slightest bit of comment, question, 0';
analysis. The effect was a sense of oneness with my imm~~diate en

,

vironment to such a degree tIlat tIlere was abSOluk

l
t'

.

~'

.

~

",.

~'

.,

no fear. Therefore, there was no resistance and no bumin .
My body went through the cycle of stress-tension-releas,:
relaxation so quickly that cumulative tension effects Coum!Inot occur.

Repatterning

A long time ago, so long that I can't remember the source,
I learned that if you stub your toe, all you have to do is'
repeat the same action several times, without quite stubbing;
your toe again, and the pain will go away. I used that a lot!
unthinkingly, but in later years I studied the process in detaih
and began teaching it in my courses, suggesting that tht
students try out variations. The concept I developed was tM]

by re-creating the pattern and changingtheending,you were~
in effect, giving the ku a new memory of the event, requirin~
the ku to change the body state in conformity to the ne~
version of what happened. The sooner you could do thl
after the event, the sooner the body would get back intOj
harmony. ~

What the students did amazed and delighted me. .ji,l
A man in California, one week after the training, wa~,I~

his backyard building a fence. At one point he smashed hl~
~n1e!

thumb hard with a hammer and then pulled the haJHw
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k prior to dropping it and following the normal routine
b~~roping up and down while squeezing his thumb and0 ju

1Il
'

g At the high point of his swing away from his thumbcuss'
h remembered my lesson about repeating the pattern and
~ nging the ending, so he followed through with his swing

c i:hout quite touching his thumb. He repeated that action
~out seventeen more times. By then his thumb barely tin-

;led and he went on with his work. When he was through
helooked at his thumb and there was neither bruising nor
swellingnor pain.

Amedical doctor in Texas reported that he was chopping
uplettucefor salad with a knife and sliced deep into a finger.
Professionallyhe knew it would require several stitches, but
he decided to try out my crazy idea anyway. After a few
repetitivepasses with the knife his finger stopped bleeding
and the pain went away so he forgot about it and finished
thesalad. Three days later he remembered the accident and
lookedat his finger. There was no sign it had been cut.

A woman in Minnesota burned her finger on a hot pot
and quickly repeated the action with a different ending.
Therewas no blister and no pain. .

A Woman in Canada slammed a car door on her fingers
and,oblivious to the stares of passers-by, repeated the move-
ment of the door toward her fingers until the pain went
away.She had no bruises or cuts.

. Perhaps most exciting of all, a woman in California de-
CIdedto act on the assumption that the ku lives only in the
?resentmoment and doesn't distinguish between vivid imag-

~na~onand physical experience. She'd received a bad bum
fon er leg from a motorcycle exhaust pipe some weeks be-
!bre,a~d it had not been healing well. Vividly re-creating

lef~~cCldentin her mind, she gave it an ending change that
fort e~leg clear of the pipe. She did this in her mind about
tol hmes.The long-standing condition which had begun

T~stercleared up in three days.
boun~IPossibilitiesof this simple process are fantastic and
effect ess, especially if we can use it to help the present

s of past eVents. As a guideline, we've found that the
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best results come from making as small a change in ~11pattern as possible. l e

Emotional Resistance

Resistance also comes from fear and anger. We resist Wk~
we. fear, an~ we r.e~ist ,;h~t angers u~.. Even though IJ~
resIstance mIght ongmate WIthZonodeclSlons,however,1ft

ku still expresses emotional resistance with the physical slrJ~
cycle. .~

Natural fear is intended to warn you of impending danger
and in the natural process it will disappear as soon as Y0~
take action. With our creative imaginations, however, We
often generate unnatural fear long after an event and fr;.
quently in spite of an event. Recently during a class at o'~r
center on Kauai a woman reported that she had just co~
from saving a child from drowning and was still traumatiz~
by fear because of the event. I had her examine her thoui~
patterns and she was able to realize that the fear and traUI~

were coming from imagining vividly what might have ha~
pened if she hadn't been there. Instead of rejoicing in ~~
actual success of her rescue, she was scaring herself sillywiW
fantasy. By dwelling on the fearful fantasy she was induciijj

a continuous increase of tension in her body. Symptoms~
paralysis, hypofunction (lowered activity), rigidity, anxie;

nausea, and dizziness may have fear as an important facI~f
Natural anger has the purpose of focusing energy ~

change something in your immediate situation, either ~
warning or direct action. It gets unnatural when we u.
memory to refuel it over and over again. Besides the f~
that we end up being angry at the memory rather than t~
actual person or situation in the present, sustained ang~!

plays real havoc with the body and is probably the pr~Jlla1
factor in most sickness. Wherever you have swelling, lllfej

tion, inflammation, fever, soreness, and sores or tumors, y~
have anger as an important factor. It is also a factor to ~<I'J
into account in conditions of rigidity and pain of any kl~'"

Now let's look at some "quick-n-easy" ways of deah'
with each.

TING HARMONY IN THE BODYCREA

expectation effect
~e is helpful to know what fear really is. Fear is simply the

tectation of pain, the result of projecting the imagination
~x:pthe future, from a point in the present or in the past,II1tO . f

'
F

.
bd making up an expenence 0 pam. ear IS never a outan 111 .

he present, but only about the future. The problem is, the
1u doesn't know that. Whatever you put in your mind is
treatedby the ku as a present-moment happening. Antici-
patingpain is the same as experiencing pain for the ku, and
soit takes the body into a negative stress cycle.

Relaxation, of course, reduces fear, and so does knowledge
inmany cases. Fear is always accompanied by tension, so if
you are completely relaxed you can't feel fear, and if you
havecertainknowledge that what you fear can't happen or
won't cause pain, the fear will also go away. However, the
fastestand simplest method I have found for getting rid of
fearis to shift your focus to its opposite. Fear is the expec-
tationof pain, so its opposite is the expectation of pleasure.
I usually demonstrate this by having a class focus on the
idea,"What if something terrible happens in the next five
minutes?" After a few moments of letting them feel their
body'sreactions, I then say, "But think of this, what if some-
~hingwonderful happens instead?" And then they feel the
Immediateshift toward pleasure that the positive expectation
brin~s.Even if you are in a situation where you are absolutely
Cert~lllthat something painful is going to happen (as in a
dentist'schair), go ahead and make the shift to an actual or
f~ntasticalpositive expectation anyway. Once the fear has
givenyou the warning you don't need it anymore, nor do
Youneed the tension it causes.
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Theblanket forgiveness technique

chDnnatural anger, the stress effects of which we want to
Us~ge, is primarily a result of unnatural standards. All of
Pea ~ve~tandards of the way things should be and the way
aliaP e, Including ourselves, should act. These standards
cha: Usto ~eep aligning with our ideals and to keep making

ges to Improve our world. An unnatural standard is one
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which says, "Things and people shouldn't deviate froIll .
expectation, because if they do they are bad and should~
punished." That one causes a tremendous amount of aI1g
and stress, because things and peopl~ are going to devia:
whether you want them to or not sImply out of creativ~
spontaneity if nothing else, Some people like to try to

~

..~

away with all shoulds to reduce the anger and stress,a "

that's helpful up to a point. Others like to practice relaxatioti

because anger is also associated with muscle tension and'
you are completely relaxed you can't be angry, But my pet
ferred quick-n-easy method is blanket forgiveness, ,'I:

Forgiveness is basically a process of deciding that whatev~
happened is no longer important or doesn't matter anymor~'

It is wonderful for all the conscious resentments and guil~,1
that many of us carry over from the past. Not all the sourC€s
for the ku's present reactions are readily available to the

conscious mind, however, partly because anger may be o~~
one of the factors involved in a current condition. But ifyori!~,

can reduce whatever anger exists, the whole condition wiW
be relieved to some degree. So in practicing blanket for.~
giveness you first assume that in any current condition of;

pain or discomfort there is some anger involved, even if yo~;
don't know what it's about. Then you touch the area of youn
body that is in pain or discomfort with the fingers of either
hand and say, "Whatever this is related to, I forgive it com-
pletely and it doesn't matter anymore." Most of the time;
you will experience at least some instant relief, and often
complete relief, but if not keep doing it for one full minut~'
with the full focus of your attention. The slightest amou~
of change is a relief from the anger part of the stress, andr:
would continue these one-minute sessions every so ofteI1~
alongwith whateverelseyou do. Ifthereisno changewhatr
soever after one full minute, you either aren't dealing with.

anger or aren't willing to give it up. i
1 11

Menta Resistance J
Whenever we resist anything we generate stress. Menta;,

resistance differsfrom emotional resistance in the sameway

TINa HARMONY IN THE BODYCREA

valuation differs from analysis. Emotional resistance
that~ fromthinking of something as bad; mental resistance
corn~sfrom thinking of it as wrong. By itself it doesn't have

~~devastating power of fear and anger, but it erodes con-
fidnee, self-esteem, and the health of the body the way a
. ;stream erodes a mountain. Mental resistance takes theron of negative criticism, and each individual criticism,
0hich the ku feels like a punch, causes a relatively small
:mount of negative stress. However, the same punch that
yoUcan handle easily when relaxed and healthy can hurt
likeblazeswhen you are tense and sore from previous blows.
Thiskind of criticism is such a subtle thing when habitual
that it can race across your mind before you notice, and
pleasenote that the tensing occurs whether or not the crit-
idsmis spoken aloud.

One of the craziest ideas modem society has is that crit-
icismis good for you or that it helps you learn~ All that
criticismdoes is create stress and reinforce what you criticize.
Noticingor remembering what we haven't done right just
getsin the way of learning. When you learned to walk as a
childyou did it by forgetting what didn't work and remem-
bering what did work. People who keep in mind what
doesn'twork tend to repeat it. If anyone learns under crit-
icismit's in spite of it, not because of it. I often get asked
aboutthe value of "constructive criticism." It has no value

becauseit's usually just an excuse to c_riticize.Pointing out
faultsis motivated more by a desire to put someone down
and feel superior than a true desire to help. If you really
~anted to help you would point out successes and ways to
lIl?"easesuccess. Now there is a highly developed skill called

~lIcal analysis, but it's rare to find a skilled practitioner.
onstructive criticism usually goes like this: "No, no, that's

~o.~? Do it this way! stupid." Critical analysis goes like
Do~' ~hat you just did doesn't give you the effect you want)

dat~ngIt ,this way does." It is recognition and recommen)
self~onVVith?utjudgment. Of course, a person with very low
as aesteem ISlikely to interpret even positive critical analysis

personal negative criticism and get tensed up about it.
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It has been my experience that the response to crin
is a major factor in asthma, allergies, colds, headaches, a:
perhaps because the habit of it encourages rigid thinki~
arthritis. ~

The Twister and the Sandwich
Some people are so stuck

,

in the conditioned habit of Cg",
icism that they don't know any other way to help bd
about change in themselves and others. If you are ondj
them, don't feel bad, because you are in the majority.
solution is to criticize if you must, but do it differently.

The Twister refers to twisting around the usual patten
criticism, which is to acknowledge something good and th~
offer the criticism. As in, "That's a beautiful painting,
you put too much red in the sky." For better effect, twisl

around so that it's like this: "I think you put too much ~
in the sky, but it's a beautiful painting." The reason:1ffi
twisting is to finish with the compliment, because in tel

of tension and relaxation in the body, a compliment nt
tralizes a criticism-especially in the body of the spealt
but also to a large degree in the body of the listener, w~

"I

.

will be more open to assistance. "

The Sandwich is similar, except that this time you 5t

l
' '

with a compliment, give the criticism, and end with a co'
pliment, as in, "That's a beautiful painting, although it II
too much red in the sky, but I really like the way you ',' '

the waves." Such an approach will encourage a more rela~r:
acceptance of the criticism and a greater inclination
change, besides helping to relieve stress.

Spiritual Resistance -
Resistance, and the resulting tension, can come from p~9~

,

;'

ing toward or away from a physical stimulus, from reactJ~Ii
of fear and anger, or from defending against negative C!l
cism. It can also come from alienation. Remember that J

Hawaiian word for resistance is ku' e, meaning "to 5t01
apart." Resistance tension occurs when you separate yoUfS1
from something, or try to do so. In spiritual resistance

TlNG HARMONY IN THE BODYCREA

. te yourself from a place, a group, or the entire worldabena
e YOufeel you don't belong. This is often because you

becaus .
't feel accepted, but It can also be due to a sense that

don belong somewhere else. There are so many possible
yoUbinations of beliefs that could give rise to these feelings

~~ their source doesn't matter. What does matter is that
thamore severe the alienation, the greater the negative stress.
N~tparticipating in group activities or having no sense of
onnectionwith the area you live in causes a relatively low

~mountof stress (discounting fear, anger, and critical fac-
tOrs),but the extremes of extended daydreaming, extended
meditation,and autism can cause a lot of physical problems.
Extendeddaydreaming means spending most of your day
with all of your conscious attention in dreams other than
the one of this world (novelists generally maintain balance
by the physical activities of writing, typing, or dictating).
Extendedmeditation means spending most of your day in
anykind of meditative focus that takes your attention away
fromthis world and away from your body. Part of the reason
forthe increase of physical tension is simply the extended
inactivity,which lowers oxygen intake and builds up toxins,
but tension is also produced by separating your lono from
yourku, or your mental awareness from your body aware-
ness,for extended periods of time. The same thing can hap-
penifyou sleep too long, which is why sluggishness, aches,
and pains can occur from oversleeping. People engaged in

~y o~these alienating activities (extended sleeping, day-
eammg, or meditation) often find that it is increasingly

uncOmfortableto come "back into the body" after extended

~e~odsaway from it, which induces them to spend longer
d~f10dsspaced out. The kicker is that it was the extended
il1s~gagernentwhich caused the body to get uncomfortable

I e first place.

pac~d a ~ersonalexperiencealongtheselineswhileback-
diffic IgWIth my sons in the High Sierras. I was finding it
tec~ t to keep up with them at one point, so I used a
frOf!)que of repeating a chant which disengaged my mind

Illybody so I could move at a faster pace without any
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discomfort signals. I kept up with them beautifully until \Ii
reached our campsite. As soon as I reengaged with my bOde

I collapsed from heat exhaustion. My disengaged lonGha~

been totally unaware of my ku screaming signals of increa .
ing tension and dehydration. The boys had gone off toS
waterfall and it took me a half hour of carefully talking rnq
ku back toward recovery before I could even reach my can:
~~ r

There are no hard and fast rules for how long you cJ
stay disengaged without undue tension, because we alldufJt
in metabolism and motiVation. The best test is how you feel!

A healthy period of disengagement will produce a good fee~
ing when you get back. If spiritual alienation has been~
problem, conscious engagement with physical activity, peo~
pIe, or the land will be very helpful, and the practice Of
blessing will help you with that.i~

Autism is a special case because in this condition a persoq
has turned so far away from the world that he or she usuall~
needs outside help to get back. The sYmptoms usually rangl
from a refusal to speak or participate in activities, to a refusal
to even acknowledge people or surroundings, to a total oM
liviousness of them. There may also be rhythmic, apparen~
purposeless movement. The most productive solution see4
to be unconditional love, and I would recommend the boo~
of Barry Kaufman for anyone with concerns in this area. B~

in some cases all it takes is a little bit of love. One of ~~

students was a grade-school teacher who had a student .h~~self who might have been described as borderline autlst~\:c
The girl didn't speak and didn't participate. She just sat qt
etly from the time she was delivered to school to the tin"
she was picked up and wouldn't even respond to the teaC
er's attention. Because of the limited amount of time clj
teacher could spend with each student, I suggested that s~

simply sit with the girl for two minutes out of every da~~

duplicating the position, expression, and any movement ~i

girl made as best she could, and end each two- minute pe[l~~
by touching the girl gently and saying, "Thank you." BY j
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d of three weeks the girl was conversing, smiling, and

~~gmningto participate in class.

J(abi- The Touch of Magic
Hawaiiantradition has a system of bodywork called lomi.-
lorni.It is usually considered a system of massage, but it has
elementsthat resemble Swedish and Esalen massage, rolfing,
acupressure, and polarity therapy, plus some things that
don'tresemble anything else. For the first time I am writing
in detail about one of these other things, a rarely taught
processthat I have been sharing in my shaman courses for
severalyears. I think it is one of the most useful things I
haveever learned or that I teach.

The process is called kahi, which means "oneness" and
alsorefersto a lomi-lomitechnique using very light hand or
fingerpressure. Some of my Hawaiian friends learned it dif-
ferentlythan I did, but the way I was taught, what the mind
isdoingduring kahi is more important than what the hands
aredoing.

The Eight Centers and. Four Corners of the
Body

In traditional Hawaiian healing, the eight centers of the
bodyare the crown, chest, navel, pubic bone, the palms of
thehands, and the soles of the feet, while the four comers
are the shoulders and hips. I was also given the seventh
cervicalvertebra (the bump at the bottom of the base of the
~eck)and the coccyx as additional centers, making fourteen
Inall.Each of these is considered in kahi as a "power center,"

or;ource ~f energy, somewhat like the oriental chakra.
(it~ practIce kahi you put the fingers or palm of one hand
th oesn't matter which) on a power center and those of
Wi~hother.hand on a "release point," an area of the body
harmtensIon, pain, injury, or some other condition of dis-
cent Ony.In some cases this might even be another power

er. So for a headache you might put the fingers of one
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hand lightly on the place of pain, and the fingers of the othe
hand on the navel or the base of the spine. Or for a stomach~
ache you might put one hand gently over the stomach and
the other hand on tIle back of the neck or on one of the
person's palms. Then, and here is the important part, you
focus your attention on both hands at once while you do
deep breathing. Until you get practiced at such a dual focus
you can shift attention quickly between hands or imagine
something like a rainbow connecting them. To further help
keep the attention focused I usually teach a Hawaiian chant
in my course based on the seven principles, but since I can't
help you now with pronunciation I'll give you the fOllowing
chant in English, which is also based on the principles:

"Be aware, be free, be focused, be here, be loved, be
strong, be healed."

. Use whatever rhythm and tone you like. The chant will serve
the dual purpose of helping your focus and giving sugges-
tions to the ku. However, the main effect comes from the

dual focus on both hands. In kahi you do not try to send
your energy into the person's body, nor do you try to be a
channel for energy with your breathing or your mind. All
you do is hold the focus. Because of the third principle the
focus itselfintensifies and harmonizes the energy in the body
you are working on. I can't emphasize this too strongly,
because so many people want to control the process or the
energy with their Zona.You don't have to. The energy knows
exactly what to do, and the ku knows how to respond. This
is a technique that also teaches trust. Use your Zonato hold
the focus and let the rest happen by itself. When you have
taken three or four complete deep breaths, check your body
or that of the person you are helping for feedback. If the
condition has changed for the better you are finished. If not,
you have the option of continuing. .

What happens in kahi is that the focus on the hands 111-f.I
duces a flow of energy between them, much like the f1?~
of electricity in a wire. The effect of this flow in kahl IS
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ofold: first, it increases the intensity of your personal en-

tWgyfield,and second, it stimulates the release and relaxation
e~rtiOnof the stress cycle, resulting in an easing of tension
~l1da harmonizing of the area at and between the hands.
when you apply your hands to someone else's body the
samething happens to both of you. In line with the second
principle, when you use kahi for someone else you are
healing yourself at the same time. The specific effects are
these:

1. Relaxation of muscle tension, an easing of pain, and stim-
ulation of the body's healing process at the release point.
This may be accompanied by sensations of warmth and/
or tingling.

2. Sometimes an apparent shift of pain to a new site. Ex-
perience indicates that this is actually uncovering a new
layer of pain that was masked by the first one. Continue
on the new area as you did with the previous one.

3. Sometimes no change of condition at all, even after sev-
eral rounds or sessions of kahi (a "round" is a kahi focus
that lasts for three or four cycles of deep breathing; a
"session" is any length of kahi application separated in
time from another such application). This may happen
when the source of stress is primarily resistance due to
anger or fear. While a more intensified focus might break
through such resistance, it is recommended to use a tech-
nique more directly related to changing the emotions or
the memory patterns that generate them. Such techniques
will be discussed later in the book.

4. Sometimes a recurrence of the condition after the kahi
session. This is due to a renewal of the same thinking
~attems that caused the condition in the first place. Kahi

Isfonly an aid to healing that works by changing the stateo
h

the body from tension to relaxation. Cures come from
Ca'

5 nglllg the mind.

. Ff.equently sensations of movement, warmth, and/or tin-
~~g under the hands of the person doing the kahi. Also,

IS COIDmonto feel more refreshed after doing kahi.
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Because you are not trying to control or force energy
you don't get tired doing it. '

l

As implied above, you can do kahi on yourself or someone
else. I've found that the effects are best when you follow the
general practice of using the farthest, most convenient pOWer
center from the release point. Thus, if working on someone's
upper back I would use a palm center, the coccyx center, or
the navel center (I don't suggest using the pubic center except
with an intimate friend) rather than a shoulder, chest, or
neck center. If the two areas of focus are too close, the flow

is lessened, and if they are too far apart the strain of reaching
will increase your own tension. This is not a rule, just a
guideline, because there are times when you might want
the two points to be close or far for some reason of your
own.

You will also find that kahi is a wonderful alternative to
acupressure and reflexology. Without diminishing the worth
of those valuable systems, I must say it is a pleasure to do
them painlessly. The way to do it is to combine the kahi
power centers with any tender acupressure or reflexology
points (on the feet you can work from the center of the sale
of one foot to the tender point on the other foot). Pressthe
points just enough to discover tenderness, and then easeoff
and keep a light touch while you focus. After one round,
check the point again for tenderness.

Mutual Kahi

An excellent way to calm someone down, lift someone's
spirits, do cooperative healing, or establish deep rapport is
to do mutual kahi. When you are working one-an-one, tWO
great variations are:

. hI
1. Face your partner with your left palm up and your fIg

palm down. Touch palms with your partner and curl yollr

fingers in so you are lightly gripping each other's fingeJj
Then both begin kahi by focusing on your own han J

while silently chanting.

CREATINGHARMONYIN THE BODY

2. place your right palm or fingers on your own navel and
your left palm or fingers on the chest or forehead of your
partner, while your partner does the same, touching his
or her navel and your chest or forehead. Focus on your
own hands and chant while you breathe.
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Among other things you may notice, after several rounds,
isa tendency to lose track of where you physically end and
your partner begins. This doesn't happen to everyone right
away,but it's a sign of the blending of personal energy fields,
ofmoving into "oneness." If you do this a lot with someone
youwill find yourself developing a deep friendship and con-
siderabletelepathic rapport.

Group Kahi
Just as electrical power can be increased by placing bat-

teriesin a series, healing power can be increased by placing
people in a series. The following two variations work very
well.

1. Sitor stand in a circle with whomever wants to be worked

on included as part of the circle. Hold hands and all do
kahi together. Sometimes there's a greater group effect if
you do the chant out loud. If you want to add a bit of
ritual you can have everyone hold hands with the left
palm up and the right palm down. It isn't necessary, but
some people like it.

2. Everyone in the group stands in a line, curved if you like,
with one hand on their own navel and the other hand
lightly touching the neck center of the person in front of
them, and they all do kahi together. The first person in
the line applies kahi in the normal way to someone who
Wantshelp.

Mental K J .
S all 1

necufficeto say that using the hands for kahi isn't absolutelyessary
.

hands '.SInceit's the focus that does the work. What the
maInlydo is help you focus, but a lot of people need
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that help and a lot of people heal better when they at
touched. Nevertheless, there may be times when knowine
that a clear and sharp mental focus may work just as we~
will be very useful, such as:

~

1. When the release point of a person you are working With
is too sensitive to touch or is in a delicate area of the
anatomy. You can hold your hand a few inches above
the point or just use your mind to focus on that point.

2. When you want to work on yourself and both hands ate
occupied. I had to do this once when I got a charley horse
while driving a car.

3. When you want to help someone else nearby, but doing
kahi openly is not practical or advisable.

Distant work will be discussed in the next chapter.

Kaulike-Another Magic Touch
Kaulike means "balance or harmony" and refers to an ex-
tremely simple way to help someone feel good. It's possible
to do it on yourself, but it always works better when someone
else does it because it's a way of sharing love andfriendship.
Essentially, it consists of lightly touching a person's body
while they are standing, sitting, or lying down. When done
with the right attitude on the part of both giver and receiver,
it feels amazingly nice. The right attitude is simply one of
willingly giving and receiving. The beauty of kaulike is that
it requires no thinking by lana at all, not even the focus of
kahi.

First, stand in front of the receiver and touch him or he~
with the fingers of alternating hands for about the length °d
two heartbeats on the crown, throat, chest, solar plexus, andnavel. Then use both hands on either side of the body an
touch in turn the jaws, shoulders, elbows, wrists, hips, knees,
ankles, and toes. Finish by raising your arms out to yoUf
sidesand above your head, and sweeping your hands palm'
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tward down in front of the receiver to about hip level.
~~at'sit. There isn't any second step. You don't have to think,
or chant, or breathe deeply, or do anything except touch
andsweep.

NoWwe'll go on to working more with the mind, but
alwaysin partnership with the body.
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Ka po nui ho 'o/ako/ako,ke ao nui
ho 'ohemahema

(The inner world provides, the outer
world ignores)

* t ~

S hamans do not teach intuition, they assume it. It's a
function as natural as breathing, and it follows logically

from the first three principles. Intuition is one important way
in which the world becomes what we think it is; it is one
of the ways in which everything is connected; and it is carried
by the energy that flows where attention goes. However, just
as breathing can be developed into a refined skill, so can
intuition.

Let me explain here at the beginning that I am using the

word intuition in both an active and a passive sense, and,a~
an alternative to the words telepathy and clairvoyance,FIrs
of all, intuition generally refers to information or knowle,dge
gained through any of the inner senses of seeing, hea~I1g~~
and feeling (plus, sometimes, smelling, and rarely, tastI~¥~f
whereas telepathy has ~he usual connotation of someth~J1.
active and verbal, and clairvoyance usually means somethII1.

I'fIA'flNG CHANGE THROUGH INTUITIONIN

ssiveand visual. Secondly, just as in the outer world, inner

~owledge and information can be given as well as received.
Sohow does intuition work? For an explanation we have
usea metaphor, because we are not describing a physical

%iI1gthat can be separated into pieces with its parts all
named.This is what drives first-level scientists batty. The
evidencefor intuition-the exchange of data without phys-
icalintervention or proximity-is unquestionable, if you
don'tchooseto ignore it, yet it doesn't seem to have a phys-
icalbasis. Since the physical world is a product of the non-
physicalworld, according to shaman thinking, a physical
basismayor may not ever be found. To such researchers I
recommendan observation of C. W. Leadbeater: "It is the
commonestof mistakes to consider that the limit of our
powerto perceive is also the limit of all there is to perceive."

Onto the metaphor. One good, often-used, and previously
mentionedmetaphor is the web, also called the aka web.
Akais a Hawaiian word meaning "essence" or "shadow,"
andalso refers to the idea of a nonphysical web of threads
connectingeverything in the universe. Frequently made con-
nectionswith emotional content are sometimes referred to
ascordsor even cables. One could say that, whereas most
peopleare bound by cords to their outer life on the planet
Earthuntil the moment of death, shamans seek to be con-
nectedby threads to everything all the time. Using the web
rn:taphor,we can say that the connections of the web always
eXIst,bUt specific threads are only activated by conscious

~ttention.That is, intuition occurs-information is trans-
t~ed-Whenever you think of or become aware of some-
frifig.In a typical example, you think of a friend and that
rn~~dcalls you soon after. Now the thought of the friend
res~t have carried a suggestion or desire that he or she
PriGaDdedto, or the friend might have been thinking of you

bee: t~ ~he call and you perceived it. Either way, it could
Anp allled by information transfer along the web.

Il1ans~theruseful metaphor suitable for modem, urban sha-

verse:5~he signal effect. In this one, everything in the uni-
s roadcasting its own signal, much like a television
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station, and everything is also a receiver. Each signal is
combin~tion of frequencies that broadcasts all the info~

mation there is about the signal source, but each receiver~
only designed to pick up a certain range of frequencies,Uks
a radio that can pick up c(udio signals from a television statio~
but cannot pick up the visual, or a TV that only receives
certain channels. Metaphorically speaking, your perception
of another person's broadcast signal is limited by your at.
tunement with that person. The closer the attunement, the
more you pick up; the less attunement, the more you miss.
Attunement is done on purpose with conscious awareness
or attention, either passively to receive information or ac-
tively to send it; and by default through similarities ofbeUefs
held in ku memory. Specific sending to or receiving from an
individual is like a communication between a transmitter
and receiver set in a specific and narrow range of frequencies.
Static can occur externally from other signals near the same
range, or internally from slippage and interference (readthat
as losing focus or having doubt andlor receiving criticism).
This is a great metaphor because it can explain so many
intuitive phenomena.

A third metaphor, useful for the mystically inclined, is the
field effect. In this case, since the universe is infinite, you
are infinite. If you are infinite, you are everywhere. If you
are everywhere, then you can be aware of anything and
influence anything by putting your attention on it. The key
to this one, then, is purity of intent and clarity of focus.

Should anyone ask what intuition really is, i{s what YOU
think it is.

Shamans use intuition for gathering information about the

past, present, or future in preparation for healing activity,°l
for healing itself. We'll be discussing a number of tools an
techniques for doing this, but a little more discussion is nec-

essary so you can use it effectively. b
Most important of all is the idea that, following the four!

principle, you cannot tune into the past or future even ~fYo~
want to, because the present moment is the only re~htY-be
you go to a professional psychic and ask for a readIng,
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she will usually start by telling you about your past, then
o~outyour present, and then about your future. According
a the point of view pr~sented here, the psychic is notreallyto b I

.
(

.
Dingin to your past, ut on y to your memones conscIOUS

t~not) of the past which you are presently broadcasting (to
~sethat metaphor). Likewise, he or she is picking up mem-
oriesand thoughts about your current concerns when telling
yoUabout your present, and is tuning in to a logical pro-
jectionof your current patterns and inclinations when telling
youabout your future. Note that I am not saying this is a
consciouseffort on the part of the psychic. Most are simply
turning the matter over to ku and kane, with an internal
processthat goes, in effect, like this: "Okay, fellas, give me
someinformation about this person's past, present, and fu-
ture."Thenthe psychic waits for words, pictures or symbols,
andfeelingsto arise, interprets them consciously if necessary,
andgives the information to you.

A good psychic is usually pretty accurate about the past,
reasonably accurate about your present, and woefully in-
accurateabout your future. This is partly because the infor-
mationhas to be filtered through the psychic's own system,
andpartly because you are constantly changing your mind
aboutyour own past, present, and future, and you also prob-
ablyhave some memory blocks and conflicting ideas. As-
Sumingthe shaman concept that we are creating our future
~swe go along, you can imagine the difficulty a psychic has
II1Sorting out a meaningful assessment from the mass of
frequentlyconflicting and muddled information that you and
tho~epresently or potentially connected to you are broad-
casting.It's amazing that they do as well as they do.

t' Admittedly, psychics sometimes come up with informa-

t~an.about the future that actually turns out that way, but
h ~.ISUsuallywhen they tune into a present pattern of strong
0; t~S,~trong suggestibility, or strong determination. Most
Co e tnne, because we change so much, they are either
ite~Plet~lyinaccurate or only partially accurate. I once vis-
read.ahIghly reputed psychic in southern California for a

lng. Her reading of my past was quite insightful, her
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reading of my present brought several things to my consdou
attention that I hadn't noticed, and her reading of my futurs
was very mixed. She tuned in well to my plan for PUb\i;
speaking, which I hadn't begun at that time, and she ac-
curately timed the meeting and described the appearance of
a man I didn't physically connect with for six more months.
However, she also described him as one who would be an
important teacher in my life. As it turned out we became
good friends and shared some knowledge, but he never
played a teacher role for me. If my state at the time of the
reading hadn't changed, though, he might very well have
played such a role. Finally, she delighted me by saying I
would eventually move to the French Riviera and live there
six months and travel six months. That never happened, of
course, but that reading may have been a mixed expression
.of my past experience in the French-speaking Africancity
of Dakar, which resembles the Riviera a lot, and my desire
to live in Hawaii and travel the world from there.

In spite of promotional hype, psychics are rarely more than
30 percent accurate in their overall predictions, and 50 per-
cent is guessing. The problem has to do with static from the
psychic's own desires and stresses, as well as from the fact
that people change their minds. The Earth changes its mind
even more often, apparently, because the one thing psychics
are worst at predicting (not counting alien encounters) is
earthquakes. I have only run across one "psychic" whose
predictive percentage ranged consistently from 90 to 98 per-
cent. However, this was because of the infrequency and the
method of his predictions. The "psychic" in question was
Jack Smith, a columnist for the LosAngeles Times. His method
was to wait for the NationalEnquirer'sannual issue of pre-
dictions by famous psychics for the coming year. Then, n~"t
to each of the famous psychics' predictions he would Wflte

"This won't happen." He was outstandingly accurate. d
If we're not really tuning in to the past or the future an

what we do pick up is only memories or possibilities, ~~y
bother to turn our intuition in those directions at all? "II!l~
not just work on extending it into the present? Predse
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b caUseintuition of the extended present can give us val-
u:ble information about inhibiting ideas we still hold about
thepast, as well as present patterns that may lead to a future
wedon't want. We can use intuition to understand ourselves
and others better; to change our ideas and therefore the
effectsof the past; and to change the future by changing
currentpatterns.

Hailona-Creative Intuition
Hailonarefers to the art of casting for divination, which is
an old word for tuning in to intuition. Casting itself is a
techniquefor making intuitive information available to the
consciousmind. The basic process is one of consciously fo-
cusingon a question and then letting the inner self (the ku/
kanecombo) give you the answer through some kind of
arrangement of signs and symbols. In most cases the mean-
ingsof the signs, symbols, and arrangement pattern have
beenworked out beforehand. Some commonly used casting
methods are the tossing of coins for the I Ching and the
dealingout of tarot cards. The concept taught in the shaman
systemis that the inner self gathers the information desired
through the web, broadcast, or field and manipulates the
signsand symbols in such a way that the arrangement pat-
tern gives you the closest answer possible for the method
chosen. In an I Ching reading, you could say that the ku
ga~ers the information desired through intuition and then,
takinginto account gravity, air resistance, muscle strength,
and surface friction, releases the coins in a way that gives a
meaningfulpattern.

In the next few sections I will describe an old Hawaiian

~ast~ngmethod, a modified African method, and a highly
rn
eJ°

d
ble method of my own invention built on ancient

0 els.

'Oi'pahu

ev;h~name of this method used in old Hawaii means "odd-
n or "successful-unsuccessfuL" It is used when you
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want to detennine the outcome of an event or a venture
First you layout two pieces of cloth-handkerchiefs wili
do-or two bowls, and designate one as representing YOUr.
self and the other as represefiting the person, place, event
or venture you are concerned with. Then you relax you;
body, focus on the question of success, and out of a pile of
stones or marbles you take a random handful with each hand
and place them under the cloths or in the bowls. Finally,
you count the stones or marbles out by twos. Count yours
out first to save time, because if you end up with an even
amount, forget it. No matter what's in the other pile, this is
a sign of failure. If your pile has one left over (odd) and the
other pile is also odd, this is also supposed to be a sign of

failure. However, I think this is overly pessimistic. The origil,
inal thinking was that you both couldn't win (' oi, odd, also
means "successful"), that two odds canceled each other out.
On the other hand, if you accept a "win-win" philosophy,
this outcome could mean success for both sides. The last
result, in which your pile is odd and the other is even, isa
definite sign of your success. Remember always, though, that
the information you receive has nothing to do with the fu-
ture. It is a reading of the probable outcome of your present
attitudes and plans. Change those and you can change the
result.

The Sixteen Eyes of Fa
Ages ago among the Fan people of Dahomey (now called

Benin) in West Africa, where I lived for two and a half years,
a system of divination based on legend was developed tha~
is still in use today. The legend had to do with the god Fa,
creator of mankind and messenger of the great gods, whO

had sixteen eyes in the form of palm nuts that opened eve~~
morning so he could look out and prophesy. Doing thl

divination is called "opening the eyes of Fa." It is an ~dd~
even method, but the original process has been simplifiej
by me for easier modem use. It now consists of relaxing au'

l

'

focusing on your question, then tossing a coin (heads::::eVeI1
.

1

tails = odd) or a die four times and noting the odds and eveus.
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Then yOUsimply refer to the chart below for your answer.
An "odd" toss is represented in the chart by one dot, and
n "even" toss by two dots. It helps develop your intuition

~ecause you have to think of different ways in which the
single-word answer can apply to your question, and then
choosethe interpretation that feelsright. As an example, if
yoUasked whether you and your lover would still be together
nextyear and got four odds in a row, the answer would be
Union, which would be rather obvious. But if you got two
odds, an even, and an odd, giving the answer Weakness,
you'd have to think about the strength of your relationship,
orthe strength of your desire, or the motivation behind your
question.

. .. . ... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .
Union Separation Happiness Unhappiness

. .. . .. . .. .. . . .... . . .
Positive Negative Strength Weakness

.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .... . . ..
Freedom Limitation Success Failure

.. .. .. ... . . ... .. .. ...
M .. . ...

Ovement Stillness Abundance Lack
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Shaman Stones

This method, which is in three parts, is what I teach in
my courses. It uses a total of seven "stones," which dOll't
have to be stones at all. I generally give out seven plastic
beads, colored white, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, alld
violet. Students who like the method often buy or make a
more personal set afterward. Semiprecious gemstones are
popular, as are waterworn basalt stones dabbed with colored
paint, and for my blind students I have recommended brace-
let charms. If you like crystals a nice set can be made from
clear quartz, rhodochrosite or rose quartz, carnelian, citrine,
malachite or aventurine, turquoise or sodalite, and amethyst
or purple fluorite. The best size is not more than a half inch
in diameter. In the discussion below I will assume you have II

a set of "stones" in the colors mentioned.

The yes/no technique
Use only the white stone, the red stone, and the green

stone for this one. The white stone is called kumu, the "foun-
dation" stone, and the others are eo, "answering" stones.
This means that the answer comes from the stone that falls
nearest the white, on either side of it. In this technique the
red stones means no and the green stone means yes. You
relax and ask any question you like that can be answered
yes or no. Be careful of "should" questions, though ("Should
I do this of that?"), because should relates to standards or
rules and your ku often has memories of more than one set,
which makes the question ambiguous. Regardless of the rea-
son, such questions tend to be less effective. When you are
ready, hold the stones in your hand and toss them out in
front of you.

If you ask "test" questions, you may get static from the
implied doubt. The only difference between professional
psychics and the rest of the population is that the psychiCS
tend to trust their answers. Stress factors aside, the more yoll
trust, the more accurate your responses.

Remember, too, that your answers are only telling yo~ -
about your ku and your patterns, and they may not haYi.
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ything to do with the situation as others perceive it or as
~n actually turn out. You may ask about anything you

l~a~ut this technique is particularly good for discovering
I ~;udesand beliefs at the ku level and for getting infor-
~~tiOnon your subconscious perceptions of other people
andsituations.

In asking questions about matters that really concern you,
aUmay find a desire to immediately toss again when you

~on't like the answer. I suggest that you don't, because that
tendsto stimulate fear and suppression. Instead, I recom-
mendthe following process:

TheSecretShamanProcessfor
GettingtheAnswer You Want

1. Getan answer from the stones that you don't like.
2. Acknowledgethe answer as representing a current pat-

tern.
3.Forcefullygrab the two answering stones and reverse their

position,shoutingas you do, "This is the new pattern, ku!
Rememberitl" The forcefulness, the shout, and the phys-
icalmovement will make a strong sensory impression on
the ku and help to establish a new pattern with better
results.

Theadvice technique
Useall seven stones for this. The white is still the kumu,

althoughit is presented in the list of meanings below with
the eo stones.

White = First principle, key word awareness
Red = Second principle, key word freedom
Orange= Third principle, key word focus
Yellow= Fourth principle,key word persistence
Green = Fifth principle, key word love
B~ue = Sixth principle, key word confidence
Violet = Seventh principle, key word flexibility

ad~hen you are ready, relax and focus on a request for
Vlce,like"What's the best way forme to get what I want?"
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Or "What's the best thing for me to do in this situation?"
Remember that this technique does not answer yes Or~
Then toss the stones and read the one closest to the whit
Use a combination of the principle and the key word to den:'
an answer to your question. It is in the nature of divinatio~
for the answers to require as much intuition as the questions

In a variation, instead of advice on a particular matter'
ask for a plan of action, deciding beforehand the number of
stones you wish to be part of your answer. For instance, if
you asked, "Give me a three-step plan of action for increasing
my income" and you got the orange, red, and green stones
in that order nearest the white, the answer could be read as,
"Clarify your goals, get rid of guilt, and do what you love,"
That's simplified, of course, because in actuality you wouldB
probably get a lot more ideas around each one.

Or instead of asking for advice or a plan, ask, "What's in
the way of achieving my goal?" Toss the stones and read
the answer from the one nearest the white, only this time

Iread it in its opposite sense:

Red = mental or physical stress
Orange = lack of focus
Yellow = procrastination
Green = anger
Blue = fear or doubt

Violet = rigid thinking

Picture-casting
This is one of the greatest secrets of shamanic divination

there is. Imagine an anthropologist on a tropical island
watching the village shaman toss out shells and bones and
stones and then give a long reading. Time after time the
scientist watches the shaman cast, and still he can't figure
out the meaning of the objects or the structure of the patteJ1l'

And he doesn't believe-it when the shaman tells him the~e
isn't any: unless he finally.dismisses the s~aman ~sa frau "

What IS the shaman doIng? He's lookIng at pIctures. 11\,
my opinion this is the highest form of the divining art becaus

TIATING CHANGE THROUGH INTUITIONnO '

it stimulates the deepest intuition through symbols and as-
ociations.

5 Touse it with your stones, relax and ask for a picture to
resent the current or future state of a person, place, thing,

~f~atiOn,or condition. Then toss all seven stones, without
gard to which is kumu or eo. When the stones are cast,

~~okat the stones without any effort. What does the pattern
looklike or remind you of? You might imagine the stones
are like dots in a children's book, and try to connect them
iI1different ways with imaginary lines. Although we call it
apicture, sometimes the main sense comes from feeling. You
mightjust gaze at it and be aware of what associations or
memoriescome to mind. If it feels appropriate, you can take
into account the meanings of the stones that were given in
the last technique. For some people this technique will be a
snap,but others will have to practice it for a while before
thebarriers to this kind of perception fall down. If, no matter
what you try, the pattern still doesn't tell you anything,
thankyour ku for trying, tell it to give you a different picture
about the same thing, and toss again.

You can also use the pattern-changing process given in
the first technique for this one, if you don't like the picture.
Thiscan even work as a distant healing process if you ask
for a picture of someone else's condition. In this case you
forcefully improve or change the picture by moving the
stonesaround.
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La' a kea-The Light of Love
B.ecauseof the web, the broadcast, or the field, take your
Pick,everything influences everything else, but not to the

~:~e. degree. A valid observation we can make is that the
fiel~.influencedmost by the strongest, nearest, most resonant

p A field is an area of influence (like a magnetic field) or
w~~~e~tion(like a visual field). Here we are mostly concerned
als Influence, and mostly with the human energy field,

0 called the aura, or hoaka in Hawaiian. The human en-
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ergy field has both physical and nonphysical component
but for the moment we'll treat it as a single entity. It wi~i
also be helpful to note that energy itself is properly defined
as influential movement or activity; that is, movement 0
activity that creates change. It could also be called influentia~
vibration. Another thing to note is that energy is not a tau.
gible thing, but tangible things have energy. Therefore, a
reduction or lessening of energy is equivalent to slowing the
rate of vibration, not taking away anything tangible; and all
increase of energy is equivalent to speeding up the rate of
vibration, not adding anything tangible. Increasing energy
is not like adding a cup of water to a cake mix. It's like
increasing the speed of the mixer.

Resonance has two meanings applicable to the human
energy field. One, related to electricity, is "the condition of
adjustment of a circuit that allows the greatest flow of current
ora certain frequency." In human terms this means that the
state of the mind and body determines what kind of energies
will most influence it. Simply put, whatever fear you have
will resonate to, or be influenced by, additional fear around
you; and whatever confidence you have will be more res-
onant to additional confidence. This is why the most im-
portant first step in any healing by an urban shaman is to
build up a person's confidence. Of course, because of the
third and sixth principles, you can consciously choose to
shift your own attention to whatever confidence you possess
and thus tune in more to the influence of confidence around
you and diminish the influence of fear. The other meaning
of resonance, from physics, is "the reinforced vibration ofa

body exposed to the vibration, at about the same frequency,
.of Another body:" Speaking in human terms, this means that

your fear will tend to increase the fe?r of those around yo~and your confidence will tend to increase the confidence 0
those around you.

Proximity and strength of human energy fields are closelYrelated be
.

cause, generally speaking, the closer you are to the
I

I

source ofthe field, the stronger-more energized-it usuallY
is. Your aura extends infinitely, but your mental and sensorY
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tention usually do not. Due to the third principle, then,
atur effective field might be quite different from your actual

- ~old.Also, frequency considerations aside, human beings
tendto be more influenced by physical energies perceived
~ough the physical senses (sight, sound, touch, etc.) than
bymental ~nerg~es perceiv~d thro~gh the mental senses. So
proximityISan Important mfluennal factor.

Strength of a field has to do with energy intensity, which
has to do with vibration. The quality of vibration has two
components, frequency and amplitude, or put another way,
rateand intensity. Using ocean waves as an example, the
numberof waves in a hundred-yard stretch would determine
the frequency of the waves; the size of each wave would
detennine the amplitude. Obviously there would be more
energyin six-foot waves than in two-foot waves of the same
frequency. Likewise, a C struck on a piano vibrates at a
specifidrequency; and the same C played on a tuba vibrates
at the same frequency, but with a much higher volume (the
musicalequivalent of amplitude). In the human aura, fre-
quencyis determined by focus and amplitude by emotion.
Thefocus comes from the attention of kane, ku, and lana,
andthe emotion comes from intentional responses and ha-
bitualreactions to your inner and outer environments.

Putting this all together, it means that the ku is influenced
?y the strongest, nearest, most resonant field. If you walk
IInoa room of people in a state of potential anger (meaning
thereare things in your life that anger you, but you are not
presently feeling that anger), and there is a person in the
~O?n:who is currently very angry but not showing it openly,
ItISlikely that you will start feeling increasingly irritated and

a~grywithout knowing why. If the other person is angry
:f£Outsomething which would also make you angry, the
n eeton you will probably be greater. This is field strength,
he~~ess,and resonance at work. If you have a subconscious~It of avoiding anger, then the field effect will probably
tigh~~n~eyou to subconsciously suppress your emotions by
the nlI1~your muscles, and the longer you stay in the room

rnore IIIor drained you will feel. It is important to realize
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that the other person did not drain you or make you ill, You
reactions did. No one can drain you of energy because ener~
is infinite and so are you. If you feel drained in someone'
presence, your ku is just reacting to something about the~
you don't like. In the same situation, if you were to enter
the room in a strong state of happiness, you would havea
softening, healing effect on the angry person.

It is not just people who can influence your emotions,
Physical environments can, too. A little bit of stress carried
into a highly energetic environment like an air-conditioned
office or a great pyramid can be amplified into a large amount
of stressaccompaniedby anger or fear,dependingon your
habitual reactions to stress. And memories stored in the ku

of the place could add to your reaction even more. In EgyptIII
once I visited a small temple of Isis on an island in the Nile
at the end of a long, tiring day. As our party approached the
inner sanctum one of the women, a very sensitive type not
given to freely expressing her emotions, fainted dead away
at the entrance. Later she said she felt overwhelmed by a
sense of anger. The closer I got the more angry I began to
feel, so that by the time I reached the entrance I felt outraged '

I

and memories not my own were coming up about desecra-
tions in the temple. With great effort I went inside the cham-
ber and tried to harmonize it, but I was no longer in a suitable
state to do that. Curiously, after taking care of the woman,
no one else went into the chamber. It looked like they
weren't interested in it, but it was probably a ku response.
Just before getting back into the boat to leave I found a four-
inch quartz crystal in the sand and realized the island must

have an abundance of them, which would also add to th~energy. Even so, it took a lot of conscious destressing an
reprogramming before I could get back to my normal state.
If I had come to the island in a happy, relaxed state IllY
experience would have been amplified in a different w~Y\,
Either I would have actively explored the place with If].;'
creasing interest, or I might have become euphoric and tune
in to whatever happy memories the place had. ,

The practical knowledge to be gained from this stOry

"
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hat while you do create all of your own emotions, the
~ te~sityof those emotions may be influenced by someone
I~something in your environment. Rather than waste time
~ryingto figure out why you are having the emotion, then,
the smart thing is to go ahead and do something about it.
IfYOUlike the experience, enjoy it. If you don't, here are
sometechniques to consider.

The White Light of Protection
Where fear reigns, conflict follows. In a world governed

by so much fear it is not surprising that even metaphysical
techniques arise that are based on defense and attack. Per-
hapsthe most common one found around the world is the
"WhiteLight of Protection," as it is often called. It's a beau-
tifulconcept, but its application leaves a lot to be desired.

In its simplest form it consists of imagining yourself sur-
roundedby a white or clear light that protects you from all
harm, either emanating from your own spirit or given to
youby a spiritual being. I was told of a good application of
thisby one of my students. He was living in New York City
in the Sixties, and one of his friends was a lovely young
womanwho usually wore just a thin cotton shift and wan-
deredaround the roughest parts of town free as a bird. He
and others tried to warn her of the dangers, but she just
smiledand said her Light would protect her. One time he
followedher, just in case, and was amazed to see hardened

~en of the street consistently treat her with courtesy and
ndness. The Light removed her fear, and they responded

to the lack of fear and the presence of love.
r Alltoo often, however, the use of the White Light rein-
lorees fe d

.'
em. .ar an worse. When thIS happens It comes from the
use~~~SISon protection rather than trust. In such cases it is
aw Ike a fence or a barrier that keeps the source of fear
at ~r and apart, and therefore it doesn't get rid of the fear
fearb Actual~y,each time it is used this way it reinforces the
ofProi cr~atmg a habit of fearing. If you put a White Light
house ectlOnaround yourself, your family and friends, your

and your car, and then trust that everything is taken
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care of, it will work well for you. But if you use the sal11
Light with a focus on what it is protecting you from, Yo~
will wear yourself out withrmaking the Light stronger and
stronger, and will start attracting that which you fear.

The worst and most abominable use of the Light is sOIlle.
times even taught by well-meaning metaphysical teachers
who are too steeped in fear to know what they are doing,
In these instances the Light is used not just as a shield of

protection, but as a reflector or mirror to send negativity
back to its source. The assumption is that any negativity you
feel has been purposely sent to you by a meanie who deserves
to get back what they sent. While psychic battles are not
impossible, they are extremely rare because so few people
in the world are smart enough to know how to really engagea
in them and stupid enough at the same time to do it (re-
member that the ku takes everything personally). The as-
sumption in this system is that any negativity you feel isyour
reaction to your spiritual and physical environment, regard-
less of whether any particular person is angry at you or
wishes you harm. To use the Light to send harm to another,
even if you think you are just reflecting what has come your
way, is to engage in black magic.

The White Light of Protection is most useful as a first-aid

mindshield for someone so stuck in fear that nothing else
will make them feel safer. Once a minimum state of confi-
dence has been reached, however, it's time to move on to
something more advanced and beneficial.

The Lovelight of La 'a Kea

La'a kea is a Hawaiian idiom meaning "sacred ligh!," re-
ferring to the good things represented by daylight, such as
sunshine, knowledge, and happiness. It is also used in sha-
man practice to mean an aura charged with sunshine,
knowledge, and happiness. The technique is similar to that

of the White Light described above, except that it is used f~~
healing and harmony. To clarify the distinction we'll calli

the Lovelight. Drawing on the power within you, yOUus~
your own mind to imagine yourself surrounded by and fille

flA TING CHANGE THROUGH INTUITION
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'th the Lovelight. We call this "turning on the Light." Don't
~~ the emphasis on light bother you, though. You can imag-
,ee colors, sounds, and feelings, if you prefer. My own Love-

~ht is usually filled with colors, symbols, patterns, music,
Indsoftor tingly sensations, depending on the effect I want.
~s YOUturn on the Light you also" charge the Light" by
generating a po~itive :motion.. A simple appreciation of
something beautIful wIll do thIS, or you could go for a
strongeremotion.

The first assumption is that the Lovelight exists. The sec-
ond one is that it will extend outward or beam toward
any area of your focus. The third assumption is that it will
followyour instructions. Here are some suggestions for us-
ingit:
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l. Starteach day by turning on the Lovelight and extending
it throughout your immediate environment. Speak to the
Lovelight(everything is alive, aware, and responsive) and
give it the instruction, mentally or aloud, "Harmonize
this place."

2. Usethe Lovelight throughout the day with different peo-
ple, places, and situations in the same way as above.

3. Whenever you experience physical or emotional distress,
tUrnon the Lovelight and say, "Harmonize the energies
around me."

4. If you are having a difficult relationship with someone,
extend the Lovelight to include that person, no matter
where they are, and say, "Harmonize the energies be-
tween us," or "Harmonize our fields."

5. I~yOUWant to protect family, friends, or property, imagine
~~m surrounded by the Lovelight and say to it, "Keep

6. If IS(person, place, or thing) in peace and harmony."
r you Want to use the Lovelight for distant healing, prac-
te surrounding yourself with the Light in different colors
f~r symbols for the colors), with a different instruction
it rbeach.If you already have a color system you like, use

, Ut,here is the one we use:
Whztelclear-"Enlighten!" (used in healing to help in-
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crease self-knowledge and connection with the High. er
Self; also when no other color seems approprIate)

Red/pink-"Clear!'7' (used to help remove mental and
physical tension and limitations; good for increasing
group rapport)

Orange/peach-"Focus!" (helps to focus attention and
energy)

Yellow-"Center!" (helps to relieve worry, resentmem
and guilt; helps remove procrastination, increase persis:
tence, and stimulate enjoyment of the present moment)

Green-"Bless!" (helps to increase self-esteem, appre-
ciation, friendship, love, and happiness)

Blue-"Empower!" (helps to increase spiritual and
physical strength, self-confidence, and inner authority)

Violet-" Assist!" (helps to establish spiritual and phys-a
ical hannony, attunement with purpose and prosperity,
alignment with others for common goals)

In addition, if you wish, black ("Absorb!") can be used
to absorb and transfonn negativity, gray ("Neutralize!")
can be used to neutralize excess of any kind, and a rain-
bow can be used as an alternative to white. After you've
practiced with the colors on yourself and gotten the feel
of them, use them with other people, places, and things
you care for as in number 5 above.

7. For an especially intensive fonn of distant healing with
the Lovelight, select a small object-perhaps a coin, a
crystal, or a pebble-to represent a person or place yOU

want to assist with a healing. Place this in your left handi
Next, take one of the shaman stones or another object0
a color from the list in number 6 above, and place that

in your right hand. Then surround yourself with the LOV~'
light of the same color as the object in your right haDI

and do kahi on both hands with deep breathing as yoU

give the appropriate instruction. Here your focus is three~

fold: on both hands and on the Lovelight. You don't h~~J
to focus on an image of the person, because the syrI1II!
for the person is in your hand. The physical object~h~e.r,
to involve the energies and attention of the ku 111t;

INITIATING CHANGE THROUGH INTUITION
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process.At some point you will get a signal to stop. This
rI1aycome as a deep sigh, as an internal impulse, or a
physical sensation such as tingling or tiredness. When it
comesit's like a signal from the other person's ku that it
has received enough for the time being. Complete the

process by finishing with a word or phrase like "It is
done," "Thank you," or the Hawaiian' 'Amama, "
roughly equivalent to "So be it"

Mayyou always bless and be blessed by the Light of Love.
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tHE SDXtH ADVENtURE:

CHANCiDNCi tHE WORLD

WDtH SHAMAN DREAMIN

Aia ke ola i Kahiki
(Health and prosperity are in Kahiki,

a place in the inner world)

* t ::;::-:-(' his chapter is going to introduceyou to the power
of shamanic dreaming for changing the world. It's

going to start out with ways to use dreams very close to our
outer world, and then move gradually into deeper an~

deeper dreaming until you will be able to understand a~~

use the ultimate shaman dream-the vision quest. . &~
In traditional Hawaiian culture the universe is divided ~~

,

.

,

'

Poand Ao. Po is the inner dream, the unseen realitieswhl~ft
give birth to this outer dream of Ao. Because Po refe~

.,

'

,,

'~,

"

that which is unseen, the realm of experience which W;~
eIDers might call mind or spirit, the same word is us~.5

mean "night," the time of darkness. For the poetic HawaII'
of old, nighttime, or po, became a symbol of the inner wo:~'

, and daytime, ao, became a symbol for the outer expres;
of the inner world, which is why ao also means "tea.c
and learning." The moment of sunset was the begiJU1iI1
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neWday and dawn was the beginning of the manifestation
af all the creativity that had taken place during the night.
~heWest itself became a symbol for Po, which confused a
lotof early explorers and continues to confuse anthropol-

ogists.Whenever Pol~nesians said they came from the W~~t,
theydidn't mean AsIa, they meant Po, the realm of SpIrIt.
Thesignificance of all this is to emphasize the shamanic idea
thatwhatwe experience as outer reality is the expression or
reflectionof an inner reality, and that one of the most ef-
fectiveways to change the outer reality, the dream of life,
isto change the inner reality, or dream of Spirit.

III

The Three Regions of Po
Justas this outer world has its three regions of land, sea,
andsky, so does the inner world have its three regions, at
leastin Hawaiian shamanic thought. These are Lanikeha,
Kahiki,and Milu. .

Lanikehais the Upper World in the unseen realm. It is

whereGod,angels, and saints exist; where gods and god-
dessesliveand play; where great heroes, heroines, and myths
abound.In your own night dreams you may have been there
onoccasionwhen you experienced big, important, or super-
realdreams.Shamans go there primarily for inspiration, as
Mauidid to find the secrets of fire and cultivation.

l'kKah~ki,the Middle World, is the inner region that is most
~e thIs Outer reality. Most of your night dreams and day-
"T:~~~}~~eplace in Kahiki. If this word sounds a lot like
di 1 III It s because they are the same word in differentaeCtsIt w " . PI .
Wold' as qUItecommon III 0 ynesia to name outer
me

r
a places after inner world Places. Kahiki in Hawaiianns"£ .

In Tah' . OreIgn" as well as "the power to do something."
cross Ulan, the word tahiti means "to transplant" and "to
havetOV~r.",In addition to anything else, these meanings
inthisO 0 With using the dreams of Kahiki to make changes

The tW.orld.

bird region is Milu, the Underworld. This is the place
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of nightmares and challenges, and the place where shal11an
often go on a vision qnest for recovering lost power. I

..
.

We'll start our process by working in Kahiki With !~
dreams you have at night. if

I.

Mo 'ike- The Art of InterpretingDreams

This is going to be short, sweet, and simple. You are the b~
interpreter of your dreams, and with the methodTm abd1
to share you can bypass books with interpretation lists, ti~~
consuming association processes, and thematic analys~
You can go straight to the real meaning of your dreaM!
because of the corollary to the fifth principle that say~
"Everything is alive, aware, and responsive~" Everything1!
eludes all of the characters and objects in your dreams,f&
well as the dreams themselves. .~

The way to interpret a dream is to recall it while youa{~
relaxed and awake and speak directly to any of the chara.ct~~
and objects in the dream, asking, "What are you doing hefe~
What do you represent or symbolize?" In most cases tl1~
person, animal, or object will talk back to you and giveYQij
the information you want. To speak to the dream as a who~l
imagine it as a ball or globe. If you have a bit of subconscioQI.

stress about the matter, there may be some resistance.~
answering you and you may have to be extra nice and per~
suasive, or highly assertive, depending on your own pef'
sonality. Should there be no response at all, you then apply
the technique of "inventive interpretation." This means yo~

ask the question and then consciously make up the respond:
as if you were speaking for the character or object. soun~
weird, I know, but it works because you cannot makeuP&

res?or:sein that moment that fsn': valid, due to the sec~JpnnClple corollary, "Everything ISconnected." Aftera A
applications of inventive interpretation you will find spj
taneous responses coming easier. .

As a note of interest, memories of outer world expenen
can be treated just like dreams for interpretation. OnceW

. Malibu I was having lunch with a friend, talking about
m transformative work. A man at the next table overheard
ournd invited us to a presentation he said would be of great
~St:restto both of us. My friend couldn't make it, but I went111

d quickly wondered what on earth I was doing there. Itan
5SOflaky that I left early, even though another friend was

:~re whom I hadn't seen in a long time. The presentation
wasabout a project to create a center that would cost $22
million!Part of the money was for an immense dome to be
partlysunk in the earth for some obscure reason. Another
partwasto fund an intelligent computer system, relying on
technologythat hadn't been invented yet. And still another
partwasfor supporting inventions like a device to fit around
yournose and automatically blow gusts of air in alternate
nostrilsto simulate a yogic practice. And those were the best
parts.After I left I was confused and upset because I trust
myintuition and guidance to lead me to situations that serve
myintended purposes, and this experience didn't seem to
fit.Mychoice was to start doubting myself, or to trust more.
SoI trusted more and treated the experience like a dream,
askingthe participants for interpretations. As it turned out,
partof the reason for my being there was to stimulate the
otherfriendin a positive way, and part of it was to make
me~ware-through exaggeration-of my concerns for the
P?ssiblyflaky appearance of my own projects at the time.
dSlllceall life is a dream, all memories can be treated as
reams.

Dreal1lchange

drOne~f the most powerfully effective ways to use night
arearnsis to change them with your imagination. Dreams

e)(~re,alexperiences in another dimension, but like all real
pattenencesthey are the effects of belief structures or habit
Ons~;;:S.In that way they are like languages, which are based
Illaticlcturesand patterns. Even with the most flexible gram-
Only: structure and abundant vocabulary, a language can
too,th:p~esswhat the mind that produces it has to say. So,

muer and outer dream environments can only ex-
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press what the mind that produces them thinks. And jUSt
changing language by saying something a different Waycqg
change one's mind and thereby one's experience, so chal1a~
ing the dream environment can change all the dream eg

periences produced by a particular mind. In practical te~
this means that if you change a dream, you also restruetur
the patterns that gave rise to it, and you automatically chan~e
any other dreams that arose from the same patterns. YQ~
can heal the outer world by healing the inner world. . .

While it is possible, with enough motivation, to learn ho~
to wake up within an ongoing dream, that isn't necessary
in order to get the benefits of dreamchange. This is because
memories retain the same patterns as the original dream,
modified by any changes of mind ,you may have had since
having the dream. So for healing purposes, changing the
memory of the dream is as good as changing a dream in
progress.

Three ways to change a dream-or the memory of a
dream-are by changing your reaction in the dream, allow-
ing the dream to continue, or changing the events of the
dream. Each of these is most beneficial for recurring or single
dreams of fear, anger, injury, or frustration. These changes
are done in the realm of Kahiki.

Changing your reaction means to consciously choose to
respond differently to what's happening. In one of my work.
shops a woman recalled a recurring dream in which she was
being chased by a fire-breathing dragon. In the original
dream she ran as if in slow motion and the dragon was

always just about to pounce on her when she woke up,I~
class she put her attention on a moment just before the us~a
wake- up point and imagined herself stopping, tUrI1lng
around, and shouting, "Why are you chasing me?" Toher"I'JI1
surprise the dragon stopped, looked confused, and said, 'fe
not chasing you, I'm following you!" The result in her II

was a reduction of fear and an increase in self-confidenC~
Allowing the dream to continue means recalling the dre~c

and keeping your conscious attention focused on it past [of
usual wake-up point. Some dreams are more suitable
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, than others, but there will always be a positive resolution
~~ change technique is followed long enough. In an early
if ~shoP a student recalled a recurring dream in which he

;or e a car into a parking garage where another car was
o'~ingfor him (driven by his mother, as he found out

;:~Ugh the interpretive process). Then both cars raced up
the spiral ramps of the garage to the top floor, where his
mother's car stopped and his shot off into space. This was
the point at which he always used to wake up in fear. In
classhe reexperienced the whole dream again (with feelings
of fear, he said later) until his car flew off the top ramp.
Thenhe stayed with the dream and let it continue by itself.
Hiscar kept on flying over the city and gently landed on a
freewayat the other end. As the car drove off he could see
thelicense plate, which said, "Life goes on." His effect was
an improvement in his relationship with his mother and a
lesseningof his fear of death.

Changingthe events of a dream is a form of direct, creative
intervention which tends to instill a strong sense of self-
confidenceand self-esteem. If these are quite low to begin
with, this process may have to be repeated with different
partsof a dream over a period of time. One woman who
washelped a lot by this technique worked on the same dream
forabout six months. Usually, however, a one-time inter-
ventionis all that is needed. To give an example of how
c,reativeintervention can also lead to spontaneous change,
r IIrelate my helicopter dream. This one started out with me
asapassenger in a helicopter (already unusual for me) which

~?Ok~ff,but couldn't go very high because there were power
~es In the way (I don't need any interpretation for that,
i a;: you). The rest of the dream was a frustrating ride of
te ective hopping until I woke up. .Right after waking up
th:e~tback into the dream at the beginning, where I stopped
OthPIl~tbefore the helicopter took off, went around to the
con~rsIde, and sat in the pilot's seat myself. Taking the
pow:~l~,I lifted the copter, found a space between two
r fou hnes, and zoomed straight up. It felt wonderful. Then

nd myself, without intending it, flying over the United
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States, with all the states nicely bordered. Next, to my delig~
and astonishment, the sky was suddenly filled with helic°

i

"

ters being flown by all the other shamans I had trained, a',
they began dumping copies of my booklet, The Aloha Spi'l
all over the country. This was followed in the outer dre~!l\
of life by a rapid increase in the number of people I W

,

':~
"
,

;~

,

\

reaching. ~
Almost invariably after I teach how to do dreamchange

someone will express concern over changing the dream b4!
fore you know what it means or what the "lesson" is, arl&

sometimes concern that such change is tantamount to su~
pressing what the dream is intended to convey. To any Qf

you with these fears let me say this: The inner world is1
that much different from the outer world. If you break yo~
arm in the outer worl9. you don't sit there and agonize OV

I

the meaning of the event, or leave the arm broken soyou
be sure to rememb

,

er the lesson involved. You fix it fast. Tn
,first message is very clear. It's "Hey! Your arm's broken,

And the second message, given by the pain and diSCOmf°

I

'

is just as clear. It's "Do something about it uow!" Of cou~
,

', ,

you can also look for other meanings or examine what kiF!
of thinking led to your injury, if that seems important ~

might be, if this were the third time you'd broken your at
in the past year), but the time to do that is after you've tak~1
steps to heal it. The same applies to inner dreams of fea: an

,

i
"

anger, pain and hurt. Heal them first. As for suppresslOnf~
always recommend full conscious acknowledgment of t

i.

'

.
'

",

dream as it is before you change it. Then you can heal 0 ,

of love with full, conscious sensory involvement. If yOU" '

to quickly change anything you don't like without rea;\it
paying attention to it, you are probably acting out of fea~
and the results won't be as good.

Daydreaming Your Cares Away . ,.--

It is a little-known or -appreciated fact that we dre~ml~

,I,

'~

,'"
",',

dreams twenty-four hours a day. It is not just at roghtd~
inner dreams happen. Dreams happen all the time, an .. .
just tune into them from time to time. In our society tlln~~£-:
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, dreams is highly discouraged among both children and

1I1;oltS-althoUg~it is tolerated, barely,. among poets, nov-
\Ots and people on vacation, as long as they don't do it
eIS~och. Passive daydreamers, those who just allow their

:dS to drift to whatever comes up, are considered idlers,
d active daydreamers, those who creatively fantasize, are

annsidered escapists unless they get paid for it. I want to
~~achyou to use both passive and active daydreaming for
healingyourself and others. The process we'll use takes place
in Kahikiand is a logical extension of all seven shaman
principles.

Webegin by assuming that everything dreams, not just
people.Then we assume that we can tune in to these dreams
(atleast our translated version of them) by focusing our
attentionon a particular object with the intent to know its
dream.We next assume that whatever comes into our mind
fromthat moment until we stop focusing is the dream of
whatwe are focusing on. Finally, we assume that by chang-
ingsuch a dream in the same way that we change night
dreams,we can get the same kind of healing results, some-
timesimmediately. In my workshops people have had many
immediatehealings, from the disappearance of flu symptoms
topainreliefand reductions in tumor size. Complete healings
~ren'talways immediate, but there are almost always some
1II1rnediatebenefits.

Letme give some examples that will make the process

~orecl~ar,In one case I was in a restaurant having coffee.
e waitresswas in a foul mood, not speaking to anyone,

notrefill' .
it. I m~ their cups, and spilling food when she served
occutu,nedIII to her current dream, which I imagined was
scapmn? right over her head. What I saw was a bleak land-
caus~d~h gray clouds above it. So, in creative fantasy, I
caused e clouds to rain and then part to let ~e sun ~ough,
bUtterfl,flowersto sprout up, and caused buds, bees, and
when ~es to enter the picture. I was having a great time
StaYeds£e Suddenly left and went into the kitchen where she
wasco:r five full minutes. When she came back out she

pletely changed. She smiled at everyone and filled
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their cups carefully, said hello to a new customer, and g
erally seemed happier. Now what I did didn't cause e~
change, it just helped it happen. Changing her dream t
perceived it was like sending her ku a new idea by intuitiasf
and the new idea was so nice that her ku decided to us~~'
to make a change of its own. Note also that there WasnU
invasion of her mind or her privacy. I only picked up Wha~
she was broadcasting, translated it into a form I could Un.
derstand, and beamed back a healing message for her to use
or not use.

We can do this for other people, and we can also do this
for ourselves. Using the assumptions given, try saying that
every part of your body is now having its own dream, in
addition to any dreams you as a whole may be having. You
can make practical use of this technique by tuning in (putting
your attention on) a part of your body which may be sick,
weak, or not functioning as well as you'd like. Most people
find that it helps to close your eyes, but you can do it with
your eyes open if you prefer. The body part can be anything
you can name as a body part, like your heart, a hand, ora
shoulder. First, be passive and let the dream form on its own.
It may be expressed as sight, sound, feelings, or any com.
bination, and it may be wild and fantastic or very mundane
and ordinary. Even if the only thing that comes to mindis
housework or work at the officeyou still have to do, treat
that as the dream. Once the dream has formed, go in con'
sciously and change it in some way. If the dream is scar)'
and unpleasant it won't be hard to think of something to
do, but even if the dream seems perfect in every way, cha~9r

it for thebetter.If the bodypart isn't as healthyasyo~'dI~
it to be, perfection can be a mask and any change wIll stItS
a healing. In making your changes, you'll get the best ~esuor
if you use all your senses. Continue as long as you like,

until you can feel a physical response in your bo~y, aIJd
Since everything is dreaming, you can tune III to 8

change the dream of a tree, a home, a machine, a grot1~
nation, or a planet, if you wish. The key to success is <I:ectrJ
ing a new dream so pleasurable to the ku of the obJe
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r attention that it will want to change. That is where the

~~~elopment of your dreaming skill as an urban shaman
comesin.

Haipule-Bringing aNew Dream
Into Being
Oneway to change the dream of the outer world is to create
anewdream in Kahiki to replace it. Haipule is a very ancient
tried-and-true process for doing that. It can take many forms,
and the form given here is designed for the purpose of this
book.A brief examination of this very important word can
giveus a greater understanding of the process.

Hai is a root meaning "desire or need," "to present an
offering,""to declare," and "to pursue." Pule is generally
translated as "prayer, blessing, magical spell." Its related
rootsare pua, "to appear"; pu'u, "to desire"; le/e, "to burst
forth"; and Ie'a, "to succeed." Each syllable has a meaning
forthe process as well: ha means "to energize by deep breath-
ingand remembering"; i means "to affirm what you want";
pu means "to imagine what you want"; and Ie means "to
perfonnan action." Haipule is therefore a process for using
affirmation,imagination, and action to create a new dream.
Whenthe new dream has enough energy it becomes reality
(thatis, in shaman terms, it replaces the current dream).

First, as always, you decide what it is that you want to
dreaminto existence. Is it better health? A new relationship
or the improvement of an old one? More money? A new

~.aror home? DolphirIs protected and respected by all na-
~~ns?~eace on Earth? Just remember that the more people
th 0 wIllbe involved in the experience of your new dream,

doe~ore energy it will take to manifest it. Getting others to
Wh e same haipule will make it more effective. Deciding

T~ you Want is what you do before doing haipule.
Ion ~ ~rocess itself is divided here into short haipule and
un~ ~'Pule. Short haipule is what you do all day every ~ay
reall e dream is real enough to manifest itself. This is what

Ycreates the dream. Long haipule is like a meditative
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I II

practice that serves to reinforce the short haipule. Here is th
practice of short haipule.':- e

Ha- Remember your dream frequently while breathin
deeply and building up positive emotions about it. g

I-Speak positive words and affirmations aboUt Your
dream all the time, mentally and out loud. Don't force people
to hear about it and don't argue about it, bUt don't try to
keep it a secret, either. If your motivation is so weak that
somebody's skepticism will destroy your confidence, You
better work on motivation and confidence first. The exact
words you use don't matter, but using the present tense (1
am, it is, etc.) about your dream is helpful. Keep in mind
that your affirmations are not describing the outer world as
it is, they are describing the new dream you are bringing
~~~. a

Pu- Vividly imagine with every sense all the pleasures,
benefits, and changes that the new dream will bring, as if
they were happening right now. With a little practice you'll
be able to do this often for a few seconds at a time. A hundred

ten-second imaginings throughout the day are better than a
single twenty-minute session in the morning or evening.

Le-Do something physical as often as you can to reinforce
the dream. This might be an action directly related to the
manifestation of your dream, like drawing up plans or meet-
ing with pertinent people, or it could be symbolic, like mak-
ing a special gesture or touching a symbol of the dream (e.g.,
a lucky coin, a charm that symbolizes the outcome, or a
picture that represents the realization). Touch, don't just
look.

II

'
I

II

,I '

I}

Negative thoughts, memories, and reactions from yourself
and the people around you definitely have to be dealt with
immediately so you can keep your new dream alive and
well. The solution is an ancient variation of short haipule
that I call "The Triple Whammy." It consists of instantly
applying positive words, positive images, and a positive pos-

ture in response to any expression of negativity regard~g
your new dream. If you think, speak, or hear negative wor s
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t your dream, immediately, as soon as you can be aware
a~~~say the positive opposite aloud or silently. What you
0 I:nay not be true about the current dream, which doesn't
saYtterat all. The words are about the new dream. So if the
magatiVethought is "It can't happen," immediately come
~eckwith "It can happen"; if you think "How is this ever
~ingto work?" come back with "I don't know,. but it is

:oingto work." A phrase used by many shamans in response
to doubt is EWOP! (an acronym for Everything's Working
out Perfectlyand a reminder to turn over the tough problems
totheHigh Self). Positive opposite images will be useful with
imaginingsof your own fears and doubts based on past ex-
perience and future projections (both of which are just
dreamsanyway). If you imagine yourself being rejected, im-
mediatelyimagine yourself being accepted; if you imagine
yourselffailing, immediately imagine yourself succeeding.
Thismay feel very odd at times because you will be changing
energypatterns of old dreams. Finally, use a positive posture
whenever negative emotions arise, like fear, anger, and
depression. Every emotion is associated with a particular
bodyposture that reinforces that emotion. Basically,fear is
tenseand pulled back, anger is tense and pushed forward,
anddepression is tense and pulled inward. So for fear take
a relaxed posture of courage and confidence, for anger use
happiness and playfulness, and for depression use enthu-
si~sticexpectation. As you change your posture the feelings
WIllchange too. Watch other people, especially actors, if you
needa modelfor the emotional stance you want. Of course,
youmay not "feel" like making the change, but then ask
yourselfhow important the new dream is.

stLonghaipule is when you can spend more time clarifying,
t~engthening, and reinforcing your new dream. You go
in ough the same process of energizing, affirming, imagin-
e/' and posturing in a comfortable place, perhaps with your
lo~sclos~d, for as long as you like. It's good to end your
Phyg.seSSIOnwith a definite close. A good way is to make a
YOuSI~algesture of completion (a clenched fist, a hand over

r earl) and speak an ending, like the Hawaiian amama.
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Structured Dr~eaming

The more deeply you enter into Po, the more difficult it is
to keep your focus. Frequently the result is you wander awa
from your intended purpose or lose 'Conscious awarenessY
One of the oldest shamanic solutions to this difficulty i;
structured dreaming. In a structured dream certain basic ele.
ments of the inner world are preprogrammed, so to speak.
Thus, in the Egyptian Book of the Dead there is a river to
cross, a certain being to meet, and a weighing of the soul
on a scale; and in many shaman cultures there are holes to
enter and trees to climb. Within the structure there is free
choice, though guidelines are often given, so that each ex.
perience in the inner world may be quite different even if
the structure becomes familiar. It's something like going till
Hawaii for your holidays. The basic geography will remain
the same and the tourist magazines will give your guidelines
for what to do and see, but every time you go the experience
will be different. A Polynesian name for such inner structures
is tiki. Ordinarily we think of a tiki as a wooden statue, but
the word really refers to the idea behind the form.

The Garden Tiki

In my book Mastering Your Hidden Self, I give a detailed
description of the nature and use of a type of tiki called "the
Garden," so I won't be as detailed here. But I will give an
introduction and some other uses for it.

The Garden is in Kahiki, only farther in than the kind of
dreams we've dealt with so far. It's essentially a private place
that you create with your imagination out of memory or
desire and to which you go in your dream body for various
purposes such as rest, healing, insight, and adventure. AS
part of its structure the Garden has Helpers who work under

your direction (aspects of yourself in the form of serva~ts~.
elves, fairies, or whatever), a Master Gardener who assIst

with advice and tools, and a source of water. Of course ther~
will be plants, and perhaps trees and walkways and othe.
things. Because it is your creation, everything in it is a re
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tion of your conscious and subconscious beliefs, attitudes,
fle~ expectations at any given moment. As with other
~~eaI11s,chang~ng the Garden changes you, which changes

ur life experIence.
yoOne good way to use the Garden is to go there and ask
f r a symbol of some present challenge in your life to appear,
~eak to it for interpretation if you wish, and then direct
~ourHelpers to improve it, transform it, or replace it. You
mightalso use it for inner meetings with people you want
totalk to but can't reach or deal with physically. However,
ouremphasis here will be on making the Garden into a place
ofstabilityin the inner world, a familiar location from which
you can explore more distant areas of Po.

I suggest you start with the creation of a dream body,
whichis simply imagining that you have another body that
canleaveyour physical body when you want it to and that
canchange form as you desire. This happens automatically
wheneveryou dream, but conscious intent and attention will
giveyour dream body more power and flexibility.And the
moresensory awareness you can give your dream body, the
moreconsciousfocus you will have in Po.Then, with eyes
openor closed according to your preference, imagine that
youenter a cave which leads to another place, your Garden.
Onceyou are there, increase your focus by seeing the detail
ofan object like a leaf or a flower; hearing the clarity of a

~OU?dlike a bird's call, the breeze, or flowing water; and
eehngthe texture of an object like a rock or the bark of a

~l~e:Learn the arrangement and contents of your Garden or
. IIIdetails if you have already planned how the Garden

~ll be. ~ou can even put a hut, cabin, or house there if you
gue, an Ideal place of your own for solitude or receiving
Gae~ts.Some people like to draw maps or pictures of their
Onr ~n to fix it in their memory and make it easier to focus
chaWen they go there. Whatever you do, allow for growth,
go ~ge, and new discoveries in your Garden. Each time you
pe,.; ere you will increase its "reality" as part of your ex-<1ence.
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A Shaman Journey to a Special place

Around the world the legends of many cultures induct
stories about a magical village, city, or gathering place ~

some kind. The legends usually speak about these places~
such realistic terms that explorers and adventurers have fre~
quently gone searching for them in the physical world
Sometimes the legends have turned out to be about actuai
geographical locations, such as Lhasa, Troy, and Cuzco, We
are concerned now, however, with the ones that aren't phys.
ical, but are nonetheless very real, such as Agartha, Sham.
ballah, and Cibola. I'm referring to the concept that thereis
a place in Po that is just as real to those who live and visit
there as our physical Earth is to us. Being in Po, however,
where the laws of nature are different, the appearance of
this inner place can differ according to the beliefs, attitude~
and expectations of the visitor. Mystics and shamans know
it very well and have different names for it according to their
cultures. You may have been there yourself in your night
dreams and experienced it as a busy city, a university, a
many-roomed palace, a temple, or a fair. In spontaneous
dreams it often appears to me as a shopping center. In Ha-
waiian tradition this place is called Pali Uli, "deep-green
cliffs,"but I prefer the more well-known Samoan name,Bali
Hai. Although it can take many forms, the model I use in
my workshops is of a village on a tropical volcanic island
surrounded by a lagoon, much like Bora Bora. It is a place
to go to learn, to heal, and to discover. On their first tripI
usually have my students learn something from another sha-

man, help someone in need, and give and receive a gift.,Yo~
start the journey by entering your Garden, as explame
above, Following is the experience of one of my stUdent$,

which is typical of the process. t
"I closed my eyes, entered my dream body, and weI1d

through the crystal cave to my Garden as usual. I checke~
on my little waterfall and the lilies in the pool, and tO~~
some dead leaves off my chrysanthemums, then found t ...~

path leadin~ off from the Ga.rden and down to the bea:~
As Serge said there was a saIlboat pulled up on the be f
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d a crew of two good-looking Hawaiians waiting for me.
~~rgesaid it would ?e an outrigger s~~lingcanoe, but to me
't looked like a Hoble Cat. The Hawallans and I pushed the
~oatout into the ocean and climbed aboard. I handled the
'ibwhile one guy took the tiller and the other held the main-
Jsail.We sailed very fast over the ocean until we spotted a
cloudon the horizon and steered toward it. Pretty soon we
couldsee the island of Bali Hai with its emerald green vol-
canoand a white ring of surf surrounding it. Just then a
white bird flew out, circled our boat, and guided us in
througha channel in the reef. Right ahead was the village,
whichlooked to me like a small town I saw in Maine when
I was a kid. We docked the boat and I left the crew to take
careof it.

"Waiting for me at the end of the pier was the Master
Shamanwho was going to help me. She wore a circlet of
flowersaround her head and a long white dress, and she
hadthe most dazzling smile. I went up to her and we hugged
and I asked her to help me with my anxiety attacks, She
taughtme how to weave a ball of light with my fingers and
to blow love into it, and then to sort of screw it into my
chestwhere it could glow and relieve the attacks (I've done
that ever since and it really works). Then I looked around
forthe person I was supposed to help and found a young
boysitting on a boulder and looking very sad. I asked him
whyhe was sad and he said it was because he had died and
d'd '

~ n t know where to go. I remembered that Sergehad said
d at a shaman sometimes helps people to cross over after
, eath, bUt at first I couldn't think of how to help. Finally I
Justwi h d .

s e really hard that he would find hIS way and an

~ngelcame down out of the sky and said, 'Thank you, I've

e~~looking all over for this boy,' and took him away.
pia hen I went beyond the village to look for the sacred
Ifocewhere Serge said shamans left gifts for other shamans.
theU;:da grove of trees with all kinds of things hanging from
Pick~anches. I left a crystal flower to increase love and
1'he~I up a bamboo flute that played songs of happiness.

Went back to the boat, sailed back to the beach,
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thanked the crew, returned to my Garden where I PUtth
flute away, and came back out here. I'm looking forward te
going again and meeting another shaman who will take 111~
on a journey beyond Bali HaL"

Lanihehaand the Power Animals

The Upper World is a place to get insRiration and divine
assistance from the akua, those personified forces of trans-
formation which can take many forms and play many roles.
It is entered by going into the Garden and looking for a hole
in the sky, which you then reach by climbing a tree, a ladder,
or a rope; by jumping; or by flying. Then you grab the edges
of the hole and pull yourself up and through and look around
at a beautiful and wondrous place. The first reason I give
my students for visiting Lanikeha is to meet their Powerlll
Animals.

A Power Animal is an akua in animal form, a spirit being
who can teach you and assist you in your journeys through
various dreams. In the way my Hawaiian uncle taught me
I received two sets of seven Power Animals, one for the sea
and one for the land. Each of these had the name and the
power of one of the principles, as indicated below:

NAME
IKE
KALA
MAKIA
MANAWA
ALOHA
MANA
PONO

SEA
DOLPHIN
SQUID
SHARK
TURTLE
FISH
WHALE
EEL

LAND
LAND B IRD

SEABIRD
LIZARD
RAT
PIG
BAT
DOG

Not surprisingly most of my students, being mainland
Westerners,found it rather difficultto establishstrongfriend-
ships with some of these animals, so I modified the list to,
suit the culture of modern urban shamans as follows:

NAME
IKE

POWER
AWARENESS

ANIMAL
DOLPHIN
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KALA

MAKJA
MANA W A

ALOHA
MANA
PONO

FREEDOM
FOCUS
PERSISTENCE
LOVE
CONFIDENCE
WISDOM

BIRD

CAT (any kind)
OX (or Buffalo)
HORSE
BEAR
WOLF

(or fox/coyote/dog)

Animalscan be added or exchanged to suit personal tastes,
ofcourse.

Oncein the Upper World a good place to meet the Power
Animalsis in a meadow (with a pool for the dolphin) or on
anisland.In this system you turn into the same form as the
PowerAnimaland make friends with it. You always finish
bygoingback into your Garden through the hole in the sky
andthen coming back to awareness of the physical world.
Theonly reason for doing that, and it is a good reason, is
toestablisha habit pattern for your ku that will make future
journeyseasier, and to keep increasing the stability of your
Garden.If for any reason you come back to physical aware-
nesswithout doing that, don't worry about it; it's no big
deal.Just do it by the regular route the next time if you
can.

The Vision Quest to Milu
. Thereis some confusion today about what a vision quest

~sand how to do one. Part of the confusion comes from the
rt that there are two types of vision quests. There is a quest
dora vision,which, in cultures that have used it, is generally
t o~:by all the young men of a tribe at a certain age in order
(~sco:er their divine purpose; and there is the use of vision
OrtherSIg~t)for a quest, which is usually done by a shaman
trad'~ equIvalent.Another part of the confusion comes from
lirni~tIonaltechniques used for such quests which have been

T~ edby technology.
'-1.1trad' .

Went ItIonal cultures it was mostly the young men who
doit ~n quests for a vision, not because a woman couldn't

, Ut because it was not part of her role. Since having
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il
visions, even by the men, wasn't a normal pan of life

cultural rules were often very fixed, exceptional meas~~d
were necessary to help the men break out of the boUl1daris
of ordinary thinking to receive a special revelation fromt~S
gods or the Great Spirit. Among the measures used Wee
extreme privation (being sent into the wilderness away fro:
society with little food for an extended period), extrem
isolation (being tied in a blanket and stuck in a deep hOI:
for three days), and drugs (such as peyote and others), As
any psychiatrist might tell you, each of these practicesis
inclined to produce hallucinations, which are the visions
these people were after. The visions themselves, while ex-
traordinary, were still based on cultural elements in the
men's memories.

The vision quest for the shaman, on the other hand, be~
came easier and easier as he built up experience in the spirit
world, until he could enter it at will without extreme pri.
vation, isolation, or drugs. Even though in some culturesit
became traditional for the shaman to fast, to go sit in a cave,
or to take a drug for a vision quest, it still did not require
the extreme measures used for an initial vision. And his use

of it was different. Instead of seeking a vision outside himself,
he used his own inner vision to seek healing power. Some-
times he would do this on his own account, so he couldgain
the power to heal a panicular sickness or condition, and
sometimes he would do it on behalf of another, seekinga
power that the person had lost or, in metaphorical termS,
had been stolen from him by a spirit. Very often the power
would take the form of a magical object which the sham,an

would bring back and symbolically transfer into an equ~-
alent physical object and keep it on hand or give it to t e

person who needed it. the
In spite of what many people think, the shaman used nS

vision quest sparingly. He would first try the simpler I11~s.
of healing like intuition, practical psychology, and plac~u~t
Then he would go on to the laying on of hands or n hac
and finally, if nothing else worked, he would enter the S
manic vision quest.

i/,II
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Urban shamans doing a shamanic vision quest today do
t require a lot of special preparation or conditions, because

nO are part of a unique society that has already, though
W~owinglY, prepared us well. The wilderness is not an
u sential aspect of the vision quest, nor is a high degree of
~solation.The vision quest is not dependent on outside con-
~itionsbecause it takes place in your mind, and our minds
havehad a lot of training. In a New York workshop I had
twentypeople doing a vision quest in a building in the gar-
mentdistrict. It was summer and the windows were open.
Duringthe quest the air was shattered by the sound of police
and fire engine sirens going by on the street right outside
thewindow,and not oneperson heard them.

Eversince you staned reading about Dick and Jane and
Spotyouwere in training to be a shaman. Radio, television,
andmovies have all helped to reinforce your skill. The de-
velopmentof intentional inner vision took a long time in
traditional societies, because it wasn't reinforced by the
wholesociety. Exceptional people like poets, storytellers, and
shamansseemed to be using magic when they evoked wak-
ingvisions in the minds of listeners to their tales, legends,
and inner experiences. Without that guided imagery, most
peoplekept their attention on the outer world with its rel-
ativesameness from day to day and year to year. Even ap-
prenticesto poets, storytellers, and shamans who spent a
greatdeal of time listening and remembering were limited

t~the memories of their teachers. You, now, have the skill
0 reading,a rare skill in the history of mankind, which trains
youto focus your attention and evoke internal experience

~nlour own at will. And you have access through books: ,magazinesto most of the greatest storytellers of hu-
in~lllt~.In addition, you have stored in your memory an
tio~e1lblyric~ treasure of human experience and imagina-
Unp rOmradIO, TV, and movies. Don't pass this off as un-
kno~~al1t. As I tell my students, it is because of this
shamedge that you can immediately begin to apply the
Work~11skills that I teach. You've already done most of the
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Milu, the Underworld, in Hawaiian shamanism is a pIa
of challenge where obstacles or difficulties in the fol111c~
monsters, magic, and natural elements stand between YOO
and that which you seek. The quest consists of getting pa~

them, reaching your goal (usually a Power Object of so~
kind), and bringing the object back. The quest to Milu isno~

.. done for understanding. You can get understanding in the
Garden. It is done to change the ,fundamental idea structures
that are in the way of a healing, represented by the chal.

lenges. As each challenge is passed through in full sensory
experience, its structure as an inhibiting factor is changed,
I emphasize "full sensory experience." Only when the
inner experience is as "real" as possible will it be fully ef.
fective.

In some warrior shaman traditions it. is said that if yolf
are in the Underworld and you meet an animal that bares
its teeth at you, back out and try again another time. In the
adventurer tradition we don't do that. If you meet an animal
that bares its teeth, smile back. If that doesn't work and
nothing else does either, let it eat you, be transformed, come
out the other side, and keep going. Even the inner world is
your dream, and you are the dreamweaver. Don't let any-
thing stop you in your quest.

My tradition teaches that there are seven basic challenges
in Milu, any of which mayor may not be present in a par-
ticular quest. Each challenge is the opposite of an equivalent
positive power of a principle. They are pauli (ignorance),
haiki (limitation), hakai (confusion), napa (procrastination),
inaina (anger), weli (fear), and kanalua (doubt). Milu is en-
tered by a hole in the ground, and the shaman is usually'.

accompanied by a Power Animal. As with Bali Hai, I thi~~I

the experience is best presented in the form of a student$~
actual quest. The process is the same as that used for thti

Garden and Bali Hai. Q
"I closed my eyes and took a number of deep breathS t~

charge myself with energy for the quest. Then I went to ~
.

~
Garden and looked for the hole in the ground that wou;)
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the entrance to Milu. I knew it might be a whirlpool, a
be her hole, a cave, or a hole at the base of a tree and that's

~~atI lookedfor.at first, bu~what ~ fi.nallyfound was a six-
. h hole lined wIth stone, hke a rmmature well. I called on
1I1~owerAnimal to come with me and my hawk suddenly
a peared on my right. We made ourselves smaller and then
~e jumped into the hole. After a long time of falling we
suddenlycame flying out of the hole and landed on a path
leadinginto a weird kind of forest, like one of those en-
chantedforests in Disney films. I knew that the path would
leadto the Power Object I was after, so I started walking
withmy hawk sitting on my right arm. The forest got darker
anddarker until soon it was pitch-black and I couldn't see
anything.Before I could think of anything to do my hawk
screechedand light came out of its mouth. So I screeched,
too,and between us both we made it light again. Then we
keptgoing for a while, and suddenly a whole mass of trees
andbranches fell down in front of us, completely blocking
thepat~. Everything was so thick we couldn't go around it
oroverit, so we made ourselves very, very small and slipped
through the cracks and crevices, then made ourselves big
againon the other side. Next we came to a place where the
pathforked off in all kinds of directions and I didn't know
whichway to go. Even the hawk didn't know. I tried to toss
a stickand have it tell which path to take, but it just kept
SPinningaround. Finally, the idea came to me like a voice
speakingthat any of the paths would work, so I picked the
o~~closest to the middle and kept going.

b,Thenext obstacle, or challenge, was a bridge going over
~ klgravine, but it only went halfway, like the builders had
t~o~;o!f fo~lunch and hadn't come back. There were even
fib sttlllymg around. I made a length of rope with bark
theerand held one end while the hawk carried it across to
did~~herside and tied it to a big tree (I don't know how he
bran ;t). Then I made some more rope, and with some
Ithoc ~ We finished the bridge and I walked across. Later

Ug t the hawk might have flown me across, but I didn't
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think of it at the time. Continuing through the woods
came to a clearing where we were attacked by angry savaWe

with spears. The hawk flew up out of reach, and lIly ir~
reaction was to take a karate stance and get ready to figh
but then I remembered I was supposed to act like an a;:
venturer if possible, so I imagined that I had a bag oflaughin
dust and I threw it into the air. In a moment all the savage~
had dropped their spears and were lying on the ground
laughing like crazy, so we went on. As I was crossing another
clearing a huge grizzly came charging at me, so I just stood
there, expecting it to stop or change into something else,but
instead it came right up and swung at me with its claws.
What stunned me was that I could see the cuts and blood
and feel the pain in my arm when it hit me. Hey, I thought
this isn't supposed to happen. It struck me again in the chesr
and I fell backward on the ground. Now I was really scared.
The bear stood over me and roared, and I. could smell its
breath and feel saliva dripping on my face. Just as I began
to truly panic and the bear was bringing its head down to
bite me, my hawk flew by and threw something in the bear's
mouth with its talons. Immediately the bear closed its mouth,
smiled, and fell over. While I was bandaging my wounds
the hawk told me it had tossed a Valium in the bear's mouth.

Mter the quest was over I understood that fear was some.
thing I would have to do more work on. The last challenge
was a small table, almost like an altar, set up next to a cliff
where the path ended. On the table were two beautifully
carved and painted eggs, like the ones the Russians used to
make as works of art. There was also a sign that said, 'Take
only one, but take the right one.' I smiled because it seemed
so obvious and reached out for the one on the right. But
then I wondered if it was so obvious because it was a trick.

The correct one could be the left one. I asked the hawk, bU;
he was silent, and so were the eggs when I asked theI11.

was stuck until I asked the altar, and all it said was, '~b~,.
?reams the dream?' At last I understood and tore the Slgat~
ill half and took both the eggs. In one was a moon tb ,)f'",
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e resented Love, and in the other was a sun that represented
~ pwer. I brought them back to my Garden, put them away,
0d thanked my hawk and sent him back to Lanikeha. Fi-

a~ny,I came back to my normal awareness and symbolically
lllaceda spiritual form of the eggs into each half of my brain
~oI would remember to use Love and Power together."
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THE SlCVENfH ADV~NTU~I

SHAPIE<CHAINGBING AINID

<COMMUINBTY SIERYB<C/E

Kino lau

(Many bodied, said of one who is
able to assume other forms)

* t ~
""'.~

S hapechanging, sometimes called shapeshifting, is one
of the most natural and strange things that humans

can do. Those names refer to the extreme development ofa
talent that all human beings share, the talent of kulike, which
means "to be like the ku." In other words, to take on the
characteristics or pattern of another ku, whether human or
not. The minimal development of this talent is the ability to
mimic.

Many animals also have this ability, which implies chang-
ing one's pattern of appearance or behavior, rather than just
using what you already have. A tiger blends in with its sur-

roundings because of its natural coloring, but a chameleo~
changes its color to blend in with its surroundings. Thats
active mimicry; There are insects that act like sticks, fish that
act like rocks, healthy birds that act as if they have brokeI1
wings, and chimpanzees that act like people. There are also

III
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Ie who act like animals, birds, fish, and insects. I read
peop,eWonce about a play in which Zero Mostel was sup-
are~ to turn into a rhinoceros and charge across the stage,Pose Th

' o

d h
.

, bout using a costume. e reVIewer sal t at It was not
Wit0 Mostel acting the pan of a rhinoceros charging across
~r stage, it was a rhinoceroscharging across the stage. In the
m~vies,an actor took on the role of a bird in Birdy!, and
DonKnotts even played the role of a fish once. In a play
calledThe Metamorphosis Mikhail Baryshnikov did an ex-
cellentjob of ponraying a beetle. There is almost nothing in
theknown universe which humans have not tried to mimic.

Peoplecan mimic anything, with greater or lesser skill. It's
probablythe secret to our incredible learning capacity, and
it'ssonatural that many people don't even realize they are
doingit. I have a friend from New Jersey who has lived in
NewMexico for a number of years. In New Mexico he still
soundslike he's from New Jersey, but when he returns home
hisfamilysays he sounds like he's from the Southwest. Once
I took a bus trip and shared a seat with a woman from
Canadafor several hours. After an hour and a half of con-

versationshe said, in a British-type Canadian accent, that I
spokemore clearly than any other American she'd met. In
thesame accent I thanked her, only then realizing that I'd
b~gunto copy her style of speech. A blond, blue-eyed, very
fairWoman friend of mine was dating a black man during
on: period of her life, and she spent a lot of time in his
neighborhoodwith his friends. One day they were sitting in
arestaurantin a black neighborhood and some white people

~~lkedoin. When a black friend of this woman nudged her
ai' POIntedout how funny the white folks looked, she re-
b:~:dothatshe had unconsciously assumed the speech and
bla k~o.rpatterns of the blacks to such an extent that her

I~' nends didn't even think of her as white anymore.
ofle~ o~e thing to mimic unconsciously, or for the purpose

orfo ~Ing how to do something that someone else can do,
eoV: e purpose of blending in with your social or physical
infJu;~ent, and quite a step up to do it for the purpose of

nClng others and gaining powers. This was the sha-
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manic innovation, and the first stage of it is called act'
Our whole acting industry comes from a shaman tradit:l1g,

Makeup, costumes, staging, musical scores designed for~:
performance, and even special effectswere invented bysh~

mans. All of these were, and still are, used to influence a

audience, but the shamanic idea went farther than that.~
many traditional societies shamans acted out the pans of
gods, demons, heroes, villains, and animals not only for
teaching and entertainment, but for magical influence.

In traditional American Indian tribes, a shaman of the dry
Southwest might have donned the garb of the thunderbird
and danced a special dance in order to bring rain to his
people; or a shaman of the Plains might have put on the

horns and pelt of a buffalo and performed a ritual to find~r
attract the herds for his people. In Africa I have seen shamans
act out archetypal roles of gods and animals to removeevil
spirits and bring about healings.

Our modern conditioning makes us scoff at the idea that
the behavior of a person, costumed or not, filled with belief
or not, can actually influence the environment. And it'sa
valid attitude if you accept the first-level ideas that realityis
outside of us, everything is separate, and energy acts ac'
cording to its own laws. But if you accept the second-level
shamanic ideas that the world is what you think it is, that
everything is connected, and that energy flows where atten'
tion goes, then of course the behavior of a person can influ'
ence the environment. The only constraining factor thenJS
the degree of belief, connection, and energy. Shamanshave
specialized in ways to increase the amounts of each of th~se.
In this chapter we'll be mostly concerned with increaSlI1g,

the degree of connection. f
First though, let's talk a little about the extreme end ~

kulike, the art of changing from one form to another, rhIs

is an ancient idea that has never ceased to fascinate ~u~~.
beings. Gods, of course, are expected to be able to do It.Z d
became a bull to woo Europa, Odin became a serpent aJ18i

an eagle to win the mead of inspiration, and Pele beca~e }!beautiful woman to seduce Chief Lohiau. bur own roO e
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'teratUregives this power to certain human beings, either
h curse or a blessing. So we have Count Dracula who

as;s intOa vampire bat, Dr. Jekyll who turns into Mr. Hyde,
tll dentist who turns into the Hulk, and Billy Batson who
a ~s intO Captain Marvel, to name only a very few. Sha-
tllans, also, are expected to partake of this power. Tales
~ound of shamans who change info various animals for
differentpurposes, and in Hawaii the skill was supposed to
includechanging into rocks and ropes. The president of an
Africancountry I lived in was reputed to be a shaman who
visitedthe northern areas in the form of an antelope.

No doubt many such tales are of experiences in Po (the
innerworld) rather than in Ao (the outer world), but not
necessarilyall of them. Think a bit. If everything is broad-
castingits own pattern and if you could match and rebroad-
cast the same pattern, then you would take on the
appearance and qualities of the thing you were matching.
It'stheoretically possible within the system we are studying,
and many shamans believe it can be done. If this were an
extensionof the talent under discussion that could actually

be developed, it would be very dependent on the skill of
concentration. It really isn't any different from the intention
ofcertainmystics who meditate on God so they can become
onewith God. rlliet you take it from there.
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Grokking

~fg~eaterinterest to us right now is using kulikeforpractical
/'

k
eahngpurposes. We can define four different stages of ku-

I e:

1. C,opYing-unconsciously adopting patterns in your en-
VirOnment

2. Imitating-consciously adopting patterns in your envi-

3, ~~ent ~orpersonalsafetyand development/ e-playmg-consciously adopting patterns in your en-
4, :aironrnentor in your mind for influencing other people
. ec°rnirlg-consciously adopting patterns in your envi-
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ronment or in your mind to change what you are (as
mystic might do) . . a

For our purposes we want to find and use a position sorne-
where between 3 and 4. That is, we want to adopt the pattern
of a thing so well that we can think of ourselves as being
that thing and have such resonance with it that changing
our behavior will change its behavior, yet at the same tirne
we want to remember our original pattern so we can return
to it at will. The name I've chosen to represent this delicate
position is grokking.This is a word from a book by Raben
Heinlein, Stranger in a Strange Land, in which the hero has
the ability to merge with the pattern of something, know it
from the inside, and change it from the inside by directed
intent.

Grokking implies the ability to remember your original
pattern and your purpose in grokking. I also call this "keep-
ing the 1 percent shaman." This means retaining at least I
percent (an arbitrary metaphor) of your oWn self-awareness
no matter how deeply you grok. Our purpose in grokking
is to bring about healing and harmony. If you were to grok
a sick tree 100 percent, you would simply feel like you were
the tree and forget to do any healing. You wouldn't turn
into a tree, however. Most of the time you would just snap
back into your original self-awareness without having ac-
complished anything, or you might fall asleep and wake up
later. A complete change of pattern requires consciously
applied skill of a level that most humans will never
reach.

The process of grokking is very simple.

1. Close your eyes.
2. Energize.
3. Enter a spirit body.
4. Merge with the grokee.
5. Check for appropriateness of action.
6. Change your behavior.
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7 ungrok by remerging with your spirit body and returning
. to your physical body.

Here I've suggested closing your eyes to diminish distrac-
. ns from your immediate environment, but you can learn

~oogrok with your eyes open. Energizing can be done by
usingthe Lovelight from the Fifth Adventure along with deep
breathing. Entermg a spirit body is like entering a dream
body, but the spirit body is more like a borderless ball of
pure light or energy that you create with your imagination.
Toenter it you just imagine that you have a formless energy
bodyrather than a physical one. As usual, feeling is more
important than seeing. Using the spirit body makes it easier
to go in and out of the grok at will. Merging is done by
imaginingthat your spirit body is merging with the spiritual,
mental, emotional, and/or physical pattern of the grokee,
with feeling again being the most important sensation be-
causeyou want to imagine what it feels like to be what you
aregrokking.This is the most important part, since its success
depends on a kind of unconditional love. The degree of
mergingis limited by any negative attitudes you may have
towardwhat you are grokking.The more fear, anger, or
criticismyou have toward it, the more separation and the
lessgrokking. That also translates into less influence. While

mergedyou check for appropriateness of action by feeling
whetherit's right to go ahead and make a change. This has
nothingto do with fear that it might be wrong. When the
grokis good it's a simple knowing that it's right or not right
~odo something. When you have merged to the greatest
yegreePossible while still retaining a bit of self-awareness,
fooU~hangeyour behavior as the grokeein a fashioncon-
be~ng to your healing intent. Most of the time this would
the~nYourimagination, but some people are able to involve
of ~rphYsicalbody in the change without losing the sense
irna~l~gthe grokee. Finally, separate from the grokee by
inY

g
olUlngyourself back in your spirit body, and then backur ph .

1'0 YSlcalbody.
e fOlloWingsections will deal with grokking for healing
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and for your personal development as an urban shaman
We'll cover the subject by working with seven elements of
the earth: water, stone, fire, wind, plants, animals, and hu-
mans.

Grokking Water
Shamans grok water mostly for rain, but it can be grokked

for many other reasons as well. Once I was on the mainland
and received a call from Kauai asking our shamans to help
with a tidal wave that was heading for the Hawaiian islands
from Alaska. Satellites were tracking it and it was known
exactly when it was due to hit. Evacuation procedures were
being carried out on Kauai and emergency systems were in
readiness. A number of us grokked the tidal wave and, as
the wave, decided to flatten out and dissipate our energy
sideways. People of that curious breed who like to be on
hand when disaster strikes were on the beach when the tidal
wave was supposed to hit, and they reported that the surf
receded as is common in such cases, but then just came
gently back in as if nothing unusual were happening. Head-
lines the next day proclaimed "The Tidal Wave That
Wasn't"

This is a good place to clear up some more matters about
grokking and shamancraft. First, those of us who worked
on the wave did not exert control over Nature. Second,
grokking was not the only thing being used. And third, we
did not neutralize the wave all by ourselves.

Nature can only be influenced to do what it might do
anyway; it cannot be controlled. This conforms to the siXth

principle. In any activity of Nature there are ongoing cours~S
of action, potential courses of action, and improba~~,
courses of action. Shamans work with ongoing and potenU3e
courses of action, leaving improbable courses of action alo~fI
because they require more energy than they are worth. ve
the tidal wave example, dissipating the energy of the .w3laf
laterally was a potential inherent in water and that partlCl1
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ve as was the forming of another wave from a different
;aec;ion to cancel some of its effects. But stopping the wave
/ad in its tracks or making it go backward were so im-
eobablein terms of water behavior and energy requirementspr , o

d dthat they weren t even conSl ere.

Withregard to the second consideration, grokking is only
one technique in the shaman repertoire. Not all shamans
useit or gain great skill at it. So in dealing with the tidal
wavesome shamans were using intuition to talk to the wave,
andothers were working with its dream. Shamans will use
whatevertechniques they feel are effective in any given sit-
uation'which reminds us of the seventh principle.

Withrespect to the third consideration, a shaman would
beveryfoolish to take full credit for changing any event or
condition,not only because of the power innate in every-
thing,but because of the influence of thoughts from other
people,shamans or not. In the Kauai experience, for ex-
ample,there were enough people praying, hoping, and wish-
ing that the tidal wave would do no harm that all the
shamanshad to do was help focus all that positive energy.
Onthe other hand, if enough people wanted, needed, ex-
pected,or feared that tidal wave for some reason, shamans,
nomatter how powerful, would have had little effect on it.

In recent years the state of Texas (and surrounding areas)
sufferedfrom a long-term severe drought We received a

n~mberof requests for help, but nothing we did made any
~erel1ce for a long time because the potentials for the
thoughtWereso much greater than the potentials for ending
ste drought. Finally, one of our shamans in southern Texas
in°fPedtrying to work on the whole state and concentrated
w~~~ Onher little valley. She worked intensely one night
Withher husband (who was tolerant enough to go along
abUl1daer)a~d the next day was the first of three days of

Cr I1tram for her valley, but not for the rest of the state.
Notj:ZYas it seems, human beings can influence the rain.
besh~ to bring it, but to keep it away. It doesn't have to

an work that does it, either. Pasadena, California,
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has had a Rose Bowl parade and football game on Janua
first for almost a hundred years running. Even though it7
in the middle of the area's rainy season, to my knowledgS
it has only rained twice on Rose Bowl day. I myself hav~
watched it pour buckets on New Year's Eve, be bright and
clear on New Year's Day, and pour buckets again on January
second. I think it's the combined energies of the float makers
the visitors, the spectators, and the chamber of commerc~
that does it.

When the potential energies are right, shaman grokking
can perform what seem to be miracles, but which are only
a wise use of available resources and natural patterns. Rain
can be brought to drought-stricken areas or moved away
from flooded areas, wave patterns can be altered, oil slicks
can be dissipated, and pollution can be neutralized or pre-
cipitated out. The possibilities are wide open, but some
changes will require a lot of shamans acting in concert.

Practice-Grokking Water

Following the process already given,grok water by
becoming the spirit of water, and then the specific

water you want to influence. For a drought, what
works well is to become the spirit of water in the
drought area and call water to you, becoming that
water as it gathers until you are heavy and thick
enough to rain.

You can also grok for the purpose of learning what
water has to teach you about flowing and adapting.

Grokking Stone '!~

A lot of my students have difficultywith grokkingswj
because it seems so solid. I find that in their minds theYI

often trying to merge their physical bodies with it rather 1"'
their spirits, and that, of course, feels suffocating and 1\,
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if not impossible. I remind them that stone is alive and that
its fonn is only an energy pattern. The intent is not to move
their bodies into the stone, but to have their energy body
take on the energy pattern of the stone. This seems to work
much better.

Everything is connected. The natural phenomena of the
Earthdo not operate independent of humanity. Nature does
itsown thing whether humans are around or not, but when
humans are around they are always part of what Nature is
doing. The interchange comes from the energy of human
emotions. Human emotions, positive or negative, do not
causenatural phenomena, but they can trigger them or delay
them,amplify or diminish them, and attract or repulse them.
If a human being is affected, a human being is involved.
Becauseof this relationship, when a shaman is changing a
natural event, he is also changing the human emotions in-
volved in the event. This kind of indirect healing is often
easier to do and more effective than trying to work with
human beings themselves, especially in a grouping like a
village,city, or region.

Earthquakes make an interesting study. In areas inhabited
byhuman beings they are directly related to social pressures.
Where there is sufficient social pressure in an earthquake-
prone area, any sudden change in the society or the envi-
roilfOentcan trigger an earthquake, even if the change is
Positive.The summer before the death of Mao Ze-dong, in
keepingwith an ancient tradition which foretold the death
of an emperor, China was racked with devastating earth-
quakes.When the Shah of Iran was deposed, ending a very
oppressiveregime, Iran was racked with devastating earth-
duakes. The night that Queen Liliuokalani of Hawaii was
Aeios~d,Honolulu was shaken by an unusual earthquake.
pr e~ble earthquake in Armenia occurred just as the Soviet
19~ier Was speaking of social change in the U.N. And in

fore ' ~ftera summer of severe drought, an autumn of severe
AngS\ res, and an early winter of freeway shootings, Los

e es suffered a harsh earthquake. In the future, perhaps,
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social engineers will be able to predict earthquakes more
accurately than any other group.

As shamans, we can work to ease the pressure in unstable
areas before a quake, and we can ease the pressure aftera
quake to diminish the effectsof aftershocks. To do this With
grokking, we enter the spirit of stone, merge with the bed-
rock under a specific location, and gently relax and stretch
and calm ourselves down.

Volcanic eruptions can be worked with in a similar way.
In merging with molten lava you can either change the di-
rection of its flow or slow down, cool off, and solidify.By
the way, we have not been working with the relatively
peaceful eruption of Kilauea on the Big Island of Hawaii
because, apart from destroying and threatening some roads,
homes, and buildings that were constructed on a known
lava-flow site in the first place, and causing some "vog"
(volcanic smog), the only other effect has been to increase
the size of the island.

As an element, "stone" includes any material that we
consider solid and inanimate-such as metal, plastic, cut
wood, and glass-even when put together as a machine.By
grokking and changing the pattern to one that feels har-
monious I have had many good healing results with motors
and computers.

Practice-Grokking Stone

Grok some of the physically unstable areas of the
world like Beijing, Tokyo, Los Angeles, San

Francisco, Mexico City, Cairo, and Teheran and ease
the pressure under them.

Grok an object (perhaps a sculpture), a tool, or a
machine and heal it or learn from it.

Grokking stone can also teach your ku the nature
of strength and stability, and help you learn more
about geology and crystals.
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G ok king Fire
~ature has its own reasons for having fires. It can be to

replenish the soil with the nutrients in ash, to germinate
eedsthat need the fire's heat before they can sprout, or to

:hin out old vegetation so that new plants may live. It can
alsobe used to thin out animal populations and feed animals
inneed. In Africa I have seen birds of prey and other animals
gatherat the ed~e of a fire to catch the smaller animals as
theycome runmng out.

Fires that occur near human habitations, though, even
thoseof natural origin, are expressions of human emotion,
whatever other purpose they may serve. That emotion is
usuallyanger, but not always. The fire that serves a purpose
in Nature also serves a purpose in human lives. Just as we
maysaythat every sickness is a ku attempt to solve a problem
thatthe lanahasn't dealt with, so may we say that every
disasteris an attempt to solve a problem that the lanDhasn't
dealtwith. In Malibu a plant nursery on the coast that had
beenin operation for thirty years was burned to the ground
during a brush fire that left the neighbors on either side
untouched. Everyone felt very sorry for the owner until he
gavean interview in the local paper. He said he had been
planningfor a long time to sell the place and move overseas,
butcouldnever make the decision to do so. Now the decision

hadbeen made for him, and with the insurance money he
Wasgoing to follow his dream. .

In the above story I mentioned that the neighbors were
untouched.A curious thing about fires in human-inhabited
~reasis that they will often jump over or bypass some build-
~~gSand find their way to places that were thought safe. A
vo~rnan.explanation is that the emotions of the people in-
rn/e~eIther repulsed or attracted the fire. Again in Malibu,
of t~ dest son was living in a trailer on a hill in the middle
fire e mOuntains,a place called Decker Canyon. When a
becasweptthrough the area I received calls of condolence

sUrvjus~ I had lost my son, who could not possibly have
son;e such a fire. I tuned in, however, and knew that my

as fine. As soon as the roads were clear I went in and




































































































